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Piezo-Junctions: Elements of a
New Class of Semiconductor
Devices*

Recently large effects of anisotropic
stress on the resistance of p-n junctions were
observed.' The magnitude of these effects
is far larger than that previously reported.2',
Moreover, it was found that stress can
cause considerable, and hitherto unreported,
changes in the breakdown characteristics.
The basic phenomena are illustrated in
Fig. 1 where (a) the schematic stressing
arrangement and (b) a family of isobaric
I- V characteristics are shown. The radius
R of the stressing element ordinarily used
was of the order of 20 I. The contact di-
ameters d were of the order of 2 to 3 ,u and
local pressures obtained under reversible
conditions were calculated4 to be as high as
8X104 kg/cm2. Due to the anisotropies of
the stress field and the electrical field various
mechanisms, which are presently being in-
vestigated, contribute to the effects de-
scribed. Within the elastic range the effects
are completely reversible and provide a
basic element, for brevity referred to as the
piezo-junction, of a new class of devices.

p-n junctions constitute basic building
blocks of many semiconductor devices from
diodes to tetrodes. In any such device the
control of one junction will affect the per-
formance of the whole device. For example,
by stressing the emitter junction of a tran-
sistor the output across the collector junc-
tion can be controlled. Such an application is
illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows a set of
collector characteristics of a p-n-p Ge mesa
transistor. Except for the indicated varia-
tions in stress on the emitter, all other ex-
perimental conditions remained identical
and the changes of h1, from about 40 to 5
were completely reversible. By proper selec-
tion of junction depth and the value of R of
such a piezo-triode responses by more than
an order of magnitude larger than those
shown have been obtained. An interesting
aspect of the drastic changes in transistor
characteristics under controlled stress is the
clear demonstration of the previously sus-
pected' effects which uncontrolled built-in
stresses may have on semiconductor devices.

Ge and Si piezo-diodes have been incor-
porated in small experimental microphone
and hydrophone structures. Fig. 3 shows, for
example, such a piezo-diode microphone

* Received July 30, 1962.
lW. Rindner, 'Anisotropic strain effects in p-n
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Fig. I-(a) Schematic stressing arrangement. (b

ward and reverse bias characteristics of a
diode.

small masses and correspondingly high
mechanical resonance frequencies are possi-
ble. The stress-dependent breakdown char-
acteristics provide potential sensitivities
limited mainly by noise and stability
considerations.

The high sensitivity displayed suggests
the possibility of coupling piezo-junctions
with electromechanical transducers to pro-
vide novel four-terminal devices. This can,
for example, be achieved by applying the

u signal input to electrostatic, magneto-
strictive or piezoelectric elements in suitable

05 E mechanical contact with piezo-junctions
which provide the output terminals.
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Fig. 2-hf, of a piezo-triode with I, =2 g a/step.

Fig. 3-An experimental piezo-diode microphone.

with the pertinent structural details. Out-
puts of up to about 2 v were obtained on
some units in sound fields of about 60 db
above 200 IA dynes. Preliminary measure-
ments indicate that high sensitivities are
possible with piezo-triodes since in the latter
the inherent gain of the transistor is ex-
ploited. The frequency response has been
found to extend from dc to over 100 kc,
with various peaks which can be attributed
to mechanical resonances.

The devices already realized in practice
constitute only a fraction of the potential
piezo-junction accelerometers, displacement
transducers and other piezo-junction devices.
In this connection some features of piezo-
junctions are of particular interest. For
example, the volume of the active semi-
conductor region extends over only a few
cubic microns. Thus snmall dimensions and

WWV and WWVH Standard Fre-
quency and Time Transmissions*

The frequencies of the National Bureau
of Standards radio stations WWV and
WWVH are kept in agreement with respect
to each other and have been maintained as
constant as possible since December 1, 1957,
with respect to an improved United States
Frequency Standard (USFS).' The correc-
tions reported here were arrived at by
means of improved measurement methods
based on transmissions from the NBS sta-
tions WWVB (60 kc) and WWVL (20 kc).
The values given in the table are 5-day
running averages of the daily 24-hour values
for the period beginning at 1800 UT of each
day listed.

The time signals of WWV and WWVH
are also kept in agreement with each other.
Since these signals are locked to the fre-
quency of the transmissions, a continuous
departure from UT2 may occur. Corrections
are determined and published by the U. S.
Naval Observatory. The time signals are
maintained in close agreement with UT2 by
properly offsetting the broadcast frequency
from the USFS at the beginning of each
year when necessary. This new system was
commenced on January 1, 1960.

Subsequent changes were as follows:
FREQUENCY OFFSET, WITH REFERENCE TO THE USFS

January 1, 1960, -150 parts in 101'
January 1, 1962, -130 parts in 101'

* Received August 27, 1962.
Refer to "National Standards of Time and Fre-

quency in the United States," PROC. IRE, vol. 48.
pp. 105-106; January, 1960.
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TIME ADJUSTMIEN]S, w\IIH REFERENCE TO
THE TIME SCALE UT2

December 16, 1959, retardation, 20 milliseconds
January 1, 1961, retardation, s milliseconds
August 1, 1961, advancement, 50 milliseconds

Adjustments were made at 0000 UT on
the foregoing dates; an advancement means
that the signals were adjtlsted to occur at an
earlier time than before.

WWV FREQIiINCY
WITH RESPECT TO U. S. FRI. Q1FNCY STANDARD

1962

July 1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Parts in 10o°

-129.2
-129.2
-129.Of
-130.0
-129.9
-129.9
-129.9
-129.9
-129.9
-129.8
-129.7
-129.6
-129.6
-129.5
-129.5
-129.4
-129.4
-129.4
-129.3
-129.3
-129.3t
-130.7
-130.6
-130.5
-130.3
-130.1
-130.0
-129.9
-129.9
-130.0
-130.0

t A minus sign indicates that the broadcast fre-
quency was below nominal. The uncertainty asso-
ciated with these values is + s XI 0-II.
WWV frequency adjusted as follows:

July 3, -1.1 parts X10-1O at 1900 UT.
July 21, -1.4 parts XI-1O at 1900 UT.

NATIONAL BuREAU OF STANDARDS
Boulder, Colo.

Miniature Electrically Tunable
YIG Band-Pass Filter*

Early designs of electrically tunable
band-pass filters using yttrium-iron-garnet
(YIG) spheres have concentrated on single-
resonator filters.',2 However, the perform-
ance of single-resonator filters is limited by
spurious responses, (about 15 db below the
main response), caused by magnetostatic
modes.3 Two-resonator filters have reduced
this spurious response level to about 35 db
below the main response; however, such
filters are ordinarily large. Those two-
resonator filters already developed for use in
S band4 and X band' are typical examples.

* Received June 25, 1962; revised manuscript
received, July 2, 1962.

l P. S. Carter, Jr., 'Design of magnetically-tunable
microwave filters using single-crystal yttrium iron-
gamet resonators," IRE TI.ANs. ON MICROWAVE
THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, vol. MTT-9, pp. 2s2-260;
May, 1961.

2 K. L. Kotzebue. 'Broadband electronically-
tuned microwave filters,' 1960 IRE WESCON CON-
VENTION RECORD, pt. 1, pp. 21-27.

3 L. R. Walker, 'Magnetostatic modes in ferro-
magnetic resonance. Phys. Rev., vol. 105. pp. 390-
399; January 15, 1957.

4 P. S. Carter, Jr., el al., 'Microwave Filters and
Coupling Structures, Stanford Res. Inst., Menlo
Park, Calif., Rept. No. 3, Contract DA-36-039-sc-
87398, SRI Proj 3527; October, 1961.

In many applications, it is highly desirable
to miniaturize these YIG filter structures
because a reduction in filter size also reduces
the magnet size and tuning-power require-
ments.

We have developed a two-resonator YIG
filter (Fig. 1) that tunes from 2.4 to 4.8 Gc,
which has a residual response level of 60 to
80 db, and has spot-frequency spurious
resonances below 44 db. It has a volume,
excluding the magnet, of less than 0.25 cubic
inch. The filter is a miniaturized version of a
basic structure used by Carter.4 It consists
of two garnets coupled to two strip trans-
mission lines with a slot in the common

ground plane. The slot is the coupling ele-
ment between the resonators. The small size
is achieved primarily by using strip-trans-
mission-line ground-plane separations of
0.162 inch. Previously fabricated structures
have had large ground-plane separations
(0.6 inch).4 Power is coupled from one line
to the other when the YIG spheres are at
their ferrimagnetic resonant frequencies.
The filter has a two-pole response with a

nominal 3-db bandwidth of 35 Mc. The
filter i6 tuned by varying the field of an

electromagnetic about a permanent-magnet
biasing field. The biasing field was set for
1140 oersteds, corresponding to a frequency
of 3.2 Gc.

Fig. 1-Miniature two-resonator YIG
band-pass filter.

The filter characteristics have been
evaluated between 2.4 to 4.8 Gc. Fig. 2
shows a typical frequency response curve,
and Fig. 3 shows the characteristics of the
filter over the complete tuning range. The
curve in Fig. 2 is centered at 3.8 Gc with a
34-Mc 3-db bandwidth and a 1.1-db inser-
tion loss at the peak of the response. It has a
frequency response equivalent to a two-pole
Chebyshev filter having a 0.8-db pass-band
ripple up to about 40 db of insertion loss. It
then continues to a residual loss level of
83 db except for the two narrow-band re-
sponses that are 50 and 62 db down. The
strongest spurious level is therefore 50 db
down when the filter is tuned to 3.8 Gc.
Fig. 3 is a plot of the strongest spurious-
response level, the midband insertion loss,
and the 3-db bandwidth vs frequency. The
spurious-response level is always more than
44 db down, the 3-db bandwidth averages
about 35 Mc, and the midband insertion
loss is under 2 db over most of the range.

The insertion loss starts to increase slightly
at the low-frequency end because the un-
loaded Q's of the YIG spheres are degraded.
The filter is capable of tuning over the full
2.4 to 4.8 Gc range with 3 watts of power.

These data were measured after the
resonant frequencies of the two garnets were

very carefully aligned. The alignment, essen-
tial to low insertion loss, was achieved by
rotating the axes of the garnets until they
both had the same resonant frequencies.

0
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Fig. 2-Typical response curve.
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Fig. 3-Characteristics of miniature two-resonator
YIG band-pass filter.

This procedure is effective because the in-
sertion loss is only slightly higher (0.1 to
0.3 db) over the entire tuning range than
when the filter was peaked to any specific
frequency by individually tuning each
sphere. Therefore, the filter can be accur-
ately tuned by only one adjustment-the
variation of the magnetic field.

In many receiver applications, the pres-
ence of the few, narrow-band spurious-
response levels appearing at any given filter
center frequency do not necessarily deter-
mine the strongest spurious response of the
entire receiver. By careful choice of the IF
amplifier center frequency, it is often possi-
ble to reject the few strong filter spurious
levels present. Where this is feasible, the
YIG filter described would have an effective
spurious response level equal to its residual
level of 60 to 80 db.

Work is continuing on techniques to
reduce the strongest spurious response levels
to more than 60 db below the main response
level and to increase the tuning range. The
present filter tunes from 2.1 to 5.6 Gc with
slightly degraded performance between 2.1
to 2.4 Gc and 4.8 to 5.6 Gc. The results to
date indicate that miniature YIG filters
with two resonators can be constructed and
tuned over more than one octave with a
single voltage control. The rapid and remote
tuning capabilities of these filters can be
used extensively in microwave receiving
systems.

The authors wish to thank A. H. Harvey
of AIL for assisting them in the construction
and evaluation of the filter.

M. L. WRIGHT
J. J. TAUB

Airborne Instruments Lab.
Division of Cutler-Hammer, Inc.

Deer Park, N. Y.
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Use of Electro-Optical Shutters
to Stabilize Ruby Laser
Operation*

Emission from a ruby laser is normally
characterized by extreme fluctuations, ap-

parently arising from an instability of stimu-
lated emission oscillations in a resonant
cavity, and further complicated by the
existence of many degrees of freedom
(modes) which can be excited.

The use of a feedback control to stabilize
oscillation level has apparently not been
previously attempted. However, the theory
and practice of feedback controls is well
established.

We have used a Kerr electro-optical
shutter as the control element in a feedback
loop to stabilize the operation of a ruby
laser. The stabilizing effect is dramatic;
output is changed from irregular Aspikingn
to essentially steady emission which gen-

erally follows the intensity of the pumping
illumination. The two oscillograms of Fig. 1

compare the output of the laser with and
without feedback stabilization.

Fig. 1-Upper trace oscillogram of 1: Ruby laser out-
put without stabilization. Lower trace, oscillogram
of ruby laser with feedback stabilization. Sweep
speed: 200 microseconds per major division in both
traces.

The experimental arrangement is shown
in Fig. 2. Both the Kerr cell and a polarizer0
are included, together with the ruby, in the
optical resonator. The mirrors are adjustable
for parallelism, and the ruby is pumped with
a helical xenon flash tube.

Feedback is accomplished by directing a

portion of the laser output onto a high cur-

rent photodiode. The photodiode drives the
Kerr cell directly, the load impedance being
chosen to provide suitable gain and phase
characteristics. The Kerr cell is specifically

Received August 1, 1962.
X The polarizer is not essential, since the dichroism

of the ruby will generally suffice.

designed for laser modulation. A bias voltage
is applied in order to bring the Kerr cell to
a more sensitive portion of its characteristic.

GCEw7TorOvNoNf pfl4EUCL FLASk LAD
P'OL*R IZt6

aEND RELCtF C ORIeE7R

Fig. 2-Schematic of Kerr electro-optical
stabilized ruby laser.

We believe that the value of this develop-
ment lies in two broad areas. First, it is now
feasible to control a ruby laser, and also to
introduce amplitude modulation for many
obvious applications. Second, this develop-
ment makes the ruby laser operation much
more amenable to theoretical study and
analysis. Improvement in line width, co-
herence, and beam angle is anticipated to
result from the more stable operation.

F. R. MARSHALL
D. L. ROBERTS

Quantatron, Inc.
Santa Monica, Calif.

Elimination of Re-Entry Radio
Blackout*

Mr. H. Hodara has suggested' that the
propagation of an EM wave through a col-
lisionless plasma can be greatly improved by
the use of a longitudinal magnetic field; in
particular he mentioned that the propaga-
tion characteristics of a right-handed (RH)
circularly polarized wave are much better
than those of a left-handed (LH) circularly
polarized wave. Although this is true for an
infinite medium, it would appear that in the
more realistic case of transmission through
finite slabs this advantage is vitiated.

To see this consider the propagation of a
VHF signal (w=1.6X109) through a 1-cm
thick homogeneous plasma when a 570-
gauss (Wab=1010) longitudinal magnetic field
is employed. Fig. 1 shows the transmission
coefficient as the plasma frequency is varied.
For small values of the plasma frequency
(w1,101'), there is substantially complete
transmission for both right- and left-hand
signals. As co5 increases, however, the trans-
mission coefficient for the LH signal de-
creases monitonically at a rate which be-
comes proportional to

e-12x1"wIbl,)+41 p

(x is the slab thickness and c is the velocity
of light).

The RH signal does not have this "de-
caying exponential" behavior since for large

* Received March 7, 1962.
'H. Hodara, "The use of magnetic fields in the

elimination of the re-entry radio blackout," PRoC.
IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1825-1830; December, 1961.
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plasma frequencies its index of refraction

(= [1+(W, w)I i/)
is real. Thus, the problem is simply one of
transmission through a homogeneous slab of
real index of refraction as either the thick-
ness or index of refraction is increased.

As a practical matter, however, Fig. 1
shows that the RH polarization is no im-
provement over the LH wave. The trans-
mission coefficient is simply

T = [I -_42 sin2 kxn],

and for large index of refraction (Cop2>>»wib)
there will be, on the average, a large reflec-
tion. In fact in this case the RH signal
reaches a 10-db attenuation point slightly
before the LH signal.2 The fact that aperiod-
ically the RH signal has complete trans-
mission is of little help since the plasma con-
ditions are continuously changing and one
would have sporadic transmission at best.
For an inhomogeneous plasma the peaks are
lowered and the valleys raised so that in a
more realistic case one would not even get
these sharp bursts of transmission.

Even though an RH signal has no ad-
vantage over an LH signal, there is still the
question of whether a magnetic field has any
advantage at all. The answer to this question
can be seen by examining Fig. 2 where trans-
mission has been computed for a 5700-gauss
(Wb = 10u) longitudinal magnetic field. By
increasing Wb by a factor of 10 one is able to
stand a three-fold increase in Wp before
reaching a 10-db attenuation. Thus one can
get through a plasma by using a strong
magnetic field, but as a practical matter the
necessary field strengths are often prohibi-
tively large.

2 It might be objected that one might be willing to
live with 20 or 30 db attenuation by going to high
power systems in which case the RH system is better
than the LH system. This has a disadvantage both in
that high powers tend to induce antenna breakdown
and also that there will be strong reflection and thus
mismatch, particularly for the low-frequency systems
intimated by the use of magnetic fields. (A magnetic
field is of no advantage unless the signal frequency is
less than the cyclotron frequency.)
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The conclusion is thus two-fold:
1) There is no advantage of one polari-

zation over another.
2) The only way to use a magnetic field

to get through a dense plasma is to
use a strong magnetic field-there is
no royal road to propagation.

C. R. MULLIN
Research and Advanced Development Div.

AVCO
Wilmington, Mass.

Author's Comments3
I would like to thank Mr. Mullin for the

interest shown in my work.
Mr. Mullin's comments deserve to be

discussed and I believe I can answer the
questions he raises, if not to his satisfaction,
at least to mine. There are essentially two
statements to his thesis, first that there is no
advantage in using an RH wave over an LH
wave, second that in order to propagate
through a dense plasma, strong static mag-
netic fields are required. Both of his con-
clusions are stated with much generality and
their value can only be determined when
expressed quantitatively. It is the purpose
of this reply to determine this value.

Let us discuss the first statement. Ac-
cording to Mr. Mullin it is implied in my
paper' that an RH wave is "much better"
than an LH wave. Nowhere in the paper is
there such a statement as it does not convey
any quantitative information. It is stated,
however, on page 1829 of the paper, that for
a signal frequenlcy below cyclotron reso-
nance, 3 db of additional power penetrates
the plasma meclium if the incident wave is
RH circularly polarized instead of linearly
polarized. Whether 3 db is "much better"
than nothing is another matter. On the other
hand for the collisionless semi-infinite plasma
under discussion at signal frequencies below
cyclotron resonance, an RH wave is partially
tranistmitted while an LH wave is totally

a Received July 26, 1962.

reflected in which case the ratio of trans-
mitted RH to LH wave is infinite; for this
case indeed an RH wave is "much better"
than an LH wave. In reality, as Mr. Mullin
correctly points out, the plasma sheath sur-
rounding a re-entering space vehicle has a
finite width and is a far cry from the semi-
infinite medium approximation.

A propagation analysis based on a homo-
geneous finite width plasma slab may be just
as far a cry from reality since it is well known
that the electron density exhibits a sharp
discontinuity at the skin of the vehicle and
decays approximately exponentially towards
the shock layer boundary (the statement
"sharp discontinuity" may be as vague to
Mr. Mullin as the statement "much better"
mentioned above). It would seem that the
actual model of an inhomogeneous plasma
sheath lies somewhere in between the two
approximations: the homogeneous finite
width slab and the homogeneous semi-
infinite medium. As pointed out by Mr.
Mullin, in the case of an inhomogeneous
slab, the valleys in his curve of Fig. 1 are
raised and the advantages of an RH wave
over an LH wave are improved, provided of
course it is possible to transmit with the
attenuation levels corresponding to the
valleys of the curve Fig. 1 rather than to the
peaks. This brings up Mr. Mullin's point of
contention, namely that it is impractical or
at least disadvantageous to transmit with
such high attenuation levels because of the
deleterious effects brought about by the
additional required power as described in
the footnote2 to his comments. Since this
statement applies not only the the pros and
cons of an RH wave over an LH wave but
also to the relative advantages or dis-
advantages of propagation with and without
magnetic field, let us discuss then Mr.
Mullin's second conclusion before answering
the statement in question.

Let us briefly analyze how the power
transmission coefficient varies for a homo-
geneous plasma slab of finite width L for the
cases of no magnetic field, transverse mag-
netic field, and longitudinal magnetic field.
The transmission coefficients for these cases
are respectively:

The following notation is used in the above
equations: the subscripts 0, T, L refer, re-
spectively, to isotropic, transverse, and
longitudinal static magnetic field case. The
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to an RH mode and
an LH mode and the various symbols are
defined below:

cn = cos bln (n-0, T, 1, 2)
Sn = sin bnl

L
I= X

xv

iv =- (X =wavelength of signal in free space)
2r

bT = Al l + C2
(- sign corresponds to sub-

b1,2 = VA/i ± ] script 1, + sign to subscript 2)

el = 1 +---
+b - (collisionless case: v= 0).

.Wb (p2
62 = 2

J Wb-2

The case of practical interest in the blackout
problem is

(4)W2 <<«b2 <<Kp2

and (1), (2), and (3b) reduce to

To - 16--2(Olw(LYv)

TT - 16 -e2(wpIw)(Lft.)
C9p

b
T2 =z 4--2ewp1-.(1w)(LpXv)2COp2

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Eq. (7) describes the locus of the minima of
the transmission coefficient for the RH wave;
it describes the worst possible condition for
this case.

Although some of the parameters used by
Mullin in this discussion do not quite fulfill

12
=TOl Isotropic case (Bo = 0),

Co+--so bo+-~-
2 ( bo)

1 2
T = - Transverse static magnetic field case

CT + ST bT+ b)

1/2 1/2bT
TL=C, +-]-t(bt+ b )

G2 +-y2S2 (b2 +y6)
1/2 1/2 2

+l bj
11

1 1j 1

CS+-Si Ibi±+ C2+S21 b2+-
2 bi 2\ b

(1)

(2)

(3a)

Longitudinal magnetic field case; incident wave linearly polarized,

1 2 Longitudinal magnetic field case with
jC6i / 1 incident wave circularly polarized to

2 bi2/ the right (T,) or to the left (TO).
(3b)
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the inequality (4), the discrepancy between
the results using (5)-(8) and Mr. Mullin's
results is not higher than 20 per cent. This
error is tolerable for the present discussion
since it simplifies the analysis and does not
limit the validity of the conclusions to be
reached. No generality is lost and the exact
formulas (1), (2), and (3) are available if
desired.

Under condition (4), comparison of (5)
and (6) shows no reduction in the transmis-
sion coefficient with a transverse magnetic
field. On the other hand with an RH wave

and a longitudinal magnetic field, although
both T1 and To decrease inversely with the
square of the plasma frequency, To decreases
exponentially with the slab width while T1
is not affected. In particular, the ratio

_

T Tl= -1 2(@p/W)(L/Y-) (9)

TO TT 4 (a

shows clearly the relative improvement to
be obtained with a longitudinal static mag-
netic field and an RH wave. As wt, and L
increase, the relative decibel improvement
over no magnetic field increases rapidly as

seen from (9). For example if w,=1.6X109,
wb=1.0X100, L=I cm, then 10 log so T1/Ts
=48 db. Thus if a "strong" longitudinal
magnetic field is required to propagate
through the plasma, for the same attenuation
loss, a "much stronger" (48 db stronger)
transverse magnetic field is necessary. If L
is doubled, the relative db improvement is
then 10 logio fi/To=94 db. Such improve-
ments occur at attenuation levels, of the
order of 25 db; this brings up the unanswered
question and the very same point of conten-
tion brought out by Mr. Mullin's footnote,2
namely, is it advantageous or practical to
transmit with as much attenuation? If one

wants to assume, as Mr. Mullin does, that
it is disadvantageous to raise the transmitter
power to overcome the 25-db attenuation
(in spite of the fact that with no magnetic
field the attenuation would be 94 db for a

2-cm thick plasma sheath), the answer lies
in the fact that it may be possible not to
raise the transmitting power if the ground
receiving system has sufficient sensitivity.
In other words a criterion for transmission
is not only the plasma attenuation but also
the minimum detectable SNR at the re-
ceiver. As an example,' SNR are plotted in
Fig. 3 for the re-entry path shown in Fig. 3,
under two conditions: no static magnetic
field, Bo=0 and Bo= 1000 gauss. The curves

are self-explanatory; the results show that
1000 gauss seem to be adequate to insure a

minimum SNR of 25 db throughout re-

entry. In making these calculations the
variations of plasma sheath thickness,
plasma frequency and collision frequency as

a function of altitude have been taken
into account. These results by them-
selves do not guarantee the feasibility of the
magnetic field approach. Much more experi-
mental data and flight testing are necessary

before any conclusion can be drawn as to the
validity or invalidity of this approach.
Further theoretical studies are necessary

to take into account the characteristics of

4 H. Hodara, 'Calculations Pertinent to the Re-
Entry Blackout, The Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, Ill.,
Tech. Rept.,January, 1961.

The impedance of a radiation structure
covered with gyroplasma is also being in-
vestigated at this laboratory. It is believed
that the results of this impedance analysis
coupled with recent experimental data will
shed additional light on the feasibility of the
static magnetic field approach.

H. HODARA
The Hallicrafters Co.

Chicago, 111.

Fig. 3-Range vs altitude at a selected
receiving site for typical R/V.

TIWE SEc

Fig. 4-SNR at selected receiving site with
transmitter located aft of the R/V.

Comments on "Broad-Band Para-
metric Amplifiers by Simple
Experimental Techniques"*

Supplementary technical information is
currently available which did not appear

in the original paper.' This is included in
the following miscellaneous comments:

1) All results were achieved using
RG-52/U waveguide diode mounts (propa-
gating to both pump and idle frequencies in
the TE,o mode) and coaxial circuitry for the
signal. A photograph of a typical bread-
board model of the paramp is shown in
Fig. 1. This paramp configuration is a modi-
fied version of structures previously devel-
oped at RCA.218 The signal circuit contains a
coaxial low-pass filter and a coaxial double
quarter-wave transformer. A Melabs Model
X-344 coaxial ferrite circulator was em-

ployed. This circulator had a useful band-
width from 2.0 kMc to 3.0 kMc. The triple
screw tuner shown in the photograph was

Fig. 5.

the radiating structure. Recent results5
shown in Fig. 5 illustrate the pattern to be
expected from a narrow rectangular slot
covered with a homogeneous gyroplasma
sheath. Each curve in Fig. 5 corresponds to
a different thickness and the variations in
amplitudes of the patterns match qualita-
tively the oscillating behavior of the trans-
mission coefficient in Mr. Mullin's Fig. 1.

5 H. Hodara, 'Radiations from a gyroplasma
sheathed aperture, to be published in IRE TPANS.
ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, January. 1963.

Fig. 1.

* Received March 23,1962.
B. B. Bossard and R. Pettai, 'Broad-band para-

metric amplifiers by simple experimental techniques,.
PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 50, pp. 328-329;
March, 1962.

2 R. Pettai, B. Bossard, and S. Weisbaum, 'Single-
diode parametric upconverter with large gain-band-
width product," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol.
48, pp. 1323-1324; July, 1960.1

' R. M. Kurzrok, 'Parametric amplifier device,.
U. S. Patent No. 2, 970, 275; January 31, 1961.
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used to trim the idle circuit; however, the
gain response shown in Fig. 1 of the original
paper was achieved using three commercially
available slide screw tuners in the idle circuit.
More recent results at S band have entailed
a gain of 11.2 db, a 1-db bandwidth of 580
Mc and a 3-db bandwidth of 700 Mc.

2) Best paramp performance was ob-
tained using a partial height capacitive post
for impedance. Similar techniques have also
been used in broad-band waveguide con-
ventional mixers.

3) External idler resistive loading was
employed. Although paramp noise figures
for a given varactor diode are no longer opti-
mum, the noise figures obtained are only
about 0.3 db worse for the case of no ex-
ternal idler loading. This should be satis-
factory for most applications. Other signifi-
cant broad-band microwave parametric am-
plifiers reported in the literature4-7 do not
use external idler loading.

4) A silicon cartridge-type diode with
avalanche breakdown at -5 volts was used
in achieving the best results. Typical ampli-
fier gain saturationi for this diode is as fol-
lows:

a) 1-db deviationi from small signal gain
at signal input level of -13 dbm

b) 3-db deviationi from small signal gain
at signal input level of -7 dbm.

The large dynamic range of the paramp
yields excellent intermodulation perform-
ance. For example, a small signal of -90
dbm in the presence of a large interfering
signal of -10 dbm caused Ino discernible
intermodulation products.

5) The diode used apparently did not
exhibit an abnormally high value of C1/2C
due to anamolous minority carrier-charge
storage effect; however, this has not been
conclusively provetn. For broad-band para-
metric amplifier operation at microwave fre-
quencies, diodes must have carefully con-
trolled values of junction capacitance, case
capacitance, and lead inductance. Availabil-
ity of suitable diodes is not a major problem
in the advanced development of S-band par-
amps with bandwidths of 400 Mc; however,
selected diodes are required for S-band par-
amps having bandwidths of 700 Mc to
900 Mc.

6) Preliminary measurements of signal
and idle pass bands are accomplished using
swept frequency techniques. If a particular
diode looks promising, detailed point-by-
point data is subsequently taken. Point-by-
point measurement of the signal pass band
entails use of a high-level signal input (about
zero dbm) to obtain sufficient rectification.
Point-by-point measurement of the idle
pass band entails use of a low-level idle
input (about -30 dbm). Both of these pass-
band measurements can be made under
static operating conditions (i.e., without
pump power).

4 J. Kliphuis, "C-band nondegenerate parametric
amplifier with 500-Mc bandwidth,' PROC. IRE (Cor-
respondence), vol. 49, p. 961; May, 1961..

5 B. T. Vincent. "A C-band parametric amplifier
with large bandwidth," PROC. IRE (Correspondence),
vol. 49, p. 1682; November, 1961.

6 K. M. Johnson, 'Broad-band S-band parametric
amplifier.' PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 49, p.
1943; December, 1961.

7 K. M. Johnson, '900-Mc, non-degenerate X-
band amplifier,' PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol.
50, p. 332; March, 1962.

7) The broad-band paramp can be tuned
over a 1000 Mc frequency range by simply
changing the pump frequency. Instan-
taneous single-tuned bandwidths of 60 Mc
were obtained for amplifier gain levels of 16
db. Further details of this experimentation
will be reported subsequently.

The experimental work of B. S. Perlman
is acknowledged.

B. B. BOSSARD
R. M. KURZROK

RCA
Defense Electronic Products

Surface Commtunications Systems Lab.
New York, N. Y.

New Helium-Neon Optical Maser
Transitions*

This letter is intended as a summary of
our optical maser investigations in RF dis-
charges containing mixtures of helium and
neon. For the purpose of making these in-
vestigations, a special Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer was constructed. A confocal sys-
tem' was chosen for ease in alignment and
Brewster angle windows were incorporated
to permit the use of external mirrors.2 The
use of external mirrors is desirable to elimi-
nate damage to the high-reflectance di-
electric coatings during bakeout of the vac-
uum system and to permit changing mirrors
without opening the system to air. In order
to increase the optical gain, a long discharge
length was used; a 225-cm length (quartz)
discharge tube was found to be a reasonable
compromise between the various practical
considerations involved. Since previous gain
studies3 in the helium-neon system and in
pure neon showed that the gain varied
roughly as the reciprocal of the tube diame-
ter, a small diameter was employed. A 7-mm
inside diameter was foutnd to be a realistic
compromise between gain and diffraction
loss (which is primarily determined by tube-
alignment errors with these dimensions). A
more detailed account of the maser and of
the vacuum techniques will be given else-
where.4

Oscillation in the helium-neon system
has been reported previously5 on the neon
transitions at 1.1177, 1.1523, 1.1614, 1.1985
and 1.2066 microns and these lines were
easily observed with the present maser. Of
these five transitions, the strongest oscil-
lation is obtained at 1.1523 microns. We
have obtained maser oscillation on five addi-
tional 2s-2p transitions (Paschen notation)

* Received July 31, 1962.
1 G. D. Boyd and J. P. Gordon, "Confocal multi-

mode resonator for millimeter through optical wave-
length masers," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 25, pp. 489-
509; March, 1961.

2 W. W. Rigrod, H. Kogelnick, B. J. Brangaccio,
and D. R. Herriott, "Gaseous optical maser with ex-
ternal concave mirrors," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 33, pp.
743-744; February, 1962.

3 W. R. Bennett, Jr., "Recent progress in experi-
ments with helium-neon masers,' Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc. II, vol. 7, p. 15; January, 1962.

4 C. K. N. Patel, "Optical power output in He-Ne
and pure neon masers," J. Appl. Phys., to be pub-
1ished.

5 A. Javan, W. R. Bennett, Jr., and D. R. Herriott,
'Population inversion and continuous optical maser
oscillation in a gas discharge containing a He-Ne mix-
ture," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 6, pp. 106-110; February,
1961.

in this system and a summary of the present
results is contained in Table 1. The 1.5231
micron transition is second in intensity only
to the previously reported line at 1.1523
microns. The partial pressures of helium and
neon were approximately in the ratio of
10:1 with the total pressure -1 to 2 mm Hg
for these measurements.

TABLE I
NEW HELIUM-NEON OPTICAL MASER TRANSITIONS

(PASCHEN NOTATION)

Transition Xair (microns)

2s3-2p, 1.0798
2s5-2pt; 1.0844
2s4-2p8 1.1143
2s6-2p8 1.1390
2S2-2p2 1.1767
2s2 -2pi 1.5231

It is reasonable to expect population in-
versions on all of the thirty allowed 2s-2p
transitions of neon (ranging from about 0.9
to 1.8 microns) in this system.656'7 Needless
to say, the optical gain must exceed the loss
in the maser for oscillation to take place on
a given transition. The gain obtainable will,
of course, depend on the oscillator strength
for the transition as well as on the population
difference; and one expects oscillation to
occur most readily on the stronger lines.
Koster and Statz5 have calculated approxi-
mate values for these relative transition
probabilities. Although there is no pro-
nounced correlation between the observed
gain and the calculated transition probabili-
ties, all but two transitions (2s3-2p7 at 1.0798
microns) and 2S2-2pa at 1.0844 microns on
which oscillation has been obtained have
at least been reported by Koster and Statz
to have nonzero probabilities. The two dis-
crepancies presumably arise from a failure
of the jl-coupling approximation used in the
calculation. In this connection, it should be
noted that many of the "forbidden" transi-
tions listed by Koster and Statz are con-
spicuously present (though generally weak)
in the spontaneous emission spectrum.

We investigated the maser output in the
vicinity of the strong maser line at 1.1523
microns with a high resolution (1:300,000)
grating spectrometer and found no sign of
oscillation on the closely neighboring 2s4-2p,
transition at 1.1525 microns. A similar result
was obtained previously9 with a one meter
(lower gain), plane parallel maser. The dif-
ference-wavelength fringes that would be
provided by simultaneous oscillation on
these two neighboring lines would be of
considerable practical value in long-distance
interferometry.

Attempts to obtain oscillation on the
shortest wavelength 2s-2p transitions-in
particular, the 2s4-2pio, 2s5-2pio, and 2s3-2p,o
transitions at 0.949 A, 0.967 je, and 0.899,u

6 A. Javan, "Optical maser oscillations in a gaseous
discharge," in "Advances in Quantum Electronics,"
J. Singer, Ed., Columbia University Press, New York,
N. Y., pp. 18-27; 1961.

7 W. R. Bennett, Jr., "Radiative lifetimes and col-
lision transfer cross-sections of excited atomic states,"
in "Advances in Quantum Electronics," J. Singer, Ed.,
Columbia University Press, New York, N. Y., pp. 28-
43; 1961.

8 G. F. Koster and H. Statz, "Probabilities for the
neon laser transitions," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 32, pp.
2054-2055; June, 1961.

9 W. R. Bennett, Jr., "Hole burning effects in a
He-Ne optical maser." Phys. Rev., vol. 126, pp. 580-
593; April, 1962.
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initially proposed by Javan'5 have been
unsuccessful so far. This failure may have its
origin in a larger population of the 2pio in
respect to the other 2p levels for example,
through collision transfer effects in the 2p
group. However, there is no reason to believe
that these transitions are not inverted at
low discharge intensities and it seems prob-
able that oscillation might be obtained by
going to still longer discharge lengths and/or
smaller tube diameters. Our results indicate
that the discharge is at least highly trans-
parent at 0.967 microns, and also on several
of the 3d-2p transitions. The latter is
particularly significanit since the 3d levels
fall too far in energy above the He(23Sl) to
be excited by this helium metastable with
any appreciable degree of probability. On
the other hand, many of the 3d levels should
have large cross sections for excitation by
electron impact. This general property of
3d levels has been confirmed by the authors"
by obtaining maser oscillation on the 3d-2p
transitions in other pure noble gases.

The above discussion has, of course,
dealt entirely with the infrared transitions
of neon and primarily with the 2s-*2p tran-
sitions. It should be mentioned that oscilla-
tion has also been obtained 12 recently in a
helium-neon maser on the 3s2--2p4 transi-
tion at 0.6328 microns. The processes in-
volved in the excitation of this visible transi-
tion, of course, differ in detail from those
considered here.

R. A. McFARLANE,
C. K. N. PATEL,

WV. R. BENNETT, J R.
W. L. FAUST

Bell Telephone Labs.
Murray Hill, N. J.

10 A. Javan, 'Possibility of production of negative
temperature in gas discharges," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 3,
pp. 87-89; July, 1959. "Quantum Electronics," C. H.
Townes, Ed., Columbia University Press, New York,
N. Y., pp. 564-571; 1960.

11 C. K. N. Patel, W. R. Bennett, Jr., W. L. Faust,
and R. A. McFarlane, "Infrared spectroscopy using
stimulated emission techniques," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol.
9, pp. 102-109; August, 1962.

12 A. D. White and J. D. Rigden, "Continous gas
maser oscillation in the visible," PRoc. IRE, (Corre-
spondence), vol. 50, p. 1697; July, 1962.

The Measurement of the Velocity
of Light*

I was very interested in Dr. Rapier's
note.' Although I am not working in that
field, I have put considerable thought into
the problem of the measurement of the
velocity of light. There seems to be some
evidence for light having a constant velocity
relative to its source and also for there being
phys cal reasons for this possibility. How-
ever, it seems to me that none of the experi-
ments to show that light has a constant
velocity relative to the receiver has actually

* Received March 26, 1962.
1 P. M. Rapier, "A proposed test for the existence

of a Lorentz-invarient aether," PROC. IRE, vol. 50,
pp. 229-230; February, 1962.

shown that it has or that it hasn't. I believe
that this is true because in all these experi-
ments an important factor has been neg-
lected. In order to explain what this factor
is, let me use an analogy in the radio-fre-
quency part of the electromagnietic spec-
trum.

Suppose that we want to measure the
velocity of a radio signal sent back from a

rocket receding from the earth. We could
measure the difference in arrival time (of
different parts of some idenitifiable wave-
front, for instance) at two spaced receivers.
However, if the velocity of the signal were

constant relative to the rocket anid inde-
pendent of the receiver, and if we interposed
a receiver and reradiator in the path be-
tween the rocket anid the measuring re-

ceivers, we would only measure the velocity
of the wave from the reradiator and wotild
have no information as to whether the
velocity of the signal was constanit relative
to the rocket or not. This would be true
even if this reradiator were a parasitic di-
pole or a conducting metal sheet, for in-
stance. The electric vector of the wave from
the rocket induces currenits in the reflectiing
dipole or sheet. These currents theni radiate
energy as though this reflector hadl been the
antenna on a tranismitter and, henice, this
dipole or sheet acts as a new sotirce.

The light that is reflected fronm a mirror
is reradiated in the same way, hence the
mirror acts as a new source. If light has a

velocity which is constant relative to its
source, the light after reflection will have a

constant velocity relative to the mirror aind
not to its primary source. A lenis also acts in
the same way. Light does not go through it
without change but interacts with the mole-
cules of the glass, and each molecule influ-
ences its neighbor till new light is radiated
from the opposite side of the lenis. The lens
therefore acts as a new source. At micro-
wave frequencies, lenses have been btiilt
with artificial dielectric made of pieces of
metal. An analysis of their operation shows
very little of the incident radiationi as goinlg
through the structure. Most of what leaves
this kind of leiis is considered as reradiated
from the components of the lens which
make up the artificial dielectric.

There may be cases, such as for X and y

rays, where the radiation actually passes

through matter without interaction with it,
and similar cases for light for short dis-
tances through gas; but any experiment
which attempts to measure the velocity of
light directly from a source moving relative
to the receiver when there is a possibility
that this velocity is constant relative to its
source or even has a component that is, can-

not use mirrors or lenses or other trans-
parent matter and must depend on the
timing or phasing of mechanical shutters
(toothed wheels, etc.) in vacutum.

I am afraid that the proposed experi-
ment using a Cerenkov flash would have the
same drawback, since even though the orig-
inal light as generated had the velocity that
is suggested, it has to pass through trans-
parent matter; and therefore the velocity
of the light that would be measured would
be constant relative to the structure and not
to the electrons of the souirce.

One could determine whether the velocity
of light was constant relative to the receiver

or source by measuLring the difference in
velocity of the light from the stin as it ar-

rived at a satellite or at the moon, as the
satellite or moon approached and receded
from the sun.

Aniother way of determining whether or

not light has a constaint velocity relative to
its source alone is that if light has a constant
velocity relative to its source and if the
velocity of light in glass is constant relative
to the glass, independenit of the velocity of
the impinging light, then light fromii a source
receding from a piece of glass will be re-

fracted less than light from a source movinig
at the same velocity as the glass. EIherefore,
if light has a constanit velocity relative to its
sourcte alone the relative velocity of the
source of light could be measured by deter-
miniing the focal length of a lens of which a

ctirved sUrface was the lirst miiatter that
intercepted the light from that source. Also,
since the light reflected from a mlirror woIld
have a different velocity thani that incidenit
from a moving source, the anigle of reflection
would not be equal to the anigle of inicidence
and therefore a similar experimenit cotild be
performed with miiirrors.

A very senisitive deteriiiiiiation of the
relative velocities of light frons a moving
source and a statioinary onie can be made,
if the above conditionis apply, by ilnterposing
a thin piece of glass or a mirror in the path
of a portion of the light from a moving
source. Either the glass or the imirror will
produce light coherent with the light fronti
the moving source but niow comiiing from a

stationary soLirce (the piece of glass or the
mirror). If this portion anid the uinchanged
portion are allowed to travel somiie distanlce
and then combined after traversing eqtial
optical path lengths, they will interfere with
each other. By slight adjustnment of the
length of one path, cancellation of reinforce-
ment can be obtained. If the lengths are ad-
justed for cancellationl with a stationary
source, then cancellation will niot occur for a

moving source. This apparatus may be con-

sidered to be a modified Rayleigh inter-
ferometer. For a distanice of travel of one
meter, one cycle shift in the cancellation
point will be catised by difference in velocity
of approximately 5 X 10-' c for green light.
This is aboLit 300 mph or abotit 500 ft/sec.
This is much too sensitive to be uised on the
moon or a satellite for measuring light from
the sun, but since it should be easy to detect
1/10 of a cycle shift, a simple vibrating
source (which might be the glass coondenising
lens of the interferometer throuigh which
light passes or a mirror from which it is
reflected, as well as a direct source) driven
by a loud-speaker element might be used.
1000 cps of !-inch amplitude gives approx-
imatelv 130-ft/sec peak velocity. The output
of a photocell placed in the interference area
of the device would have an awc outpuit de-
pending on the movement of the source. As
with any interferoineter a visual pattern
may be obtained. Theni motion of the sotirce

will displace the pattern and a vibrating
source will visually smear the pattern. The
size of stich a device is such that it could be
quite reasonably placed in the vacuum of a
conventional vacutim system.

An experinment of this type could add to
our knowledge of the behavior of light. A
positive result would indicate definiitely that
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the velocity of light was constant relative
to the source alone and was independent of
the receiver. A negative result would be
more ambiguous but would at least elim-
inate several possibilities.

ALFRED C. SCHROEDER
RCA Labs.

Princeton, N. J.

Intermodulation Noise in FM
Troposcatter Links*

The purpose of this note is to give an

approximate formula for the intermodula-
tion noise produced by tropospheric scatter-
ing.

Measurements' on one path show that
for small frequency deviations the signal-to-
intermodulation ratio S/I as a function of
peak deviation P and the highest baseband
frequency F can be represented by

/ (PF)2 (1)

where k is a constant which depends on

effective distance and antenna beamwidth,
and S/I is measured in the highest baseband
channel. Since (1) and the shape of the
measured curves for large deviations agree
with the results obtained both experimen-
tally2 and theoretically3 for the intermodu-
lation produced by one delayed echo, it
appears reasonable to extend these results to
the troposcatter case. From Bennett, et al.,3

for peak deviations much smaller or larger
than the reciprocal of the echo time T,

S/I = (PkSl(PFT2)2
S/I = k2(PIF)3

Combining these gives

PT <<1 (2a)

PT >> 1. (2b)

[1 + k3T4P5]
S/I

F
(3)

Using the measurements' to evaluate the
constants gives

S/I

5700 (4)

= (To/T)4 [1 + (1/F) (T/To)4(P/9.4)5].
(PF)2

P and Fare in Mc/sec, and To= 8X 10-8
secs. The minimum value is obtained when
the second factor in square brackets in (4)
is equal to 5/3. The equivalent time delay
T is

* Received March 26, 1962. This work was spon-
sored in part by the Federal Electric Corp., a sub-
sidiary of the International Telephone and Telegraph
Corp., under Contract AF 19(626)-21.

l C. E. Clutts, R. N. Kennedy, and J. M. Trecker,
'Results of bandwidth tests on the 185 mile Florida-
Cuba tropospheric scatter system," IRE TRANS. ON
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, VOl. CS-9, pp. 434-439;
December, 1961.

2 W. J. Albershein and J. P. Schafer, 'Echo dis-
tortion in the FM transmission of frequency-division
mtultiplex," PROC. IRE, vol. 40, pp. 316-328; March,
1952.

3 W. R. Bennett, H. E. Curtis, and S. 0. Rice,
'Interchannel interference in FM and PM systems
under noise loading conditions," Bell Sys. Tech. J.,
vol. 34, pp. 601-636; May, 1955.

T = (da/c) (d/R).2 -(a1/0)2 /e) (5a)
0.92 + 4.1 (oz/0)2

(da/c)a2

0.92 + 4.1 a2/(d/R)e2
(5b)

where
da= actual distance between trans-

mitter and receiver
c=velocity of light,
a =antenna beamwidth in radians

(equal transmitting and receiving
beamwidths),

effective distance
(d/R),= - - _

effective earth's radius

0 = (dIR)6 = nominal scatter angle,
the angle between 1) a plane
tangent to the earth and passing
through the center of the trans-
mitting antenna, and 2) a similar
plane for the receiving antenna.

Eq. (5), adapted from Prosin,4 takes into
account the antenna beamwidth as well as
the effective scattering volume. The above
equations are for slot noise tests, pre-
emphasis, no diversity, equal antenna beam-
widths, and for a path which is approxi-
mately symmetrical (effective scattering
volume not radically separated from the
midpoint of the path). It should be noted
that with pre-emphasis the lowest signal-to-
intermodulation ratio is not necessarily ob-
tained at the maximum baseband frequency.3
In calculating To for the Florida-Cuba path
the effective distance was taken to be the
actual distance, the effective earth's radius
was taken as 2.4 times the actual radius,5
and the antenna beamwidth was taken to be
2.55 X 10-2 radians.

Two paths in another part of the world
have the following parameters:

TABLE I

Actual distance da 440 miles 194 miles
Effective distance de 393 miles 124 miles
Effective earth's radi-

us Re 5300 miles 5300 (assumed)
Antenna beamwidth
a 1.25 X12 3.8 X10-2

Highest baseband fre-
quency F 0.3 Mc 0.3 Mc

The measured and calculated values of
the signal-to-intermodulation ratio are

shown in Fig. 1. The discrepancy of 6 db
between measurements and calculations for
path A may indicate that (5) requires modi-
fication. However, more measurements on

long paths are required to confirm this.
One method of reducing the intermodu-

lation for PT<<1 is to shift the multiplex
frequency band so that it occupies less than
an octave in frequency.2 (Thus, for a 0300
kc system, shift the band to 300-600 kc.)
The S/I ratio should be improved by a large
factor.

For a/(d/R)e>>1, (5b) and (4) show that
the signal-to-intermodulation ratio varies as

4 A. V. Prosin, "Calculation of cross noise power in
long distance scatter communications systems,"
Radio Engrg. and Electronic Phys., vol. 6, pp. 9-18.
eq. (46); January, 1961.

6 R. E. Gray, "Tropospheric scatter propagation
and meteorological conditions in the Caribbean,"
IRE TRANS. ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, vol.

AP-9, pp. 492-496; September, 1961.

PEAK FREQUENCY DEVIATION -MC

Fig. 1-Signal-to-intermodulation ratio vs frequency
deviation. Parameters for the paths are given in
Table I.

the eighth power of (d/R)e so that the ratio
will decrease by large factors during the
winter. On the other hand, for a/(d/R)e<<l,
the signal-to-intermodulation ratio does not
depend on (d/R)e. Experimental data are
not available to verify these conclusions.

The theoretical formula given by Prosin'
has the same form as (2a) for PT<lI, but the
numerical coefficient is 160 times larger than
the coefficient in (4). For PT>>1 the exponen-
tial factor in Prosin's formula becomes im-
portant, but only for very high deviations
(over 100 Mc for the Florida-Cuba path).

W. SICHAK
R. T. ADAMS

Sichak Associates
Nutley, N. J.

6 Prosin, op. cit., eq. (33).

Stimulated Emission from
Holmium Activated Silicate Glass*

A program of studying the optical prop-
erties of very pure silicate glasses activated
with rare earth ions has been in progress for
over a year now at this laboratory. One of
the purposes of this work is to investigate
stimulated emission processes in these
glasses. The preparation of the glasses, the
fabrication of the etalons and the experi-
mental measurement techniques have been
reported previously.' The present communi-
cation describes some preliminary investi-
gation recently made on holmium activated
silicate glass.

* Received August 2, 1962.
H. W. Etzel, H. W. Gandy, and R. J. Ginther,

'Stimulated Emission of Infrared Radiation from
Ytterbium Activated Silicate Glass," NRL Progr.
Repts., pp. 27-28; February, 1962.
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Stimulated emissionl 'romi single crystal
etalons of CaWO4 activated with trivalent
holmium at liquid nitrogen temperatures has
been reported by Johnson, et al.' To this
date, this is the only matrix in which stimu-
lated emission from holmium has been re-

ported and in CaWO4, the emission occurs
at a wavelength of 2.046 IA.

Stimulated emission of radiation has
been observed in a holmium activated
LiMgAISiO, glass at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature. This glass is of the same base com-

position as the glass reported previously, I but
contains approximately one cationic mole
per cent of holmium. An oscilloscopic trace
of the stimulated emission from the hol-
mium activated glass etalon as detected by
a cooled InSb photovoltaic detector is shown
in Fig. 1. In this experiment, a germanium
filter was placed between detector and laser
rod. From a knowledge of the filter's spec-
tral transmission, it is known that the stimu-
lated emission here occurs at wavelengths
greater than 1.95 p. It should be noted that
strong well-defined bursts of stimulated
emission commence about 350 psec after
the peak of the excitation pulse; this time
delay is not surprising since the spontaneous
lifetime, of this glass at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature has been measured to be 700 ± 200
Asec. The shape of these spikes indicate that
the glass matrix is not of high optical qual-
ity; this observation is confirmed by direct
visual examination of the etalon. It is es-

timated that for the trace in Fig. 1, the
etalon is being excited approximately 5 to
10 per cent over threshold which is about
3600 joules using a rather inefficient helical
flash tube excitation method. With better
optical coupling of a standard type, it is ex-

pected that the threshold would be at least
an order of magnitude less.

Fig. 1-Stimulated emission from holmium in silicate
glass at a temperature of 78°K; excitation trace at
top, laser beam trace at bottom. Writing speed is
100 1sec/cm; I,Sb detector with germanium
filters in place.

Room temperature optical absorption
measurements indicate strong absorption
maxima at 3615A and 4490A with absorp-
tion coefficients of 6 and 8.5 cm-', respec-

tively; the 4490A absorption band half
width is about 200A. It is believed that the
principal optical pumping spectral region is
from 4400 to 4600A from the similarity of
the glass absorption spectrum with that of
the CaWO4. From the nature of the absorp-
tion spectrum and the method of prepara-

tion, it is believed that the holmium in the
glass is trivalent. Following Johnson,' it is

2 L. F. Johnson, G. D. Boyd, and K. Nassau, 'Op-
tical maser characteristics of HOe3 in CaWO4," PROC.
IRE, vol. 50, pp. 87-88; January, 1962.

supposed that the stimulated emission re-

sults from the 117 to 61S transitions in the 4 f0
electronic configuration of the ion.

It should be noted that holmium is only
the third ion which has been reported to ex-

hibit laser action in a glass of any type. The
first ion reported was trivalent neodymium
in barium crown glass fibers' and the second
was ytterbium in LiMgAISiOs base glass
rods of the same composition used in this
work.' Work is now proceeding in order to
improve our understanding of the stimu-
lated emission of holmium in this glass.

H. W. GANDY
R. J. GINTHER

U. S. Naval Research Lab.
Washington, D. C.

a E. Snitzer, 'Optical maser action of Nd+3 in a
Barium crown glass,' Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 7, pp. 444-
446; December, 1961.

Simultaneous Laser Action of
Neodymium and Ytterbium Ions in
Silicate Glass*

Stimulated emission of radiation has
been reported for three different ions in
glasses. The first reported was neodymium
in barium crown glass fibers,' the second was

ytterbium in LiMgAISiO3 glass rods,' and
the third was holmium in LiMgAlSiO3 glass
rods.' Laser action from neodymium had
previously been reported for several mat-
rices, the first being single crystal CaWO4.4
Trivalent neodymium represents a particu-
larly favorable ion for laser action because
the terminal energy level is essentially un-

populated at room temperature, and popu-

lation inversion of the emitting energy

level in this ion is relatively easy. The
stimulated emission in the 4 f'3 electronic
configuration of trivalent ytterbium in sili-
cate glass has been ascribed to transitions
between the 'Fs&2 and 2F7/2 multiplets.1 The
present work describes the investigations of
a glass in which both neodymium and ytter-
bium are incorporated.

Stimulated emission has been observed
simultaneously from two different ions con-

tained in the same LiMgAISiO3 glass etalon
while being operated at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature. This base glass was activated with
one cationic mole per cent neodymium and
one cationic mole per cent ytterbium and
from their optical absorption spectra both
are believed to be predominantly in the tri-
valent state. The absorption spectra for this
glass appears to be a mere superposition of
the spectra of the two ions when they are

* Received August 2, 1962.
E. Snitzer, 'Optical maser action of Nd in a

barium crown glass," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 7, pp. 444-
446; December, 1961.

2 H. W. Gandy, H. W. Etzel, and R. J. Ginther,
'Stimulated Emission of Infrared Radiation from
Ytterbium Activated Silicate Glass," NRL Progr.
Repts., pp. 27-28; February, 1962.

3 H. W. Gandy and R. J. Ginther, this issue, pp.

2113-2114.
4 L. F. Johnson and K. Nassau, 'Infrared fluores-

cence and stimulated emission of Nd+3 in CaWO4,"
PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1704-1706; November, 1961.

separately incorporated in this base glass
composition; this result suggests that there
is no strong interaction between the two in-
corporated rare earth ion species. It is pos-
sible, however, that an interaction between
the two different ions may not be detected
most sensitively by optical absorption.

An oscilloscopic record of the stimulated
emission from the doubly activated glass
etalon is shown in Fig. 1. Stimulated emis-
sion commences about 220 psec after initia-
tion of the flash excitation and occurs near

the peak of the excitation pulse. This result
suggests that the lifetime for the species
causing the initial laser action is on the same
order as the rise time of the exciting pulse.
The spontaneous lifetime for singly acti-
vated Nd+3 in this glass is about 350 Asec
and this ion is believed responsible for the
initial stimulated emission observed. Subse-
quent experiments with a monochromator
placed between laser and detector and set
at the Nd+3 stimulated emission wavelength
(1.06 1i) confirm this conclusion. In Fig. 1,
heavy spiking occurs for Nd and lasts for
almost 1200 psec because the etalon is being
excited approximately 350 per cent over the
Nd threshold in this glass.

Fig. I-Stimulated emission from neodymium and
ytterbium in silicate glass at 78°K; excitation
trace at top, laser trace at bottom. Writing speed
is 200 psec/cm. Sharp cut filter in place passing
radiation of wavelengths greater than 1.0 a.

In Fig. 1, an envelope commences to rise
about 600 plsec after lamp flash initiation,
and lasts for some 1000 ,usec; the envelope
peaks abotit 700 Asec after the maximum of
the excitation pulse. This delayed emission
is about what is observed in the singly ac-
tivated ytterbium glass; there the lifetime
for spontaneous emission is about 1450
Asec. Monochromatic investigation of this
component of the emission in Fig. 1 indi-
cates that it takes place at a wavelength of
1.015 Ia and hence is due to ytterbium. The
type of trace observed for the ytterbium
component in this glass is the envelope as
shown with spikes superimposed thereon;
this emission pattern is characteristic of a

fair optical quality glass etalon which is
being excited just over threshold.6 The
trace in Fig. 1 is that obtained when the
etalon is excited approximately 10 per cent
over the ytterbium threshold. During the
ytterbium (stimulated emission) period, the
stimulated emission from the neodymium
still persists and may be seen in Fig. 1.

Another effect observed in the present
work is an apparent "fatigue effect" in the
laser output from neodymium. It was found
that when the etalon was excited at lamp

c The interpretation of this type of oscilloscope
trace and its cause will be the subject of a future re-
port.
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input energies several times the neodymium
threshold, the neodymium stimulated emis-
sion decreased and finally disappeared at this
temperature, whereas the ytterbium emis-
sion did not. A study of this effect will be re-
ported in the near future.

It is believed that this is the first re-
ported work in which two different ion spe-
cies have simultaneously exhibited laser ac-
tion in the same host material.

H. W. GANDY
R. J. GINTHER

U. S. Naval Research Lab.
Washington, D. C.

Direct Measurement of Optical
Cavity Q*

The direct meastirement of the band-
width of an optical cavity resonator, in this
case that of our unexcited Mark 11 gas
maser, was undertaken as a part of a larger
program involving coupled masers. The
Mark Il optical cavity is dimensionally
identical to that of the Mark I maser fur-
nishing the frequency-swept probe signal,
both cavities being one meter long and being
bounded by nominally 99 per cent reflecting
plane parallel mirrors. Preliminary experi-
ments showed the longitudinal mode fre-
quency spacings between the two cavities to
differ by no more than 50 kc out of the basic
150 Mc spacing. This gave assurance that
the expected bandwidth measurements
(0.3-1.2 Mc) would not be greatly perturbed
by a vernier-type line broadening due to
oscillation in more than one longitudinal
mode by the probe maser. The same order
of error arose through microphonically-
induced jitter of the probe signal as well as
the responding cavity.

Light waves being unguided, it was
necessary in this experiment to physically
align Mark I and II to extremely close
angular tolerances. That is, the angular ac-
ceptance cone of Mark II as a receiving de-
vice is no doubt closely related to its beam-
width as a maser oscillator, in the order of
30 sec. Optimum transmission through
Mark II, however, would probably occur
only for some central portion of the cone,
say 5 sec, and therefore the problem was to
find and fix the optical axes of the two masers
to within this angle.

An end-to-end configuration of the two
masers was used for this purpose with the
ultimate alignment being done by either
using the mechanical hysteresis of the sup-
port table or by using the principle of a high
compliance spring working against a low
compliance one to obtain the fine motions
required. The alignment indicator was taken
to be the freedom of the detected Q-curve-
like signals from off-axis modes.

Gross frequency alignment of the longi-
tudinal modes between masers was accom-
plished by utilizing controllable direct cur-
rent energization of a set of magneto-

strictive tuning coils, one of which was
wound on each of the four main Invar frame
rods' of the Mark I maser. The tuning rate
can be given roughly as 150 Mc/600 ampere-
turns/coil. The oscillating maser was also
swept over about a two megacycle frequency
interval at 60 cps through the application of
additional ac current to these same coils.

Frequency calibration of the Mark I
maser was done by observing the photo-
mixed beat-note on a spectrum analyzer be-
tween the fixed and oscillating Mark 11 laser
and Mark I, when the latter was tuned
either in a point-by-point manner with
direct current or by its 60-sweep. Fig. 1
illustrates the usual saddle-shaped power
spectrum obtained with 60-sweep, where
the definition has been somewhat impaired
by microphonic jitter. We found that the
chosen sweep width was a good compromise
between an upper limit determined by the
detector response time and a lower limit set
by mechanical and thermal stability con-
siderations.

With adequate spatial and frequency
alignment between the oscillating and re-
ceiving masers, the frequency modulated
probe signal passed through Mark II and
traced out its transmission characteristics via
an Ektron detector and an oscilloscope.
Fig. 2 affords an example of the best appear-
ing Q curves. From this and pictures like it
we were able to determine that the cold
cavity bandwidth under optimum conditions

Fig. 1-Power spectrum of frequency-swept maser.

Fig. 2-Q-curves representative of the best results.

' C. F. Luck, R. A. Paananen, and H. Statz, 'De-
sign of a helium-neon gaseous optical maser," PROC.
IRE (Correspondence), vol. 49, pp. 1954-1955; De-
cember, 1961.

was about 0.3 Mc. More often the band-
width was measured to be about 0.35-0.4
Mc. The passive Q, incidentally, is very
nearly one billion.

If we neglect diffraction losses, the mirror
reflectance coefficient calculated from the
above bandwidth value turns out to be
99.4 per cent. One has in this technique an
elegant method of determining mirror re-
flectance coefficients in the difficult >99 per
cent region.

Roy A. PAANANEN
Research Div.
Raytheon Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Resonant Amplification in a
Gas Maser*

The optical gain and the manner in which
the gain varies with input signal level were
measured on our Mark II gas maser operated
at selected excitation levels up to the edge
of oscillation point. In this mode of usage
the Mark II amplifier could be expected to
exhibit, along with gain, the special features
of a resonant device, namely an extremely
narrow amplifying bandwidth, and in this
case, extremely narrow spatial acceptance
angles.

A few general remarks are in order con-
cerning the possible varieties of gas laser
amplifiers. The central problem to be over-
come in such devices is the very low specific
gain 'y in the equation, P0.t=Pie'ye. For
ordinary discharge tube diameters and pres-
sures (of He and Ne), y might be 0.05/m.
To achieve a gain of 10, say, one would then
need to traverse a gas column 46 m long.
In the absence of breakthroughs towards
higher -y values, all gas laser amplifiers with
significant gains must, in one way or an-
other, prove this order of column length.

The dictates of practicality suggest then
that the varieties of gas laser amplifiers will
be one-to-one with the ways in which one
can fold an optical path.

Non-resonant gas maser amplifiers are
perfectly feasible and in fact are the subject
of current research. Here, however, we will
only consider a feedback or resonant form,
whose geometry takes advantage of the fact
that there is no restriction that the same gas
path cannot be traversed more than once.
In return for this spatial economy, nature
exacts a toll in the stringent relation between
the length of the optical cavity W and fre-
quency for any sort of transmission at all
through the maser. The form of such a gas
maser amplifier would be simply that of a
gas maser oscillator excited below the start-
oscillation level.

The on-resonance transmission through
an amplifier like this is given by (1) below.

T2AS

T,
T p

(1 - A.p.R)2
(1)
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That is, the As.,. valtue mutst be set and
mnaintained to within less thani 0.1 per cent
of the start oscillationi value to achieve a

gaini of 10 with the chosen miirror coefficienits.
Some details of the initer-maser space anid

frequenicy alignimenlt procedures niecessary to
perfornm coupled maser experimenits are
giveni in a companionl letter (Direct MeastLire-
menit of Optical Cav ity Q). Fig. 1 illustrates
the particular inistrumnenitattioni found suit-
able by us for measuremiienits of optical gaiin
anid gain saturatioii.

Most of the essential results of this work
are reproduced as the curves of Fig. 2. The
solid line represenits the exact edge-of-oscilla-
tioni gaini data for about a 3 104 power input
range. Achieving gainis greater than 6 was

not feasible due to the inistability of the re-

genieratioin calculated earlier. The dotted
curx es are indicative of the gain behavior for
excitationis niot at the E.O. pOiiit, culiiiat-
ing, (,f course, inl the flat cold transmissioni,
here 4 per ceist.

A comiiplete explaiiatioii of the gaini sat-
urationi behavior in Fig. 2 has niot yet been
derived. Eq. (2) below gives, without any

theoretical justificationi, a reasoniable fit to
the E.O. curve.

Pout = 0.04Pi0 + 0.085X/Pin (Pi, in mw). (2)

Xluch mnore satisfactory gaini figures are
predicted by (1) if mirrors designiedI for am-
plifier, rather than oscillator, service are
tutilized. Gainis of several hlunidred seem to be
possil)le for R values close to 0.96. WN ork in
this (lirection is ontinuing.

lRoy A. PAANANEN
Research Div.
Raytheon Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Junction Transistor with
Reverse-Biased Input*

It was shown earlier' that a junction
tranisistor can be operated as a voltage am-
plifier with its input (base-emitter junction)
reverse biased. Although, this results in
some loss in voltage gain, still, the gain re-
mains sufficiently above unity. With the
transistor type CK721 (Raytheon), it was
possible to have a voltage gain of 20 to 30
db. The reverse-biased operation gives the
special advanitages of high input impedance
and reduced feedback.

With presenit-day transistors the signal
handling capacity of the reverse-biased in-
put for faithful amplificationi is rather low
(about 100 mv), compared to the forward-
biased case. But with some modifications
in the tranisistor construction' the situation
is expected to improve.

WVith forward biasing, the output (col-
lector) current (Ia) is found to increase ap-
proximately linearly with input (base) cur-
rent (Ib), rather than the input voltage
( Vb). [Considering a grounided emitter con-
figuration.] This justifies the use of current
gain factor ae( = aI/a1Ib) as the relevant
transfer functioi.2 Because, iunider such
operationi a,, rather than transconductance
ge= (aIl/O Vb), renmains constant over a wide
range. But the SituLatioIn is completely dif-
ferent with reverse-biased operation. Here,
the input (base) reverse current is negligibly
smiiall (a few microamiiperes) and does niot
show a linear relationi with the output cur-
rent (If). IUTnder sutch ani operation the out-
pult currenit f,. is found to vary linearly with
input voltage Vb (Fig. 4 in Chatterjeel),
rather thani inlpuit currenit lb. As such, the use
of a tratnsconductance ge( = i)/,9Vb) seems
more appropriate in this (case. With reverse-
bias operation, the cuLrrenit anmplification fac-
tor a0 loses its significance lan(l rather the
transconductance (ge) is to be used for calcu-
latinig the amplifier gain. With the transistor
type CK721 (Raytheoni) and with a col-
lector voltage of 20 v (negative), the trans-
condtictaiice was fotindl to be about 230
iimhos. T his value of tranlsconldUctance com-
pares favorably well with those in voltage
amplifier vacuntnil trio(les anid eeasonable
voltage gaini can be obtained. It may be

* Received, Marclh 2, 1962.
1 B. Chatterjee, "A transistor voltage amplifier

with reverse-biased input, J. Iist. Telecom. Eng.
(India), vol. 7, pp. 249-254; November, 1961.

2 "Cathode Ray,'" Wireless World, vol. 67, pp. 490;
September, 1961.
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mentioned here that with the input reverse

biased, a transistor can be safely operated
with a higher collector voltage than specified
for forward-biased operation.

It may not be irrelevant to mention that
a transistor with its input reverse biased is
primarily useful as a voltage amplifier-
especially where a high input impedance is
desirable. Because of their low output cur-
rent, they are not capable of delivering the
maximum available power. Power amplifiers
may preferably be used with a forward bias
-as in high power vacuum tube amplifiers,
where the grids are often driven positive to
extract the maximum available power.

B. CHATTERJEE
Communication Engineering Department

Indian Institute of Technology
Kharagpur, India

Measurement of Bulk-Lifetime by
Microwave Electrodeless
Technique with Steady
Illumination*

Jacobs, et al.,' have suggested a method
for the measurement of bulk-lifetime of car-

riers in semiconductors in which the sample
in the form of a rod is inserted in a wave-

guide with its axis perpendicular to the
broad face of the guide. The sample is il-
luminated at one end by a steady source of
light. Change in absorption of microwave on
illumination for different values of the
length d between the illuminated end-face
and the point of entry within the guide is
measured and the diffusion length is deter-
mined from the slope of the curve giving the
logarithms of the change in absorption as a
function of d. As the authors point out the
method is fruitful provided 1) the distribu-
tion of excess carriers along the axial direc-
-tion of the sample is exponential, 2) change
in absorbed power is linearly related to the
integrated excess carrier density inside the
guide, and 3) u<<Kw. It is further stated
that the complication arising out of surface
recombination may be avoided with this
method. In actual practice assumption 2)
may be satisfied, if, as stated by the authors,
the level of illumination is low. Assumption
3) may be fulfilled through careful choice of
material and w. The validity of assumption
1) and the effect of surface recombination
are, however, matters of more detailed dis-
cussion. In the present communication this
aspect of the problem is discussed.

A sample that can be treated as one-

dimensional is considered and the incident
radiation is assumed to be monochromatic.
Further, the sample is assumed to possess a
thin surface layer where recombination oc-
curs profusely. A part of the incident radia-
tion flux is absorbed in the thin layer in a

* Received February 5, 1962.
1 H. Jacobs, A. P. Ramsa and F. A. Brand, 'Fur-

ther consideration of bulk lifetime measurement with
a microwave electrodeless technique," PROC. IRE,
vol. 48, pp. 229-233; February, 1960.

manner characteristic of the layer itself and
the remainder penetrates inside the sample
following a law characteristic of the bulk-
absorption properties of the material. The
steady-state continuity equation may, there-
fore, be written as

82p p a a

_tGs'e-ax =-- Gse-
OX2 L2 D D

where p, L, D, a, q have the usual meaning.
The quanta of light penetrating into the vol-
ume is Gi'.

The excess carrier density p should sat-
isfy the boundary conditions

-Sp|I=O+G2=-D -P ; p >0,Xax x=O

where S=recombination velocity and G2=
carriers generated on the surface. On solving
(1) the total number of carriers in the region
of the sample inside the waveguide is found
to be

I= GiT FDa+ S-l)-l

WV(. -1) D
D

L(- ebIL)ed/L
L +S

- (1 -

(2)+ (1 e bIL)e-d/L
D

-+5
L

where b = smaller dimension of the wave-

guide.
It would be convenient to consider sep-

arately three special cases.

Case I

<<°rs i.e., aL <<1.
L

For this case the term containing ead may
be neglected and the slope of the In p' vs d
curve would give L.

Case II

>>»a, i.e., aLK<<1.
L

Under this condition the first and the third
term may be neglected compared to the sec-
ond. The final slope of In p' vs d curve, in
this case, gives the absorption constant a.

From the available experimental data'
it would appear that G. with visible irradia-
tion would favor Case I, whereas G, with
infrared radiation would favor Case II.

Case III

1 .
a i.e., aL 1.

A linear relation may be obtained in this
case only for high values of d. The final slope
of the In p' vs d curve might give either a

or (IIL), whichever is smaller. However, for
large values of S and for aL *. 1, the plot of
In p' as a function of d would have zero slope
for values of d comparable to L. Further, in
some cases, the curve might have a maxi-
mum, in which its position and the maxi-
mum value of normalized p' may be used to

2 M. L. Schultz and G. A. Morton, "Photoconduc-
tion in germanium and silicon," PROC. IRE, vol. 43,
pp. 1819-1828; December, 1955.

obtain a and L using (2). Alternatively, if
the maximum is not realized, a and L may
be determined by comparing the values of
p' for d =L and d =2L.

It is to be noted that the curves of
Jacobs, et al.,' show in one case a zero slope
and in the other a maximum. They ascribe
this deviation from the expected linear plot
to experimental errors. The above discussion
offers an alternative explanation if it is as-
sumed that aL is of the order of unity in the
experimental condition. One may then de-
termine a and L as discussed above. Assum-
ing that the final slope gives 1/L, the values
of a obtained in both the cases are found to
be 4. On the other hand, if it is assumed that
the final slope gives a, the value of lifetime
comes out to be about 1 msec, which agrees
reasonably well with those given by the
photo-conductive decay method. In both
the cases the product <xL is found to be
closely equal to unity. It must, however, be
remembered that the experimental data
were probably obtained with a composite
beam of light. The a value as found from
the above analysis should therefore be re-

garded as an effective value.

2 5 810 A

ossoPrwrow CoNAr4ArI/cT

Fig. 1-Integrated excess carrier density for different
values of the absorption constant. A-L =0.2 cm,
d=L, B-L=0.2 cm, d=2L, C-L=0.5 cm,
d=L, D-L=0.5 cm, d=2L.

The rather low values of a as found
above is also corroborated by Fig. 1, which
gives plots of normalized p' as a function of
a for d=L and d=2L with S=2000;
b = 1 cm, L =0.5 and 0.2 cm. It is found that
p' attains a maximum for values of a in the
range 1-10. The available data on Ge show
that a values in the range 1-10 are obtained
with infrared radiation of wavelength 1-2
2. It may be noted that for an ordinary

tungsten lamp, radiation of this range of
wavelength would constitute about 30 per
cent of that in the visible range for which a

values are much higher.3 If such a lamp is
used as the source of irradiation then one
can easily show, with the help of Fig. 1, that
the analysis of experimental data would
yield a low value of a and a value of aL
roughly equal to unity.

In the light of the above discussions one
may conclude that the method of Jacobs,
et al.,' gives L correctly irrespective of the
value of S if aL»>1. If, however, aL .-1, the
data may be used to obtain a and L if S is

3 V. K. Zworykin and E. G. Ramberg, "Photoelec-
tricity and its Application," John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., New York, N. Y., p. 18; 1950.
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large. On the other hand, if a L<<1 the method
does not give L, but (x.

The authors would like to express their
sincere thanks to Prof. J. N. Bhar for his
kind interest in the work.

S. DEn
B. R. NAG

Inst. of Radio Phys. and Electronics
University College of Tech.

Calcutta, India

Measurements of Probability
Densities of Small Ensembles of

Periodic Waveforms*
We wish to demonstrate with measured

data some interesting properties of finite
ensembles which have not to otir knowledge
been explicitly illustrated in the literature.
With but very few exceptions',2 the statis-
tics of either large ensembles (where the
central limit theorem is applicable) or of
single periodic waveforms are discussed.

Presenited here is a set of measurements
that were obtaiined for the summation of
two and three periodic waveforms with vari-
ous energy ratios.3 These measurements
have been made with advanced instrumen-
tation techniques4 which yield a high de-
gree of accuracy.

Fig. I presenits experimental measure-
ments of the probability deinsity for the sum
of two independenit sine waves as the energy
ratio is varied. Curve (a) is a single sine
wave and is represented by an energy ratio
of 0:1. Curve (b) illustrates the large effect
on the probability density of a snmall per-
turbationi in the form of ani additional wave-
form of much lower energy. In the equal
energy case (d) the characteristic form is
observed as reported by Slack.'

Fig. 2 presents density curves for the
summation of three independent cosinte
waves where the energy of one wave is
greater than or equal to the others. This
illustrates an interesting concept in prob-
ability theory. The rate of convergence to a
Gaussian type of distribution is influenced
by the energy ratio. The conivergence is m11ost
rapid when the energies are equal.5

-Fig. 3 indicates the density function re-

sulting when a square wave and an inde-
pendent sine wave are combined (equal
energy). Four modes dominate the func-
tion. These are at the maximna and minima
of the resulting waveform. But yet when a

third independent wave of equal energy with

* Received February 7, 1962; revised manuscript
received, February 23, 1962.

1 M. Slack, "The probability distribution of sinus-
oidal oscillations combined in random phase,' J.
IEE, vol. 93, pt. 3, pp. 76-86; March, 1945.

2 T. Sheridan, 'Time-Variable Dynamics of
Human Operator Systems," AFCRC-TN-60-169;
1960.

H. L. Fox and E. A. Starr, "The statistics of
finite ensembles," J. ASA, vol. 33, p. 1679; November,
1961._

4 The measurements were made using a B+K
Instruments Probability Density Analyzer Model 16(0.6 This is the "weak" or aequal-component" central
limit theorem vs Liapounov's theorem; see M. Loeve,
'Probability Theory," D. Van Nostrand Co., Iinc.,
New York, N. Y.; 1955.
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the lirst txxwo is ild(dd, IlLc strolig iiodll
structure dis'appears. Fi-g -X iildifaltes this
effect when- ani e(qul-energy trialnllaLlofl WxxVe
is added. Coimpatrisoin with the problabilitx
tlelisitv of thle -nInil no.i( l of thi-ce qnal

cosine waves snggest-. th l t the convergence
to Gaussian niay l)c more rapidl hen the
summaition in ln(les n)onidlentil l wave

foriins.
l he data described herein serves to in-

dicate the \\-ide ariety of probability

denisity fuincticn1i that exist betweeni the
realmiis of siingle periodic waveformns anid the
suIiimaittioin of very large niumbers of these
waveforms or Gaun.ssian (listribttiMios.

11. L. Fox
E. A. STARR

Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.

Cambridge, Mass.

Temperature Sensitivity of
Twoport*

("he use of a noise figure in describing the
nioisiness of a twoport becomes less signifi-
canit in low-noise devices which are operated
at temperatures much below room tetn-
perature. For this reason the "effective in-
put noise temperature" was introduced.'

In a recenit comniuniication,2 Fisher de-
fiines the "excess noise temperature" T, of a
twoport by

kAPeOXTr =
kA,,Af, (1)

where Ae is the exchanigeatble power gain and
APo,i is the exchaangeable power output due
only to the noise sources interinal to the two-
port. Accordiiig to the definition of the
"effective input noise temperatLure, " it is the
temvperature of ani iniput termination which,
wheni it is coiiiiectedl to the noise-free two-
port, would result in the same noise power
as that of the actual twoport conniiected to a

nioise-free input termiiiation. fleince the ef-
fective input noise temnperature Te is given
by

iAPeoiTe = , A- (2)

yieldiing the idenitical restult as (1). 'i'hus
T= (3)

Similarly the "temperatuire seInsitivity" TL
of a twoport with a particular terwiillnation
havsiiig an "eclquivalenit tioise temiiperature"
cTc1an be expressed, ulsinig the ilIptit noise

tenlperatuLre, by

Tet = Fe + Teq - T, (4)
where Tee is a total eqtiivalenit inlput noise
tem11peratture. \Vriting Teq in terms of noise

* Received Febriiary 23, 1962.
"IRE standards oii methods of measuring noise

in linear twoports, 1959," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 60-
68; January, 1960.

2 S. T. Fisher, 'A csomnpletely consisteiit (lefiiitioii
of temperature sensitivity including niegative con-
ductance devices," PROC. IREI (Cooresopc thee), Vol.
50, p. 204; February, 1962.
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ratio n, which may be negative, we obtain

T.q = nT, (5)

where T is the room temperature in degrees
K. Hence (4) has the same significance as

the "effective noise figure" which includes
the effect of the noisiness of the input termi-
nation with its noise ratio other than unity.

For a cascaded twoport we have

kTeiAeiAelAf + kTe2Ae2Af
kA,eA,2a,f

=T T* (6)
A,,,

This is in complete agreement with Fisher's
(9).

As to the heterodyne receiver, an "effec-
tive input noise temperature is defined for
each pair of corresponding frequencies" ac-

cording to Note 1 of the IRE Standards on

Noise' which again is in complete agreement
with the advantages pointed out by Fisher.

It seems, therefore, that the "temperature
sensitivity" is a redundant term.

KATSUNORI SHIMADA
Dept. of Elec. Engrg.

University of Washington
Seattle, Wash.

Author's Comments3
I would like to state to Mr. Shimada and

to IRE readers in general my purposes in
submitting my original communication.
They were:

1) To show that noise temperature and
temperature sensitivity (or system
noise temperature) can be uniquely
defined without regard to whether
source conductances (or resistances)
are positive or negative;

2) To show, in particular, that a nega-
tive noise temperature is meaningful;

3) To point out the advantages of using
the temperature-sensitivity concept
rather than the noise-figure concept.

In many cases the symbol Tr, defined in
my communication, and Te, defined by the
Standards,' may be used interchangeably.
However, TF, as I defined it, has some very

important properties which are not ex-

pressly set forth in the Standards definition
of T.. These are as follows:

1T)r is defined in terms of exchangeable
power and exchangeable gain. The
concepts of the noise temperature of
the input termination and of noise-
free networks are not required in the
definition of Tr, although they may be
helpful in understanding the physical
significance of Fr.

2) TF (also TF,, the noise temperature of
the input termination) is negative
when, and only when, the source con-

ductance (input termination) is nega-
tive.

3) All terms of the "cascade formula"
have the same sign, which is the same
as the sign of the source conductance

s Received March 15, 1962.

of the first network in the cascade.
This is independent of the signs of the
output conductances of any of the
networks in the cascade.

4) The excess noise temperature TF is
defined in terms of noise originating
in the network itself. It does not in-
clude noise from the source at image
frequencies in the case of a heterodyne
receiver. In contrast to this, Note 3 of
Section 5 of the Standards states that
Te is related to noise figure by

T. = 290(F - 1).

If T, is to include only noise originat-
ing in the network itself, then this re-

lationship is valid only for the two-
port (single-input-channel) case. It
cannot be extended to the heterodyne
case in which there are inputs at
ilage frequencies.

Although TF can be shown to have prop-

erties 1)-3) of the preceding paragraph, it
being assumed that the noise temperature
of the input termination has been properly
defined for the case of negative conductance,
it is my opinion that any future Standards
article ought to state specifically the signifi-
cance of the noise temperature of the source

and the equivalent input noise temperature
of the twoport when the source conductance
is negative.

For the single-input-channel case it is
true that

TF = T, = 290(F - 1),

where F is the noise figure. However, if the
equation T.=290(F-1) is used for a mul-
tiple-input-channel receiver, then T, in-
cludes noise from the source at inage fre-
quencies. This follows from the definition of
F. On the other hand Tr is defined to repre-

sent noise originating only in the network
itself whether the latter is a twoport or a

multiple-input-channel receiver.
S. T. FISHER

Philco Scientific Lab.
Blue Bell, Pa.

Self-Consistent Electron
Trajectories in a Magnetron*

The electron trajectories obtained nu-

merically by Tibbs and Wright' are gen-

erally accepted2 as being typical of an os-

* Received February 23, 1962. This work was
supported by BuShips under contract no. NObsr-
77592.

1 S. R. Tibbs and F. I. Wright, "A Self-Consistent
Field and the Space Charge Configuration for the
CV76," CVD Report Mag. 41; March 23, 1945.

2 See for example: G. B. Collins, Ed., 'Microwave
Magnetrons," McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, N. Y., p. 270; 1948.

R. Latham, A. H. King and L. Rushforth, "The
Magnetron," Chapman and Hall, London, England,
p. 62; 1952.

S. I. Bychkov, "Magnetron Transmitters," Naval
Publishing House, Defense Ministry of the USSR,
Moscow, p. 37; 1955.

cillating magnetron. However, Walker3 has
shown that these trajectories are not self-
consistent.

We programed the problem of ibbs and
Wright for an IBM 704 computer. Like
Tibbs and Wright, we used Hartree's meth-
od of self-consistent fields. Tibbs and Wright
had performed only one cycle of the com-

putation. We carried the computation
through 36 cycles. Even so, our trajectories
did not converge toward a self-consistent
result.

When we dropped the requlirement of
space-charge-limited cathode emission and
changed the values of the independent vari-
ables for a better correspondence with ex-

perimental data, we quickly obtained a self-
consistent soltition. A composite plot of the
self-consistent trajectories is given in Fig. 1.
They were computed for the CV 76 (modern
designation, CV 1481). This is an S-band,
500-kw magnetron. It has 8 vanes and op-

erates in the 7r mode. The calculations were

made for the following conditions:

Frequency: 3000 Mc
Magnetic field: 0.23 webers/m2
Peak anode current: 30 a

Peak anode voltage: 26.25 kv
Amplitude ot traveling voltage wave on

anode: 12 kv

The anode voltage and current were meas-

ured valtues and the RF voltage corre-

sponded to maximum efficiency for a zero-

space-charge calculation.
The computed efficiency came out to be

50 per cent, a value which agrees reasonably
well with the measured value of 57 per cent.
The calculated back-bombardment power

was 6 per cent of the RF output power.

About half the current emitted from the
cathode went to the anode; the other half
returned to the cathode.

Fig. 2 shows a plot of the space-charge
density (averaged over the angular coor-

0 (degrees)

Fig. 1-Self consistent trajectories.
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Fig. 2-Space-charge density (averaged over the
angular coordinate).

3 G. B. Collins, Ed., "Microwave Magnetrons,"
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.,
pp. 274-282; 1948.
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dinate ¢) vs the anode radius. The charge
distribution in which the trajectories of
Fig. 1 were calculated is compared with the
charge distribution derived from these tra-
jectories. The figure shows the self-con-
sistency of the charge distribution.

F igs. 1 and 2 show that the "hub" region
of the space charge extends beyond the
synchronous radius (3.4 mm). It goes out
approximately to the Hull cutoff radius (4.4
mm). Within the hub, the space charge has
more the character of a double-streamni dis-
tribution (with maxima at the cathode and
Huill radii) than of a Brillouin single-stream
distribution.

C. G. LEHR
J. W. LOTUS

Research Division
Raytheon Company

Waltham, Mass.
1. SILBERMAN

R. C. GUNTHER
Missile and Space Division

Raytheon Company
Bedforcl, Mlass.

Comments on "Analysis of
AGC Loops"*

Certain discrepancies in my earlier cor-
respondencei have been brought to my at-
tention. Nanmely, although (9) is a solution
of the differential equation (8), it is inot a

solution of (4), from which (8) was derived.
The conclusion has been reached that (9)
is not the complete solution of (8); in fact,
it is suspected that (9) is a singtLilar soluLtioni.

Efforts have been made to find a comii-
plete soltition, so far without sticcess. It
should not be surprising to learn that the
solution is not possible in explicit form.
Communications from other interested per-

sons would be welcome.
Despite the fact that (9) is incom-lplete

(or singular), it is a good approximation to
the error voltage, particularly if loop gain
is large. This may be seen by manipulating
(4) to obtain

20 x
E =-KA l--o (4a)

xo +-
Go

which approaches (9) for E/G, sufticienitly
small.

IThe material following (9) is correct, niot
being dependent upon the soluition of the
differential equation.

The author is indebted to D. Rothman
of Electronic Specialty Co. for briniging the
discrepancy and (4a) to his attention.

FLOYD M. GARDNER
Gardner Research Co.

Orange, Calif.

* Received February 27, 1962.
IFloyd M. Gardner, "Analysis of AGC loops,

PROC. IRE (Corresponlenice), vol. 50, p. 97; January,
1962.

The Maximum Power Output of
the Tunnel-Diode Oscillator*

The amplitude and power output of a

tunnel-diode oscillator may be discussed on
the base of approximate third order poly-
nomial characteristics, derived by vani der
Pol,'

I-Io = a(U-UO) + b(U-Uo)3 (1)

Although this formal approach in many re-

spects truly describes the oscillation, cer-
tain properties of the oscillator, for instance
the discontinuotis decrease anid the abrtIpt
vanishing of the oscillationi by the chanige of
the load or the supply voltage, remain uin-

clarified. In a previous article2 the charac-
teristics of a tunnel-diode were derived by
quantum mechanical reasoning, as

I = a(U - Urn)2 tanh (2)
2 UTT

which approximates the real characteristics
more accurately than former expressions.
When treating oscillations, with regard to
(2), the following approximations are ap-
propriate:

goU U < Um

I=2 (U - Un)2 + Im U > UM

The oscillation is determined by the con1-
ductance averaged over one cycle.' If the full
cycle runs in the interval approximated by
quadratic function (Fig. 1) then the average
conductance is

1 r
Gay =-~~G(wt)d(wt) = y(Ud- U). (4)

2ero

This conductance (ompensates for the
daamping condtictance GL of the oscillator
cirCtuit in a stationary state, that is

GL + Gav = 0. (5)
In Stich a case thle amplittude of the oscilla-
tion icreases Lip to the limit of the qtiad-
ratic initerval ( U' = Ud -CU,). It is obviouis
from (4) and (5) that by increasinig the for-
ward voltage at a given GL load, the oscilla-
tionl starts at the value Um and stops at the
voltage U,= ULN, -(GL/-Y), wheni the amiipli-
tic(le of the oscillationi is

U = Ul - UM = C'l - + AU

=AC;(1+ GL) (6)

Let uLs now olsi(ler the (ommeniemiienient of
the oscillation when the operating poinit is
at the start of the qLiladratic section (at Uj',).
In this case the averaged condlctance of the
ttLinn1el-Cliode is

12 rfG,, =-J G(wt)d (cf )
27r

2 [Ul + (Ud - Ur) + AUJ. (7)

Received Febrtiaiy 26, 1962; revised manuscript
received March 12, 1962. The work reported in this
paper was performed at the Central Measurement
Research Laboratory, Budapest, Hungary.

K. Tarnay, "The Tunnel-Diode," Ph.D. disserta-
tion, Technical University, Budapest, Hungary; 1961.

2 K. Tarnay, "Approximation of the tunnel-diode
characteristics," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 50,
pp. 202-203; Febriiary, 1962.

From this the amplit de ol tl1e osiillation at
this operating point is

ul= -U 1----2 G )
2 -o.Alt-" -AU

(8)

The calctilated anid mneasured characteris-
tics of the oscillationi are plotted in Fig. 2.

The mlaximumii power output of the tun-
nel-diode oscillator is obtainable niear the
(easing of the oscillation, i.e.,

I= IGLPm.x = iG

-,AU2 GLG (9)

6

go tAJ

X--Z~~~~~~~~~--0

U ~~~~~~U

Fig. ---The average conductance of the tuiinel-
diode. The full cycle runs in the quadratic interval.

Ud
AU

(a)

'd(rnmV)

(b)

Fig. 2-Oscillation characteristics of the tunnel-diode
oscillator. (Tlhe amplittude of the oscillation vs
operating point dc voltage.) (a) Theoretical limits
(b) Measured characteristI s. (PIi aTllreter: loa(l
condutetance.!
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Assuming that y,AU=gn, and referring
to (3), AI is

UM + UM
AI= IM- Im = gn rnax * (10)

2

A combination of these equations yields the

maximum power output

Um-UM ( G_ 2
=. AUAI -p I\gsmx Umn + UM gnmax

GL

(9a)
gnmax

The optimum power output of the oscillator

may be obtained by calculating the ex-
tremum of (9a) in the function of the load
conductance

4 U. U . (11)

P.t- .AUAI
27 U.+ UM

Lee2 reported on noise measurements at 5
Mc, intended to split the total tunnel cur-
rent in its forward and reverse components.
J. J. Tieman reported measurements taken
by R. L. Watters of G.E. Research Lab-
oratories.

The present note will report noise spec-
tra between 100 kc and 30 Mc on several
diodes, for currents in the low-voltage posi-
tive-conductance region, the excess-current
region and the high-voltage positive-con-
ductance region. The biasing circuit involved
regular RC coupled circuits at the lower fre-
quencies and tuned LC circuits above 0.55
Mc. No step-up transformers were em-

ployed to avoid possible errors. The noise
of the input 6922 cascode circuit was sub-
tracted. The noise was calibrated with a

standard noise diode. In all cases the noise

tunnel diode current Id:
Ieq = Id coth (eV/2kT). (1)

The calculated magnitudes according to (1)
are also included in Table I. The corre-

spondence is quite good and does indicate
full shot noise, i.e., the tunneling of indi-
vidual carriers is independent.

In Fig. 1 we show some noise spectra in
the excess current and second positive-con-
ductance region for the same diode. It is
clear that the shot noise level is only reached
for frequencies over 10 Mc. The large
amount of LF noise is apparently associated
with the excess current and with the normal
p-n junction current in these regions. The
current dependence is complex. The shot
noise levels as a function of bias for this diode
are also summarized in Fig. 2.

The power output is optimal at GL = -

and at Ud = Urn - 'A U voltage. Assu
UM=0.2 Ur as usual, with customary
nel-diodes, the optimum power output

8
PPt = -AUAI.

81

This is only the 52.2 per cent of the
calculated by the formal third ordei
proximation (3/16A UAI). When the
conductance is not the optimum, the i

mum output power is

Pmax = Popt [-( 1 --)--
4 gnAmax gn max

The power output vs the load conduc
is shown in Fig. 3.

30

P ot 204 co
(A#W)

40

O'S 40 20
6L _ 6^
9eA

(a)

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR Ieq IN THE LOWER POSITIVE REGION OF ZJ56A TUNNEL DIODEfgnmax

iminz
tun- Id=0.9 ma Id=0.8 ma Id=0.7 ma Id=0.6 ma Id=O.S ma
is

Freq. Ieq Freq. 'eq Freq. 'eq Freq. 1eq Freq. 'eq
Mc ma Mc ma Mc ma Mc ma Mc ma

(ha) 0.55 1.27 0.55 1.37 0.55 1.42 0.55 1.51 0.55 1.53
1 1.31 1 1.32 1 1.44 1 1.50 1 1.53

value 2 1.26 2 1.33 2 1.39 2 1.40 2 1.49vle 4 1.31 4 1.28 4 1.40 4 1.40 4 -

r ap- 8 1.30 8 1.33 8 1.41 8 1.48 8 -

loa s15 1.26 15 1.32 15 - 15 - 15 -load 30 1.26 30 - 30 - 30 - 30 -

maxi- - --_ ------ ------- ---- -

Ieq = 1.28 + 0.02 Ieq = 1.33 ± 0.015 leq = 1.41 ± 0.02 Ieq = 1.51 ± 0.02 Ieq =1.52 ± 0.02
Calculated:

(9b) 'eq = 1.27 Ieq = 1.35 Ieq = 1.46 'eq = 1.55 Ieq = 1.62

tance

30
(eS)

(b)

Fig. 3-Maximum output power of the tunnel-diode
oscillator. (a) Theoretical. (b) Measured.

K. TARNAY
Senior Research Associate

Central Measurement Res. Lab.
Budapest, Hungary

Noise Measurements on

Tunnel Diodes*
Since the initial studies of Yajima and

Esakil in 1958, relatively few papers report-
ing basic noise measurements in tunnel di-
odes have been published. Montgomery and

* Received February 23, 1962. This work was sup-
ported by the U. S. Army Signal Corps.

1 T. Yajima and L. Esaki, "Excess noise in narrow
p-n junctions," J. Phys. Soc. Japan, vol. 13, pp. 1281-
1287; November, 1958.

ZJ56A Ge Tunnel Diode

0~~~~~~~~~~~~0

01~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
IOOhc IMC lOMc

Frequecy

Fig. 1-Noise vs frequency for constant diode current
in the upper positive region of the characteristic.

spectra measured in the lower positive con-
ductance region, taken from 100 kc to 30
Mc, were completely flat. Some data for a

ZJ56A diode are listed in Table I.
If the noise corresponds to full shot

noise4 of the individual tunneling currents-
the Zener current and the Esaki current-
one obtains from Fermi Dirac statistics the
following simple result,5 relating the equiv-
alent saturated diode current 'eq to the

2 C. A. Lee and H. C. Montgomery, 'Determina-
tion of forward and reverse tunneling currents in
Esaki diodes by shot noise measurement," Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc., vol. 5, p. 160; March, 1960, and private
communication.

3 J. J. Tieman, 'Shot noise in tunnel diode ampli-
fiers," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 1418-1423; August,
1960.

4 We shall refer to "shot noise" as the noise ob-
served at sufficiently high frequencies when the spec-
trum has leveled off to a constant value; we shall refer
to full shot noise when Schottky's formula for the
tunneling currents of each separate polarity is satis-
fied.

5 R. A. Pucel, "The equivalent noise current of
Esaki diodes," PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1080-1081;
June, 1961. This expression can also be obtained,
writing Ieq in the form of the overlap integral, which
transforms into A (Ev-EC)2[1-exp (-eV/kT)l Y
where Y is a numerical integral defined by Bates.
(See C. W. Bates, "Tunneling currents in Esaki
diodes," Phys. Rev., vol. 121, pp. 1070-1071; Febru-
ary, 1961.)

ZJ56A Ge Tunel Diode

so_X * I

Fig 2-ioeI corethandehotnoieTv
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Fig. 2-Diode current and shot noise vs

voltage for ZJ56A.

Somewhat different results were obtained

for another type GE diode, viz., I N2940. The

noise for low bias is white full shot noise as
before. Also for very large bias, Ieq ap-
proaches Id, i.e., the p-n junction current
behaves as expected. However, the shot
noise in the valley region of the character-
istic exceeds full shot noise by one order of
magnitude. It is not likely that this must be
attributed to the occurrence of two opposite
tunneling currents. Apparently, the excess
current, presumably composed of electrons
which tunnel via states in the forbidden gap
to the valence band, is quite noisy and can-
not be attributed to independent random
events. Further investigation of the noise
in this region as well as in the negative re-
sistance region is in progress.

The authors would like to thank Dr. van
der Ziel for his stimulating interest.

D. C. AGOURIDIS
K. M. VAN VLIET

Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minn.
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Ray Theory in the Ionosphere*
Ray theory remains useful as long as the

ray path prescribes the path of the flow of
electromagnetic energy. Assume a linearly
stratified ioniosphere whose electron density
varies with height. Let there be no magnetic
field and let collisions be neglected. At a

point P in this miedium let the electron
density be N,. For a frequenc y v the refrac-
tive index M at P is

-A (1 - Nee2/rmin)l 2 (1)

where e is the charge of the electron and m
is its mass. It is synonymous to (1) that
at P is isotropic so that u = jA* at P for
0<4 < gr. The group velocity v, of an electro-

magnetic wave in this mediumn is defined as1

vg = CI (2)

for <1(1). Ihe phase velocity V,h =C/I
such that Vph- V.-=, where c is the velocity of
light attribtited to free space. In this ideal-
ize(l ioniosphere a ray path is determined by
mieanis of Snell's law,

u sin4' = sin i. (3)

The product ,Isiin is a constanit alonig the
ray path whose angle of incidence at the
liniear interface between free space and the
ioiiized mediuin is i.

With these prerequisites an elementary
approach can be used to derive: the equiv-
alent normal-incidence frequency, the theo-
rems for the equivaleiice of path, and of
virtual height.2
For = 7r/2 (3) the isotropy of A (1) yields

(4)(1 - N e2/7rmv2)112 = sin i

and

v Cos i = (N,e2/7rm) 2.

(8) is true alotng the entire ray path. Thust,
both the wave traveling with v, along the
true path and the wave traveling with c
along the virtual path, reach any particular
value of x withini the same time interval. In
regards to total travel time true and(c virtual
path are therefore equivalenit. TIhis theoremii
of the equivalence of paths cani therefore be
understood without the use of initegrals. A
similar elementary approach yields the
theorem for the "equivalence of virtual
heights. "

In order to derive the theorem for the
equivalence of virtual heights the rays be-
longing to (vi, ii), (V2, i2), (P3, i3), etc., which
satisfy (7), are usually assumed to be re-
turnied fromi the same true height. Sinice the
validity of Snell's law (3) is independenit of
the height variation of Ne it is possible to
use any Ne(h) distribution without restrict-
ing the coniclusioni. The simliplest case is a

homogeneous ionosphere [Ne(h) =conistant]
which is linearly bouinded againist free space.
Instead of asking for the same "reflection'!
height let us determine the relationship be-
tweeni both v-irtual heights Y'l, Yt2 corre-
sponiding to the rays (vi, it) (V2, i2) as they
reach the same true height h. In Fig. 1 the
depicted nomenclature of a ray path can be
indexed and serve a double purpose. It fol-
lows by definitioni

V cT1COS 1 = V5T2 COS 42 = lt, (9)

where v,,1 = cdii, V92 =qi3 and ri, 72 are the
timne intervals needed by (p1, il) (V2, i2) to
reach the true height, h. From (1)-(3), anid
(9) one obtains

Ti (COS' i2 - Nee2/lrmv22) 112
- (10)

T2> (cos' i - N,e2/7rnv,2) 1/2

(5)
For a normal-incidence freqtiency v' which
is reflected at P(uI=0) it follows from (1) for

-t= (N,e2/7rm) 12

and from (5). (6)
PCOS i = PI = PI COS il = P2 COS i2 = ' ' -

= Pn COS i,t?

(6)

(7)

where v' is the equivalent normal-incidence
frequency. Although N, was assumed to
vary with height such that dN,/dh5$0, the
isotropy of ,u (1) is a valid assumption since
(7) agrees with existing knowledge. Let us
now derive the "equivalence of path" theo-
rem by an equally simple reasoning.

If ;& of (2) is substituted iInto (3) one
obtains

V. sini - c sin i = v., (8)

where vi is the velocity component of the
flow of electromagnetic energy in the x direc-
tion. Since v.,=c sin i is a constant the same
horizontal speed of the energy flow is ob-
tained if the wave is unrefracted, i.e., if it
continues to travel along the direction of
incidence with the velocity of light in free
space. With the assumptioins made initially

Fig. 1.

From the previous path-equivalence theo-
rem follows:

Yl = c-1 cos i Yv2 = CT2 COS i2. (11)
From (10), (11)

y,, _ri Cos Ii

YV2 T2 COS i2

( -N,e2/7rMP22 coS2 i2) 11/2
(1-Nee2/irmvp2 cos2 ii) 1/2

Because of (7) y,, =y,,2 and the "equivalent
virtual height" theorem is confirmed.

The ineqtiality3
2Iphl dh << 1 (13)

21riA dh

deterniines whether or niot a ray path does
represent the path of energy flow. Neither in
the above derivations, nior elsewhere2 was
(13) explicitly considered. Moreover, in the
derivation of the "equivalent X irtual heiglht"
theorem at discontinuitv waclS a5sumle(i. 'IThese
circumstainces suiggest that the theorems are
a corollary of Siell's lass. Their truith is con-
tingent tipon the truthl of the latter. rhe
physical mineaning of the ray paths is sub-
sequently decided by- lSillg (13).

For a circular stratitli( at ion (3) is replaced
by BoLuguer's law

(sir, sin T = -,i,r,, sinII f- conistant)
and the above theoremls lose their exact
meaning. For frequiencies for which electron
collisions cannot be neglected, simple ray
theory no loniger applies. Allowiing for the
magnetic field, which makes the ionosphere
an anisotropic niedium, further restricts the
usefulness of these theorems.

KURT TOMAN
AF Cambridge Res. Lab.

Laurence G. Haiiscom Fieldl
Bedford, Mass.

On "The Noise Figure of Negative
Conductance Amplifiers"*

In a recent communication Brownl
proved that a feedback amplifier used as a
negative conductaince amplifier can have an
optimtim noise figure mLIch lower than the
optimum noise figure of the same amplifier
without feedback. It is the aim of this cor-
respondence to show that this result is due
to an error in the calculationi.

The error occurs first in Brown's (8),
where the factor A2fl2 in front of En22 has
beeni omitted. As a consequence Browni's
(11)-(13) are in error. Ale shall Inow replace
Brown's (8), (11), (12), aind (13) bx the cor-
rected (8a), (lla), (12a) and (13a).

The noise figure for direct coupling be-
tween the source and the negativ e conduct-
ance circuiit is

A 20I2En.22 ,F1': ' r ' (8a)
2Z2j- AO) N2I272

If the source is (oupled through an ideal
tratnsformer of turnis ratio N, I must be re-
placed by NI and V. by N2Y, so that (10)
inav be written

,AT2 y, _

Z(1- A,)
or

AO (I1 + -N ).

Substitutinlg inito (8a), oiie obtains
E,n22(N2Y, + 1/Z) 2 2_F'= I+ ±+22Zi (1la)

* Received, March 6, 1962; revised manuscript
received, March 19, 1962.

I H. R. Mimno, 'The physics of the ionosphere,
Rev. Mod. Phys., vol. 9, pp. 1-43; January, i937.

2 S. K. Mitra, 'The Upper Atmosphere,' The
Asiatic Society, Calcutta, India, pp. 237-240; 2952.

3 D. E. Kerr, "Propagation of Short Radio Waves,"
M.I.T. Rad. Lab. Ser., McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
New York, N. Y., vol. 13, pp. 53-58; 1951.

* Received February 5, 1962.' F. W. Brown, "The noise figure of negative-con-
ductance amplifiers," PROC. IRE (Correspondence),
vol. 49, pp. 520--521; February, 1961.
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Considered as a function of N, F' is opti-
mized for

N2 = V/En22 + E.12 (12a)
En2 Y.Z1

and the optimized value is

Flopt = 1 + I2 Y

[E.22 + E.2V/E.22 + E.12] (13a)

which is exactly equal to the optimum noise
figure without feedback. [See Brown's (3).]

The conclusions are therefore that the
two amplifiers have the same noise figure
and that Brown's analysis cannot explain
Ishii's results on negative resistance klystron
amplifiers.2

A. VAN DER ZIEL
Dept. of Elec. Engrg.

University of Minnesota
Inst. of Tech.

Minneapolis, Minn.

2 K. Ishii, 'Noise figures of reflex klystron ampli-
fiers," IRE TRANS. ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECH-
NIQUES, vol. MTT-8, pp. 291-294; May, 1960.

Analysis and Synthesis of a Class
of Nonlinear Systems*

The procedure outlined in this work is a
numerical technique which can be used for
the purpose of analysis and synthesis of a
very broad class of nonlinear systems where
the operation of the system can be repre-
sented by a linear differential equation over
any arbitrarily small time interval. The work
is divided into two parts:

1) Formulation of the piece-wise linear
analysis,

2) Use of the results of (1) for the pur-
pose of systematical synthesis.

The formulation of the piece-wise linear
analysis and a simple example is given below.
From an application point of view it com-
pares with the Z-form technique suggested
by Boxer and Thaler' although it is simpler
to apply (there is no need for a table of
transforms such as Z-form tables, and the
result is more accurate for a number of prob-
lems). The shortcoming of the technique
suggested here is the necessity of obtaining
the roots of the characteristic equation cor-
responding to the linearized equation.

Let a system be described by the
equation

f(y, Y, Y) = 0 (1)

and assume the solution exists and is
y= y(t). (2)

* Received January 15, 1962.
1 R. Boxer, and S. Thaler, 'A simplified method

of solving linear and nonlinear systems" PROC. IRE,
vol. 44, pp. 89-101; January, 1956.

The function f(y, y, y) can readily be
approximated by a linear differential equa-
tion over the period nT< t<(n+1 )T where
T is small. For this purpose the necessary
initial conditions are y(nT) and y(nT), i.e.,
the final values of the preceding period
(n-1)T<t<nT. In terms of these initial
conditions Y5(s), the Laplace transform of
y(t) can be obtained and is valid only during
the interval (nT <t<n+ 1)T. Consequently,
since

1rC+2;00
y(nT + t) = 2-ri YnWelds (3)

where 0 t<.T,

y[(n + 1)T] = C+.OA Yn(s)e8Tds2xri -joo

= Z Res. of Yn(s)e T. (4)
The initial conditions y(nT) and y(nT)

are used to determine the Y5(s). In other
words y(n+1)Tis obtained fromf(y, y, y) =0
and initial conditions. The steps to be fol-
lowed are summarized in the following:

1) The quantity T is chosen such that
f(y, y, y)=0 can be approximated by
a linear equation over any interval
with a duration T seconds.

2) The Laplace transform of y(t) is
obtained in terms of y(nT) and y(nT)
which is Y[s, y, (nT), y(nT)], valid
only when nT<t<(n+1)T.

3) The y(n+1 )T is obtained which is the
sum of residues of

Y [s, y(nT), y(nT) Ie,".

4) The actual given initial conditions are
used to obtain y( T) and then sys-
tematically y(nT) will be obtained up
to any desired n = N.

Example
§ + y2 = 1.

The second phase of the work is the syn-
thesis of nonlinear systems by using the
above technique. The procedure is given as
follows:

1) Adopt a specific value for T. It is
noted that the computational error
involved in this case is not additive;
consequently T can be made as small
as required to obtain the nonlinear
function as accurately as desired.

2) From the knowledge of y(nT) and
y(n+1)T the value for the nonlinear
element is obtained in a manner
similar to the analysis procedure
described above.

Example

Suppose the synthesis of nonlinear first-
order equation of the form

y + f(y)y = u(t) (10)

is desired. The desired response to a unit step
may be given by any single-valued curve.
The problem is then to determine f(y) as a
function of y. The unknown function f(y) is
obtained in an approximate form in a man-
ner that it assumes a constant value over the
interval T<t<(n+1)T. T can be chosen
arbitrarily small, based on the desired de-
gree of approximation.

From the results of the previous section

y(n + 1)T

= - [1 - y(nT)f(y)]e-Tf(Y)I (11)

Successively substituting the values for
y(nT) and y(n+1)T, values forf(y) can be
obtained as a function of y from (11).

N. E. NAHI
University of Southern California

Los Angeles, Calif.

(5)
Let y=y(nT)=constant, over the inter-

val nT<t<(n+1)T and take T=0.1 sec.
Therefore

y + y(nT)y = 1 (6)

Y.()
1 + sy(nT)

7

1fn(s) = [s + y(nT)] (7)

Hence

y[(n + 1)T] = E Res. of [Yn(s)eO° 8]

1 I - y2(nT)je- .Y(nt)
= - ----. (8)

y(nT)
The original nonlinear equation happens to
have an exact solution

y = tanh (t). (9)

The following table is a comparison be-
tween the solution obtained through the
suggested technique and the exact solution.

t Y(t) y(t) exact

O 10 0
0.1 0.1000 0.09967
0.2 0.1941 0.1970
0.3 0.2856 0.2910
0.4 0.3816 0.3799

Inductive Probability as a Cri-
terion for Pattern Recognition*

The above communication' raises the
question of how to apply Carnap's concept
of inductive probabilities in predicting, from
a finite sequence of events, a probability
pattern for the next events. This problem is
partly solved by splitting up the sample
sequence into sections of equal length and
predicting from their frequency, in terms of
the wellknown Laplace formula, the proba-
bility of the future occurrence of such sec-
tions. In closing, the question is raised of
how to proceed if the sample sequence is not
composed of a complete period, i.e., if the
chosen length of the sections is not an aliquot
part of the length of the sample sequence.

On first assessment, this problem appears
to me to be quite readily solvable by drop-

* Received March 5, 1962.
B. Harris, PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 49,

pp. 1951-1952; December, 1961.
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ping as many symbols at the beginiiiiing of the
sequence as is necessary to obtain a com-

plete period. This amounts, it is true, to the
sacrifice of available information, but this
shortcoming is inherent in the very nature
of the approach described.

To make maximum possible use of the
information contained in the sample se-

quence, the statistical analysis should, in my
opinion, be extended to cover all pairs,
triples, etc. Above all, the conditional prob-
abilities should also be analyzed. To make
this clear, I would refer to the example cited.

The sample sequence is

A B A B A B A B.

A statistical analysis of the individual sym-
bols at first yields the quantities

n(A) = n(B) = 4;
hence

p(A) = p(B) =41+ 2
8+2 2

We now proceed with calculating the condi-
tional probability for the occurrence of the
two symbols if symbol B is the condition
(which amounts to the obvious assumption
that the process will produce a Markov
chain). The statistical analysis of the se-

quence yields

n(BA) = 3, n(BB) = 0;

hence
3+1 4

p(B A) = 32= _

analogous is p(B B) = 5. (In designatinig the
conditional probability, the representation
chosen here deviates from the conventional
form in that the condition has been placed
ahead of the vertical stroke and the symbol
in question behind this stroke.)

The same valuies are obtained when in-
vestigating the triples (ABA) and (ABB).
The quadruples yield

n(BABA) = 2,

n(BABB) = 0,

p(BAB A) = 2
+

=

'Fhus, greatest significance in this case has
the analysis of the pairs and triples, on the
basis of which it can be predicted with a

probability of 4 that the next symbol will
be an A.

In order to be able to predict, in addition
to the next symbol, also the symbol follow-
ing the next (which is different from pre-

dicting only the symbol following the next),
we start with the statistical analysis of all
pairs. We arrive at m =4 possibilities. We

find that

n(AB) = 4, n(BA) =3, n(AA) = n(BB) = 0

p(AB) = +
7+4 11

p(BA) = 3 +1 4

7+4= 11

11

Furthermore, for the coiiditional probabili-
ties there results

n(BAB) = 3,
n(BAA) = n(BBA) = n(BBB) = 07

and hence

p(BIAB) = 3-+ 1
=

3±+4 7

(the other three probabilities are each given
by 7).

When taking the last two symbols as

condition, we obtain the same value; when
taking more, the probability will again
decline.

E. R. BERGER
Central Lab.

Siemens & Halske
Munich, Germany

Author's reply2
This is not a criticism of Dr. Berger's

comment, but rather a request for further
extensions of his ideas.

The purpose of applying the concept of
inductive probability to a finite sequence of
events was not to determine a probability
pattern for the next events (although this
was the immediate result), but rather to
assign measures to the various possible pat-
terns that could be present. The patterns
considered have three characteristics: basic
repetition period, sequence of characters of
which it is composed, and absolute location
within the given sequence. The main dif-
ference between Dr. Berger's approach and
mine is the attempt to maintain information
as to the absolute location of the periodicity.
Extending the technique to cover all pairs,
triples, etc., gives a measure which is, in
effect, an average over all possible absolute
locations. How does one avoid this and yet
not sacrifice available information?

B. HARRIS
College of Engrg.

New York University
New York, N. Y.

2 Received March 28, 1962.

True RMS Measurement with
Tunnel Diodes*

Neu's communication on a tunnel-diode
frequency-doubling circuit' aroLused con-

siderable interest here, since I had previ-
ously done some work in the same area, by
describing a similar circuit.2

I wish to stress that the same principle
was also applied for measuring the true

* Received March 7, 1962.
1 F. D. Neu, "A Tunnel-diode wide-band frequency

doubling circuit," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol.
49, pp. 1963-1964; December, 1961.

2 K. Tarnay, 'The Tunnel Diode," Doctoral dis-
sertation, Technical University, Budapest, Hungary,
pp. 139-141 and 151-155; May, 1961.

I

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

rms value of ac voltages. Namely, if the
operating point of the tunnel diode is the
peak point of the characteristic (where it is
of quadratic character) and an ac voltage
U.cos wt is superimposed on the dc compo-

nent, Fig. 1, then the current of the tunnel
diode has an ac component 'KU2-cos 2cot,
and the dc component changes with 'KU2.
The latter is proportional to the rms value.
Fig. 2 shows experimental results. The cir-
cuit measured the true rms values as was

proven by a measurement using two inde-
pendent ac voltages.

K. TARNAX
Senior Research Associate

Cenitr al NJeasurement Research Laboratory
Post Office Box 170

Budapest 4, Hungary

A Table of Solutions of
Riccati's Equations*

During 1961 many workers [1-83 wrote
on Riccati's nonlinear differential equations
(NDE's) which have a history of well over

two hundred years. Perhaps one of the many
reasons why Riccati's NDE's are so impor-
tant is that they replace all homogeneous

* Received March 8, 1962. A I)art of this note was
presented at the meeting of the American Mathe-
matical Society, Atlantic City, N. J., April 19, 1962
as "Riccati's Equation with Loosely Interrelated
Coefficients.'
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second-order ordinary linear differential
equations (LDE's) by simple changes of
variables. These equations describe many
physical systems, and matters of current
interest such as tapered lines, 2n-port cir-
cuits, RF waves in the ionosphere and time-
varying networks. Nevertheless, the exact
solution of a generalized Riccati's NDE
having three independent arbitrary variable
coefficients is still unknown.

Under these prevailing circumstances, a
handy table of exact solutions for certain
special though physically significant cases

may be useful. This correspondence provides
a table of solutions of Riccati's NDE's with
interrelated variable coeficients, and gives a

brief summary of the present state of the art.
McLachlan [9] shows in his book that

an exact particular solution, y =1 /x, satisfies

y'(x) + xg(x)y(x) + y2(x) = g(x), (1)

where y(x) is the unknown, the prime is used
for a derivative with respect to x, which is
the only independent variable such as dis-
tance or time, and g(x) is any known func-
tion of x. This solution is obvious if (1) is
regrouped as,

(y'+ y2) + (xgy-g)= (2)

Supposef(x), another arbitrary known func-
tion of x, is employed instead of g(x) in the
right-hand side of (1 ), then y =f/(xg) results
from the second bracket group, while y =1 Ix
comes from the first bracket group. To
eliminate this apparent discrepancy, the re-

quirement of f(x)=g(x) is introduced as a

natural answer.
Following the same line of thought, all

possible combinations of regrouping a gen-

eralized Riccati's NDE are applied. Six
(as 4C2=6) ways to bracket such an equa-

tion are indicated by linking lines in (3),

y'(x) + P(x)y(x) + Q(x)y2(x) = R(x). (3)

(i)
_T

t (ii)-
T (iii)

T (iv)---

(vi) -

Unfortunately these six particular exact so-

lutions tabulated below must accompany

their corresponding necessary interrelation-
ship among three general coefficients, P(x),
Q(x) and R(x).

There are actually three independent
table entries in (i) through (vi) because, for
example, (iii) and (iv) furnish the identical
general solution of (3). Rajagopal [8 ] reports
(i) originating from a totally different ap-

proach. Similarly (iv) and (v) were previ-
ously obtained by the writer using lineariz-
ing transforms, y = I/(fg) and y =fg respec-

tively [3]. However, it appears difficult to
identify the linearizing transform for a gen-

eralized Riccati's NDE for (vi). It was in the
course of this searching process that a new

and practical application was found.
A new transform of the dependent vari-

able is

f(x) - g(x)
y(x) = (x +_ _.)(4

When (4) is substituted in (3), another Ric-
cati's NDE is derived,

2h'-2(Q+R)h+ (P+Q-R)h2

=(P+R-Q), (5)
where

h(x) = f(x)/g(x).

Eq. (5) is readily solved exactly if proper

interrelationships among variable coeffi-
cients are realized. When, for instance,

Tabulated exact particular solutions of y'(x) + P(x)y(x) + Q(x)y2(x) = R(x) R(x) = Q(x) - P(x),

A particular solution

ae-fPdx

IQdx + b

Rdx + c

P

R

p

e-f(P-2Q)dx - f Pe-J(P-2Q)dxdx - a

e-f(P-2Q)dx + f Pe-f(P-2Q)dxdx + a

Required interrelationship

R = a2Qe-2JPdz

R =-_P_
f Qdx + b

P
Q = -

P

f Rdx + c

(Q)
Q

Q==

P= (n 4 )

R = Q-P

R = Q+P

Note: a, b, and c are arbitrary constants.

(5) is reduced to a solvable Bernoulli's NDE.
Alternatively, if

R(x) = Q(x) + P(x), (7)

(5) becomes a first-order LDE giving an

exact solution. Since linearizing transforms
of the dependent variable in a generalized
Riccati's NDE exhibit dualism [3], it is
easy to see that (6) and (7) can be obtained
by using,

f(x) + g(x)
y(x) f(x) - g(x) (8)

There are several ways to linearize Riccati's

NDE [3], [10]. Two simple ways are to use

transforms, y=u'/(Qu) and y=(u'-Pu)
/(Qu), where u(x) is any function of x.

These transforms with (6) or (7) linearize
(3) respectively,

,/I+ (p _ lQ') _ (Q + p)QU = O (9)

and

p +

[(Q) +QTPP]Qu = O (10)

where P(x) and Q(x) are two independent,
known, arbitrary functions of x. The degree
of contribution of (6) and (7) may be more

or less proportional to the frequency of ap-

pearance of solved equations (9) and (10) in
practical physical systems.

These "relaxed" interrelationships, (6)
and (7), compared with more complicated
other interrelationships such as, R=
-(P/Q)', Q = (PIR)', and P = - (ln VIR/Q)',
are new to the best knowledge of the writer
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(6)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

f Pe J(P+2Q)dxdx + b - ef(P+2Q)dx
(viii)

I Pe f(P+2Q)dXdx + b + e-J(P+2Q)dx

,-_

I

(4)
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in the literature of Riccati's NDE's. These
eight table entries represent a great number
of specialized cases, for example, McLach-
lan's illustration [9], (1) is a special case of
(v). Many existing text books carry exercise
problems of Riccati's NDE's together with
specified variable coefficients, such as P(x)
=exp (x), Q(x)=sin x, and R(x)=ln x.

It is felt, however, that the foregoing
represents a set of more useful relationships
for the solutions of problems in the rapidly
growing nonlinear systems.

IWAO SUGAI
ITT Federal Laboratories

Nutley, N. J.
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On a New Security Problem*
STATEMENT OF TIIE PROBLEM

If we are successful in the near future in
contacting an alien culture some light years
distant, the following facts, which are im-
mediately apparent, should be considered.

1) We will be participating in such com-
munication at the earliest date that it
would be technologically feasible for
us to do so, i.e., we would be be-
ginners.

2) It would be positing an absurd coin-
cidence to suggest that our interstellar
correspondent would be in the same
situation. In other words, arguing on
probabilistic grounds, it is almost
certain that the alien culture would
be some centuries, millennia, or eons
ahead of us in the development of
physical science.

* Receive(d February 6, 1962.

3) It follows therefore that ally iiilitary
contact betweeii the coiiuliunican1ts
would fiid LIS ill aL POSitioln of (0111-
plete helplessniess.

Sonie weak poinits of this argLulmlenit have
already received some considerationi, as fol-
lows.

4) Dr. E. M. Puircell, of Harvard Uiii-
versity, has recently (at Green Bank,
V. XVa.) argued in painistaking fashioi
that interstellar logistics would re-
quire the expeniditure of ulnithinikable
anmounts of eniergy over great periods
of tiimie anid would therefore be im-
practical.

5) One niay speculate that advaniced cul-
tures will have reached the point
where their ability to create miiaterial
wealth will haste saturated their de-
manid for it. Maiiy social scientists
have expressed the opiioiio that hu-
man society will lose its pugniacious
characteristics wheni we have reached
such ani elevated lex el of technology.
If this is true of humiai cultLires, it
may also be a universal law. In that
case, we would have nothinig to feai
from coIntact with ainy cutlture that is
advanced enough to solve the prob-
lems of interstellar logistics.

TENTATIVE CONCLUSION
While arguments 4) and 5) may find

many adherents, I would like to emphasize
that 3) can be affirmed with almost com-
plete certainty, whereas 4) aind 5) are highly
speculative, and do not have the fail-safe
characteristic. It follows, therefore, that

6) As a matter of practical security, im-
mediate steps should be takesi to en-
sure that I10 irresponisible attempts
will be made to effect two-way inter-
stellar communication. No broad-
casts should be made. If informiative
signials are received from an intelligent
stellar source, they should nlot be aIn-
swered, but every effort should be
made to decode them anid to study
their iniplicatioins.

DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE OBJECTIONS
I think that many scientists will be in-

clined to re-assert l)r. Purcell's argument
with great emphasis, inisistinig that he ha-
demonstrated very fundamenital limits onl
the possibilities of inlterstellar travel, in re-
spect to both the eniergy cost and the ex-
trenie lenigth of the trip.

Aniticipating such a coniflict of Opillioli, I
would like some considerationi giveni to the
following poinlts.

7) The duratioii of the trip is objection-
able to us because it represents, even
under the m11ost favorable assumip-
tionis, a substanitial fractioil of our life
spani. T'his is a highly anthropoceii-
tric poinit of view. It does iiot follow
that ani alieil would take the same
viewpoint. Some but niot all of the
reasons why he might see the niatter
differently are
a) He may have a greatly longer life

span.
b) He may have cultural attitudes

which do not leacd to impatienice

Ltiider trip coniditioIns. For example
the Imilitary expanisioni of his cul-
ture iight be nndertaken not to ex-

paid hliS econiomiiy but by reason of
ilnstillct a sort of geiieralized
l)roc reatixve dirix e. (It has xevii
beel sugLgesgted that this is true of
hLumlanll beings.)

c) If his culture is able to supply nor-
nial iimaterial anid social comiforts
durin(g the trip theni it is hard to
see why amiy objection wotuld arise.

8) Regarding the eniergy cost, )r. P'ur-
cell has assLulnied total coulversioil of
miiatter to energy, presumiied to be the
"ultimiiate" eniergy source, aiid fouiid
that oise proposed trip would require
soimie 400,000 tOils of IIIatter anid aniti-
miiatter ats fLuel. I would like hiim to
gix e his reaisons for supposing that a
wealthy alieni xwould conisidlei this ani
expeilsive trip. l-low maniy alieii banik
aCCOunlIts has l:)r. P'urcell audited?

9) The argumenits that a proposed actioin
is impossible may tLake two diffei-eit
formlis. A iimathelinatical imiipossibility
is a.bsolute; thus it will always be
trLue that the rLules of Euclideani ge-
oiiietry do not permit the exact tri-
sectioin of a genieral iiiigle witlh
straight edge and compass alonie. But
Dr, l'urcell's argtlimenit is inot of this
type.

Hie assumiies that he cail describe
the ultimate energy source though he
canniiot yet make use of it. \\Vhile thi*
niotion has a definite aura of plausi-
bility, it is far from rigorous. IThe
history of scien-ce has showni that this
genieral type of argumenit is a very
hazardous onie to use because the ad-
s ance of technology has a way of-
reiidering such arguments obsolete
w ithout directly proving them false.
WXhile we imight indulge iii a little
scienice fiction{ to turn up possible
reasonis why Dr. Purcell's argumenlt
may eveiitually fail, I would prefer a
more rigorous approach.

In recenit decades, mathematicians
have beeni workiing oii a 4theory of
conifirmation" inll order to answer
qciestiolln of this type: to exactly
wx hat degree caii a theory be said to be
confirmed by kiiowii facts? \Xme sug-
gest therefore that a study of [)r.
Purcell's argunmenit be made alonig
these lines.

I INAL CONCLUSION
If such a study should assign a low-coni-

fidence figure to the unreasonable-energy-
cost argumenit (I, for onie, thinik that it
would), this would greatly reinforce the re-
quest for rigorous security precautions.

It seems to me merely a matter of comi-
moni senise that we should be very careftil
about ocir first 'otita(-t with a nonhuman
culture, especially since it appears so likely
that they' would be much superior to tis in
experienice, sc ielntific kiiow ledge, and weap-
oniry. XXf e mav hlaxe only oine chanice to dis-
play oulr commuon senlse ill this mlatter.

PHIi'iP R. GL FFi.
-Xxel Electronic's, Inc.

J <li tIai, N. Y.
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The Effects of Doppler Dispersion
on Matched Filter Performance*

We have noted with interest the recent
correspondence of Ramp and Wingrove,' and
Cook and Heiss,2 commenting on the effects
of Doppler dispersion on "linear FM-pulse
compression." Since linear FM-pulse com-

pression falls within the broader domain of
matched filtering, the effects of Doppler dis-
persion can be treated with greater general-
ity by modifying previous expressions for
the "matched filter uncertainty function,"3
in which Doppler has been approximated by
a simple frequency translation.

The Doppler effect results from a con-

tinuous compression or expansion of the
path length traversed by a signal during
transmission. Mathematically this is exactly
represented by a change in time scale and
change in amplitude (to conserve energy) as

follows:

f(t) -so ¼f(a1). (1)

It is shown first that the time-bandwidth
product of a signal is not modified by Dop-
pler. Following Gabor,4 the normalized
mean and mean-square pulse widths of a

Doppler shifted signal are defined by the
moments of V/caf(at):

ta = E v f(at) dt = F/a"' (2)

where E is the signal energy. The effective
duration of a Doppler modified signal At, in
terms of the unshifted (a = 1) signal duration
At is found from Gabor's defining relation
and our (2) to be

(A 2= ta2 - (t.)2 = - ,[-(t)t2

= (At)2/Ca2. (3)

Similarly, the mean and mean-square band-
widths of V\f(at) are related by Gabor to
the moments of G(w/a)/Vc, which is de-
fined as twice the positive spectrum of
\af(at), as follows:

W =- Wn Gl
a 2E Jo /a \a J 2-r

=anwn. (4)

In a similar way, the effective bandwidth
of a Doppler shifted signal Awe in terms of
the unshifted (a = 1) signal bandwidth Aw is
found from Gabor's defining relation and
our (4) to be

(AWer)2 = a2(,AW)2. (5)

* Received March 9, 1962.
' H. 0. Ramp and E. R. Wingrove, Jr., "Per-

formance degradation of linear FM-pulse-compres-
sion systems due to the Doppler effect," PROC. IRE
(Correspondence), vol. 49, pp. 1693-1694; Novem-
ber, 1961.

2 C. E. Cook and W. H. Heiss, 'Linear FM-pulse
compression Doppler distortion effects,' to be pub-
lished in PROC. IRE (Correspondence).

3 W. McC. Siebert, "A radar detection philoso-
phy," IRE TRANS. ON INFORMATION THEORY, vol.

IT-2, pp. 204-221; September, 1956.
4 D. Gabor, 'Theory of communication," J. IEE,

vol. 93, pt. III, pp. 429-457; November, 1946.

The time-bandwidth product of a Doppler
shifted signal in terms of the unmodified
waveform may be found from (3) and (5) to
be:

At'AW, = (A) (aAw) = At *Aw. (6)

t of a sig-
dlimension

] effects of
leveloped.
ignal may

Dn as

Note that the first bracketed term in (12) ap-

proximates Doppler by a linear frequency
translation, while the remainder contains
first-order correction terms reflecting the
effects of frequency dispersion.

Applying the modified Doppler approxi-
mation to Siebert's3 "uncertainty function"
yields

|vocfI U(t)U*(t + T)eiwdt 1 + 61t +js(t)6t dt
a(1)

u(t) I2dt
00o

.m(r, Wd) =

Since the time-bandwidth product
nal is not altered by Doppler, its
in signal space is unchanged.
An approximation to include the

Doppler dispersion will now be d
A narrow-band Doppler shifted si
be written in polar complex notatic

V+af(at) = Vca Re { a(at)ei[woat+±(
where a(t) is the envelope functioj
phase modulation, and wo the c;
quency. Since a is always very clos4
it is usually replaced by (1 +6), N

very closely approximated by

6a a ± 2v/c.

{m(T, Wd) < V/ (T, Wd) +

In (8), v is the rate of change of effective
transmission length and c represents the
velocity of propagation in the transmission
medium.

If a(t) and +(t) are well-behaved func-
tions, a(t+6t) and O(t+6t) may be expanded
in a Taylor series about (6t= 0):

a(t + at) = a(t) + ,(t)bt + O[(6t)2] (9)

,(1 + bt) = ¢(t) + c(t)bt + O[(6e)2]. (10)

(13)

where
o

I|u(t) 12dt =2E)
-eo

(14)

and

(15)

(at)] (7) The absolute magnitude of the first term in
the integral is the (conventional) "uncer-

n, ¢(t) the tainty function" Vt(r, Wd) in which the effect
arrier fre- of Doppler has been approximated by a lin-
e to unity, ear translation.
where 6 is An upper bound on the difference be-

tween (13) and Vl(T, Wd) can be found by neg-
lecting V/a-, which is approximately unity,

(8) and rewriting (13) as an inequality:

6 I [ t | a(t + )][t2(t) + a2(t)f2(t) 1/2dt
_ *- (16)
2E

H6lder's Inequality states that

ifgi

< If P Ij g1p} , (17)

where f and g are members of class LP and
LP' respectively. Since the two bracketed
expressions in the second term of (16) will
usually be members of Class L2 for pulsed
signals, (16) becomes

+ 1If tI a(t + T)j]2dtj [{f 2(t)+O7a2(1t)IdtV1m(Ir, Wd) < 41(r, Wd) + a EI12
Substituting (9) and (10) into (7) and ignor-
ing terms in (6t)2 or higher, results in

VoIf(lat) = Va Re { [a(t) + d(t)6t]
- * ~~~ei[wot+wO5t+O(t)++(t)6tj }. (1

The term exp {jwost} represents the earlier
Doppler approximation, for which 6wo=Wd.
Assuming ,(t)6t is small, the exponential
containing this term may be replaced by the
first two terms of its series expansion. Neg-
lecting terms in (6t)2, (11) become,

V_fl(al) = -Va Re I [a(t)ei(wot+O(+wdt)]

-14- -()6t +j(t)6tJt (12)

(18)

The second bracketed integral in (18) has
been interpreted in the literature5 as the
mean-square frequency about wo, which is
equal to the effective bandwidth Aw when
a(t) is symmetrical and f(t) is zero or has odd
symmetry. This relation follows from a sub-
stitution of the Fourier transform of (15)
into (4). Defining a(t) from -T/2 to T/2,
an upper bound on the,integral in the first
bracket is found to be Th/4. Hence (18) may
be rewritten as

km(T) Wd) < 4V(7, Wd) + rAw|/2

k
< /(r, Wd) + 16 (At AW), (19)

2

P. Bello, "Joint estimation of delay, Doppler
and Doppler rate," IRE TRANS. ON INFORMATION
THEORY, VOI. IT-6, pp. 330-341; June, 1960.
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where k relates the elfective pulse duration
,At to the actual ptulse duration T. Note that
the difference term in (19) is proportional to
the time-bandwidth product, envelope shape
factor k, and wfhich is related to velocity.

For a puLlsc signial with a rectangular
envelope, k is approximately 3.5. Assuming
relatixe velocities in the order of 17,000
miles per hour, 61 is approximately
0.5X10 4. For this case, the conventional
and modilied uncertainty expressionis will
difler by less than 10 per cent for all values
of (T, Wd), if

at & w < 1100. (20)

For a specific value of Wd, the "uncer-
tainty function" represents the output
waveform from a matched filter. Hence the
above result provides a bound on the reduc-
tion in matched-filter peak signial output
when the conventioinal Doppler approximla-
tion is used. It is clear that for very large
time-bandwidth products and large Doppler
velocities, a better Doppler approximation,
such as (13), should be employed.

W. L. RUBIN
J. V. DIFRANCO

Advanced Studies Dept.
Surface Armament Div.
Sperry G roscope Co.

Great Neck, N\. Y.

Mechanical Quadratures to
Synthesize Nonuniformly-Spaced
Antenna Arrays*

A new method of synthesizing nonuni-
formly-spaced antenna arrays has been (le-
veloped and several examples using different
field patterns have beein used to verify this
synthesis technique. In the examples chosen,
broadside directive radiation patterns with
constant phase variation have been tused to
synthesize nonuILniformly-spaced symmetric
arrays.

For a finite aperture of over-all width
2a, the radiation pattern can be written as

a

F(u) = Jg(x) cos uxdx,a (1)

where u =7r sin 0, 0 is the angle measured
from the aperture normal and x is the dis-
tance from the origin to any point along the
aperture measured in half wavelengths. The
constant involved has been suppressed, as

the field pattern is to be normalized in its
final form.

The integral involved in (1) can be eval-
uated by mechanical quadratures in a form
which can be identified with the formula-
tion of an array of discrete elements located
within the interval of integration. The spe-
cific form of the mechanical quadrature'

* Received March 15, 1962; revised manuscript
received, March 22, 1962.

l Z. Kopal, "Numerical Analysis," Chapman and
Hall, Ltd., London, lngland]; 1955.

used is
eb n

Jf(x)dx-E Hif(ai),aj=l (2)

where the values of ai and Hj can be evalu-
ated uniquely. As indicated in (2), a suit-
ably weighted sum of n values of f(aj) can
evaluate the initegral exactly if f(x) can be
written as a polynonmial of degree less than
or equal to (2n-1). Kopall has shown that
the n values of aj are real, distinct and with-
in the interval (a, b). In addition all values
of H; are real and positive.

lclenitifyingf(x) in (2) with the integrand
in (1),f(x)=g(x) cos (ux), and rememberinig
that u is a constant for this integral, then
F(u) can be written as

n

F(u) = E Hjg(ai) cos (uaj),
1=l

g(x) = K1e- 2x2 cosh (K3x), (7)
where K1, K2, and K3 are constants which
have been evaluated. Usinig (1) and (7),
F(u) in (6) can be written as

K1 0 1K3
F(i) = ,I e-y2 cosh ( v )

VK2 J0 VK2

u(*COS \/Kf2 y)d (8)

by a suitable change of variable. Identify-
ing e-8 as the weight function w(y) in (4),
the field pattern F(u) can be expressed by

F(u) = K E Hi cosh (_a,)
j=1 \/K2

(3)

which can be readily identified as the formu-
lation for an array of 2n discrete elements
with spacings governed by the n values of aj.

A more general approach to the array
synithesis procedure involves the use of
weight functions. In this form the mechan-
ical quadraturel becomes

b n

w(x)f(x)dx =E Hf(ai). (4)

The n values of aj are the roots of a poly-
iiomial orthogonal with respect to the weight
function w(x) oIn the interval (a, b). The n
values of Hj can be determined by solving
the set of linear equations generated by let-
ting f(x)== Xk for k =0, 1, 2, * - * 2n-1. I n
this form it is more efficient to identify the
weight funictioni as the aperture excitation
g(x). Ihe onily requirement on the weight
functioni is that it does not vanish within the
interval of integration and that it is inte-
grable. Using this niotation the Fouirier inte-
gral in (1) becomnes

F(u) = f g(y) cos uydy

HE j cos (ua,), (5)
j=l

where the transformationiay=x has normal-
ized the limits ol initegrationi. In this form
the element positions are given by the n
values of aj aild the current excitation
coefficiellts are given by the n values of Hj.

One of the radiation patterns suggested
by Uinz2 is the ftunictioni

FI(i) = e Cos (2b ) (6)

An advantage of this pattern is the inde-
pendent control of beanmwidth and sidelobe
level. The conistants a and b are determined
from the design parameters for the beam-
width and sidelobe level and the relation-
ships may be found in the original paper.

From (6) and the Fourier transform,
g(x) can be determined' add is given by

2 H. Unz, 'Array Current Distribution Which
Will Produce Near Optimum Broadside and Scanning
Narrow Radiation Beam," Res. and Dev. Dept.,
Apparatus Div., Texas Instruments Incorporated,
Dallas, Tex., Interim Sci. Rept. No. 3, for the period
May 1, 1961-July 31, 1961; to be published.

3H. B. Dwight, "Tables of Integrals and Other
Mathematical Data," The Macmillan Co., New York,
N. Y., see especially 863.3, p. 201; 1947.

u a1)

.\K2
(9)

Kopall has showin that the n values of
aj in this case, w(y)=e- 2, are the roots of
the classic Hermite polynomial of degree n.
The values of aj and Hj are tabulated in
Kopal.' Several examples using different
beamwidths and sidelobe levels have been
calculated and they give very good results,
which will be published at a later date.

Another pattern used with excellent re-
sults is the approximationi to the Dolph-
Ichebycheff distribution giveni by Taylor.4
In this case the orthogonal polynomials
were genierated by approximatiing the aper-
ture excitation by a polynomiiial w(x) and
using this entire functioin as the weight fuinc-
tion in the integral in (4). An alternative ap-
proach which has been used for the genera-
tioin of the aperture distribution g(x) em-
ploys the envelope of the standard tabu-
lated5 Dolph-Tchebycheff currenit distribu-
tionis for un-iformiily-space(d arrays.

Programs hax e beeni xritteni and used
for sexveral exponential aild D)olph-Tcheby-
cheff radiation patterns on ati IBM 650
digital computer at the Uniiversity of
Kansas. In each case the results were within
the prescribed designi limllits. D)etailed anial-
ysis of the above miiethod and more comn-
plete numerical results will be puiblished at
a later date.

In reference to ain abstract of a techniical
paper6 wxhich was presenited at the 1962
IRE Initerniational Conixentionl, it appears
that some work aloing simiiilar lines is being
done indepenidenitly by D)r. Y. 1'. Lo at the
Unixversity of Illinois.

J. 1). BRUCE
Research and Developmenlt

Apparatus Division
Texas Instruments, Incorporated

Dallas, Texas
HI. ITNz

Consultant to Texas Instrumenits, Inc.
Electrical Enigineering Departmenit

University of Kansas
Lawrence, KaIn.

4 T. T. Taylor, 'Desigh of line-soturce antennas for
narrow beamwidth and low side lobes," IRE TRANS.
ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, vol. AP-3, pp.
16-28; January, 1955.

6 L. B. Brown and G. A. Scharp, "Tschebyscheff
Antenna Distribution, Beamwidth, and Gain Tables,"
Naval Ordnance Lab., Corona, Calif., NAVORD
Rept. 4629; February 28, 1958.

6 y. T. Lo, "A Spacing Weighted Antenna Array,"
presented at the 1962 IRE International Convention.
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Analysis of Nonlinear Sampled-
Data Systems by Frequency
Response Method*

Sampled-data control systems containing
nonlinear element have been analyzed by
both Tou with z-series method' and Kinnen
with multirate sampling method.2 Now in
this correspondence another method by fre-
quency response is introduced. Fig. 1 shows
an error-sampled nonlinear system in which
the nonlinear element is in series with G(s).
If the nonlinear element is temporarily left
out, we have for the linear system

C*(s)
S

R*( (1)
1+ GH*(s)

Then for a complex input r(t)= eiwO, the
output of the system in terms of z transforms
becomes

C(z) = z G(z)

(z - eiT) [1 + GH(z)]

ha 3) Of,Ofs) C(s)

t)~ ~~~~'U

Fig. 1-A basic nonlinear sampled-
data control system.

Fig. 2-The equivalent linear sampled-
data control system.

(2)

where T is the sampling period. Now if

G(z)/(z-ejWT) [1 +GH(z)] can be expressed
as

= CO/(Z- zo) + C,/(Z- Z,) + C2/(Z - Z2)

+ - * * + c,/(z - z,) (3)

then with the aid of L'Hospital's Rule we

can prove for stable systems where zr's<1
that at sampling instants

c(t) t. = l+G**(IW) jel.
I+GH*(jw) (4)

Now put the nonlinear block back to the
system and let its output be represented by

y*(e) = N,e*(t) + f*(e) (5)

where e*(t) is the input and N, is a linear
transfer function being either a constant or a

complex quantity. Thus the nonlinear sys-
tem can be replaced by an equivalent linear
system (Fig. 2) in which its total output c(t)
is divided into two parts: c,(t), the system
output when f(e) =0 and b(t), the correction
term due to f(e). Thus according to (4)

cl(Ot)eo= N+-G()-cos(t+yo) (6)
1 + NiG*(j)

when r(t)=cos t and H(s)=1. Suppose el(t)
represents the error when f(e) =0, then we

have for r (t)= cos t (tising subscript c)

el(t) = r(t)- cl() = O* cos (t + 0,) (7)

and

e(t) = ei(t) -A(t). (8)
Thus for a particular nonlinear element
whose f(e) = -e3, we have an approximate
expression through (8)

f(e) = e13 - 3e,2A,(t). (9)

Now considering only the fundamental
and third-harmonic terms of A,(t) we assume

L(t) = bi cos (t + 01) + b3 cos (3t + 03). (10)

* Received March 12, 1962; revised manuscript
received March 26, 1962.

1 J. Tou, "Analysis of sampled-data systems con-
taining nonlinear element," PROC. IRE (Correspond-
ence), vol. 46, p. 915; May, 1958.

2 E. Kinnen, 'An Analysis of Nonlinear Sampled-
Data Control Systems," Ph.D. dissertation, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind.; 1958.

Fig. 3-The system considering gs eti only.

Then substituting (7) and (10) into (9) gives

f,(e) = - aO3 cos3 (t + O0)

+ 3aO2 COS2 (t + 0,) AC(t) (11)

= fic(t) + f3c(t), (12)

where fic(t) and f3,(t) contain terms associ-
ated with cos t and cos 3t respectively. Now
consider an input r(t) =sin t and let

Az,(t) = bi sin (t + 01) + b3 sin (t + 03), (13)

similarly we obtain

f.(e) = fi8(t) +f3.(t). (14)

Then for a complex input r(t) =ei we have

(15)f(e) f (e) + jfA(e)
- g,(b,ei3l, b3ei0s)eit
+ g3(biei', b3ei's)ei3t.

So according to (4) we finally obtain (Fig. 3)
G*(j)

bieioleit = 1 (g,-eit). (16)
1 + NlG*(j)

Now write

biei0l = RI + jI,
b3ei%3 = R3 + jI3. (17)

Then by equating respectively the real and
imaginary terms on both sides of (16) we

have

k,R, + k2R3 + k31, + k4I3 = k5
n,Ri + n2R3 + n3Ih+ n4I3 = n5. (18)

where all k.'s and nn's are constants. Simi-
larly, when g3 is considered, another set of
equations can be drawn for the third-
harmonic components. Thus b,, b3, 01 and 03

can be solved and both 6(t) and c(t) can be
found. The c(t) thus obtained is valid only
at sampling instants.

C. Y. LEE
Aeronautical Research Lab.

P.O. Box 63, Taichung
Taiwan, China

The Microwave Diagnosis of a

Column of Ionized Gas*
We shall present a nmethod of determining

the electron distribution in a dilute column
of ionized gas. The term "dilute" means here
that the electron density is small enough
that each electron behaves as an independ-
ent scatterer and that the frequency v of
collisions between electrons and neutral
particles is much smaller than the frequiency
co of the incident wave. These conditions
ensure that the gas column may, to a good
approximation, be considered to be uni-
formly irradiated by the incident wave,

which we take to be plane, transverse-
magnetic and incident normal to the
column's axis.

The signal scattered from the column is
assumed to be received by a receiver situated
at a distance R from the axis and at an angle
a from the direction of the incident wave

vector k. The electron density N is inde-
pendent of the coordinate z along the axis
and of the azimuth about the axis. Thus,
N= N(r), where r is the radial distance from
the axis. The column has a radius a<<R and
is assumed to be sufficiently long that the
scattered signal at the receiver is virtually
that which is scattered by an infinitely long
column.

Under the above conditions, Eshleman'
has shown that the back-scattered electric
field (a= 7r) is approximately

Ez- |1 = AI Ezi exp [i (kR- -ct)]

/2 \1/2 pa
k)J N(r)JO(2kr)rdr, (1)

where A =-i,.oe27r/2me, Ezi is the absolute
value of the incident field and JO is the
zeroth-order Bessel function; go, e, and me

are the permeability of space and the charge
and mass of an electron, respectively. We

define the scattering coefficient pa by the
relation

E2" E i ( 2 1/2 (2)

(1Sa) therefore, the back-scattering coefficient is
a

Pr (k) = A N(r)Jo(2kr)rdr. (3)

It is easy to extend (1) to the forward scat-
tering case,2 a=O. The result is

Ez" Io = A I Ezi exp [i(kR-

2 \112

* -k q/2r, (4)

where q is the number of electrons per unit
length,

27r fNrdr.

Thts

Po = Aq/27r. (5)

* Received March 19, 1962. This work was sup-
ported by the Army Rocket and Guided Missile
Agency, Contract DA-04-495-ORD-3112.

1 V. R. Eshleman, "The Mechanism of Radio Re-
flections from Meteoric Ionization," Electronics Res.
Lab., Stanford University, Calif., Tech. Rept. No. 49;
July, 1952.

2 J. R. Barthel, 'The Microwave Diagnosis of a

Column of Ionized Gas," General Dynamics/Convair,
San Diego, Calif., Rept. No. ZPli-096; May, 1961.
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In the narrow column (or long wave) limit,
ka<<1, we find Po-P,r.

If we determine p,(k) experimentally, we
may find N(r) from (3) by applying the
Fourier-Bessel integral,3 which states

f(z) = f Jm(kz)kdk

ff()Jm(k.)$dS (m > -). (6)

By using (3) in (6), we find

N(r) = (4/A) f Jo(2kr)p,,(k)kdk. (7)

Eq. (7) holds only in a dilute column. The
values of k at which this model is inapplica-
ble must be sufficiently limited that the
p(k) at those values make a negligible con-
tribution to the integral in (7).

At any point in the column, the dielectric
constant

K = 1 - Wp2/c02 = 1 - Ne2/meEocO2
becomes negative when X <ow,(r). In a region
where K <0, the incident wave attenuates,
contrary to our assumption. Let a be the
distance over which the wave attenuates by
1/e (skin depth). If cop(max)/c=k', a is real
for k<k'. As k-*0,

6 6mmi = c/wp(max) = l/k'. (8)
Now suppose 6min>>a, or ka'<<l; then

attenuation can be neglected even at very
low frequencies. This condition implies that

m,efoc2/e2 >>Nmaa2 (>q/1r). (9)
Since meeoc2/e2 = 1014/7r electrons per meter,
the condition q<< 01'4/m is a necessary
(but not sufficient) condition for kmin>>a.
6min>>a is sufficient for the validity of (7).

We have used k to mean vacuum wave
number co/c. In the plasma the wave number
is

k = 1-/-i-
C co2

An additional requirement for the validity
of (7) is, therefore, that the contribution to
the integral is negligible for values of k for
which (k -k)a is of the order unity or

greater. If w>cwp (max),

(k -k)a = k'a 2-, 1 < k'2.

Therefore if k'a<<K, significant phase errors

are confined to the co<cop, which does not
contribute significantly to (7) if condition
(9) is met. If k'a is of the order unity or

greater, we must in general take account of
the variation of k in the gas column, al-
though for certain electron distributions the
contribution to (7) of the k region is which
there are phase effects may be small.

It is readily seen that collisions have no

effect if v<<k'c.
As an independent check on the applica-

bility of the dilute column model in a given
case, we may use the forward scattered sig-
nal (if available) in (4) to determine q. If
our model is valid, (4) should give identical
values of q for each k >k'.

JAMES R. BARTHEL
Space Science Section

General Dynamics/Astronautics
San Diego, Calif.

3 P. Morse and R. Feshback, "Methods of Theo-
retical Physics," McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., New
York, N. V., p. 766; 1953.

Causality*
Causality as invoked by Deutsch is axio-

matic in nature.' Then there are several
rather fundamental limitations that may be
imposed on this monobloc computer:

1) There is no known logical system,
whose consistency is proved, that can
be used as a basis for the computer.2

2) The mandatory unicertainities in the
computer's knowledge of the mono-
bloc's structure must be such that no
future event is thereby affected. Hei-
senberg's Principle of Quantum In-
determiinancy may be invoked during
the time that the computer is acquir-
ing data about the formation of the
monobloc. The simuiltaneotus inivoca-
tion of a monobloc and a supercom-
puter would be pressing a deus ex
machina too far.

One should more properly infer that,
given our local solar system, one might pre-
dict the ineluctable evolution of life. In any
event, predictability does not necessarily
alter the operative value of suich concepts as
free will aiid huiiiaii creativity. If there is
no physically realizable means of executing
such predictability, these actions and events
remain unlpredictable, even to ourselves.

This conversely means that the boundary
level of realizable predictability is worthy of
investigation and is capable of some quan-
tification.

Although some men seem to be intelli-
gent, it seems too early to ascribe this qual-
ity to man. It appears that social activity
has a generic propensity to sink to the lowest
common denominator. On the other hand it
appears incredible that it is inmpossible to
raise the level of this lowest common de-
nominator to at least a survival level.

WALTER B. MORTON, JR.
1245 Siesta St.,
Anaheimn, Calif.

* Received March 14, 1962.
S. Deutch, 'Causality," PROC. IRE (Coire-

spondence), vol. 50, p. 222; February, 1962.
2 E. Nagel and J. R. Newman, "The World of

Mathematics," Simon and Schuster, Inc., New York,
N. V., vol. 3, pt. XI-4; 1956. This is a discussion of
K. Goedel's proof from "On Formally Undecidable
Propositions of Principia Mathematica and Related
Systems."

rectly. lThis becomes evident if one performs
the following scale transformation

du = - dx = f(x)dx
rO

(1)

in the differential equation of the symmetri-
cal network

d2V f dVd2V P dV -jwrocof2V=O. (2)
dx2 f dx

The result is recognized as the differential
equation governing the uniform line:

d2V

du2
jcorocoV = 0. (3)

Consequently the chain parameters of the
symmetrical line can be directly obtained
from those of the uniform line by the same
trainsformation (1).

On the other hand, the case where the
product r(x)c(x) remains constant leads to
possible realization of network fuLnctionis
appreciably different from those obtainable
with uniform lines. This class of RC dis-
tributed lines is gox erned by

d2V f' dV

dx2 f dx
-jcorscoV = 0. (4)

Unlike (2) only special cases of f(x) will per-
mit the analytical solution of (4). The expo-
nential line is among the most interestinig
cases of this class. Considerinig a distributed
RC ladder where the series resistanice varies
exponentially with the distance

r(lx) = roehx (5)
and the shunt capacitance correspondingly,

(6)c(x) = coe -Zx.

Eq. (4) then beconiies

d2V dV
--h- jorocoV = 0.
dx2 dx

Assuming a solution in the form of exp (-yx),
the possible values for oy are found,

(8)h12=2( 41 + 4i
wcor

and after defining

yi = -ai--jl; 72 = a2 +j12;

4croco
0= tan-' -

/12

one linds that

h / 1\
28-d= \ IV1-tan20a/2 ) A

Comments on "Symmetrical RC
Distributed Networks'*

Hellstroml described a class of RC dis-
tributed lines where the specific series re-
sistance r(x), was varied along the line, and
the ratio r(x)/c(x) was kept constant. It is
interesting to note that this class is essen-

tially identical with the uniform line case if
only the measuring scale dx is chosen cor-

* Received March 19, 1962.
M. J. Hellstrom, PROC. IRE (Correspondence),

vol. 50, pp. 97-98; January, 1962.

al = -(- - 1)2 -v/I -tan2 0/2
h / 1

0a2= + I
2 +/-vitan2 0/2 (9)

ayl and -Y2 are the voltage propagation con-
stants in the positive and negative directions
of x. It is seen from (9) that the attenuation
constant in the positive direction (a,) is
many times smaller than the attenuation
constant in the negative direction (a2),
while the phase constants ,31 and (2 are equal.

The elimination of 0 from (9) results in the
following relations between a, a and h:

= V/ail(al + h) = V\/a2(a2 - h). (10)

(7)
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Eq. (10) is geometrically represented by the
circle of Fig. 1 which is very useful for the
design of exponential RC lines. It gives a

clear picture of the phase shift that one ob-
tains within the practical limitations of line
loss and physical size. For prescribed values
of al and h one can find the values of ,B and a2
as indicated on the circle. From the uniform
line (h=0) one always gets a=f3, while from
the exponential line a larger phase shift can
be obtained for the same value of attenuaton
allowed. This effect is greatest for high
values of h/al.

Fig. 1-Geometrical representation of the
relations between al, a2, ,5 and h.

If the following approximation is made:

e a2X << e+alx,

then the complete solution can be put in a

form of a simple chain matrix,

[V(O)]= e1 r 72 rO V(X)
I(0) "(2 YL jcoehx -,yehxL (X);J

//COS eax+j(#x-812)
h

- 2 ro - V(X) -

.w_19(x) (XO (a, +jo) _(X?_

ot is also important to mention that lines
of constant RC product can be easily built in
the form of resistive thin films of variable
width.

J. PEARL
RCA Labs.

Princeton, N. J.

Author's Reply'
The above comments afford the oppor-

tunity to add a point to my note' which pre-
sents the requirements on the resistance and
capacitance density functions such that the
network will be symmetrical at all lengths. It
is possible to construct networks, not in this
class, which are symmetrical at a specific
network length, but not at all lengths.

Note that although the performance of
the symmetrical network is identical to that
of the uniform network (and it is in this sense
that the proportional network defines a

group of equivalent networks) the network
itself is not identical since its r and c functions
may have unlimited forms, subject to the
proportionality requirement.

The transformation suggested by Pearl,

2 Received, March 26, 1962.

or its equivalent integral form

u= f(x)dx,
is a special case of one given by Liouville,3
s.e.,

z= r-c dx.

Its usefulness in changing a general non-

uniform transmission-line problem (or dis-
tributed RC network) into one with con-

stant propagation factor (or RC product)
has been noted recently.4 This same trans-
formation can be used to assist in defining
groups of equivalent networks, i.e., net-
works with the same terminal performance.5
The proportional network constitutes such
a group with the uniform network being a

single member.
The case, RC=constant, is not a "Class"

of networks in the sense that it does not pre-
scribe anything about network performance.
Mr. Pearl's differential equation, (4) is no

closer to solution due to the choice RC=
constant than the original network equation
because the differential equation of any

network can always be put into form (4).
The exact exponeiltial-network open-

circuit impedance parameters and a discus-
sion of the propagation factor, incidentally,
have both been published.687

M. J. HELLSTROM
TV-Radio Div.

Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
Metuchen, N. J.

3 E. Kamke, "Differentialgleichungen, Losungs-
methoden und L6sungen," Edwards Bros., Inc., Ann
Arbor, Mich., p. 261; 1945.

4 J. Jacobs, 'A generalization of the exponential
transmission line," PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 97-98;
January, 1959.

5 M. G. Hellstrom, "Equivalent distributed RC net-
works or transmission lines," IRE TRANS. ON CIRCUIT
THEORY Vol.-CT-9, pp. 247-251; September, 1962.

6 B. L. H. Wilson and R. B. Wilson, "Shaping of
distributed RC networks," PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp.
1330-1331; August, 1961.

7 W. A. Edson, "Tapered distributed RC lines for
phase shift oscillators,- PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1021-
1024; June, 1961.

Capacitance Calculations for
Several Simple Two-Dimensional
Geometries*

A number of situations arise in solid-
state device research in which capacitance
estimates are required for two-dimensional
configurations where edge effects are not
negligible, and for which confinement of the
displacement to the dielectric medium be-
cause of its high permittivity prohibits the
use of handbook formulas.' Typical of these
are the complementary configurations of
Fig. 1. In the figure, the constant potential
segments of the boundaries are indicated by

* Received March 19, 1962.
See, for example, "American Institute of Physics

Handbook," McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York,
N. V., sect. 5b; 1957.

solid lines, while the dotted lines designate
segments on which the normal derivative of
the potential vanishes.

Fig. l(a) represents the right half of an
infinite sheet of dielectric of thickness b,
having a completely electroded lower surface
(qO=0), and bearing an infinitely long strip
electrode (q0 = V) of width 2a on the upper
surface. The boundary conditions 4f = 0 re-
sult from considerations of symmetry at the
left, and of confinement of the displacement
to the dielectric sheet at the upper right.

(D = V _ n = °
la

on=00
~~~b ~

(a)

0 =0O0n 0 ¢V
(D r

n =0

(b)
Fig. 1-Boundary conditions.

By placing a z-plane origin at the lower
left corner of the figure, one can employ the
Schwarz-Christoffel transformation

irS
tanh 2 = sn (w, k)

to map the dielectric region into a K by K'
rectangular region in the w plane, where K
and K' are complete elliptic integrals of the
first kind for moduli k =tanh 7ra/2b and
k' -(1 -k2)"/2, respectively.2 The sides of the
w-plane rectangle correspond to the four
boundary segments of the z-plane figure,
from which it follows that the geomletric
(dimensionless) capacitance cx for Fig. l(a)
is K/K'. Because of the complementary
nature of the geometries of Fig. l(a) and
(b), the geometric capacitance of the latter
is K'/K. These, of course, must be multi-
plied by the permittivity of the dielectric in
question in order to obtain the desired
capacitance per unit length in usable uniits:

Cx = ECA = Keocx,

where K is the dielectric constant.
Fig. 2 summarizes the above results, as

well as those for other configurations, which
are solvable by a similar, although somewhat
more involved transformation.

Fortunately, in the application of these
formulas some rather good approximations
are available. These are based on the fact
that, for k-d, K'-*7r/2 and K-ln (4/k').
Thus, in the case of cil for a>>b,

cxi % (a + 0.44b)/b

2 A helpful monograph on this subject is F. Bow-
man, 'Introduction to Elliptic Functions with Appli-
cations,' John Wiley and Sons, Iibc., New York,
N. Y.; 1953.
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Geometry Geometric Capacitance

a

K k 7hlab cA k =tanh Tb

2a

b CA22cM

2a

2b cX3 =cxi
2a

a

b c_-|-_-_-_-|- A4 cAl

2a_

b cA5 =2cA4

a d i ra

bI---- =K k= tanhT
A6 K ~~~tanh ir Ia+d)

2b

d 2a d

b cA7 2cA6

a d

b _
__ c.bI cCA8 cA6

d 2a d

b cA- 2c

Fig. 2-Capacitances of various geometries.

where 0.44 is (2 ln 2)/7r. This result is appli-
cable to all of the cases, CX2, * * *, cx5, depend-
ent on cxil. Furthermore, although the ap-
proximation is derived for a>>b, it is accu-
rate within less than one per cent for a= b.

Similarly, cX6 for a>>b becomes

CX6 b/(a + 0.44 + A)
1 l 1 + D)

urd
D= tanh-

2b
This approximation was tested for a =b
d=O.lb and found to be accurate to within
less than 1 per cent. The term A has the

value 0.44 for d=0.091b, and a value 10
times smaller for d = 0.65b. For this reason,
it is practical in most cases for which d > b
to use the simpler expression for CX4 (d = Xo),
rather than CX6.

The derivation of the results herein as-
sumes homogeneity and isotropy throughout
a dielectric sheet of infinite extent. In most
practical applications, uniformity is satisfied
and neglect of the requirement on infinite
extent has been found to be of little con-
sequence, probably because significant edge-
effect fields extend on the order of only one
sheet thickness past the electrode edges
(as indicated by the approximation for-
mulas). Discrepancies between calculated

and measured values of capacitance have
been noted, however, for very high dielectric-
constant ferroelectric ceramics with niarrow
electrodes. Such materials are known to be
anisotropic anid to possess suLrface layers
having permittivities quite differen-t fromn
those of the bulk. Even in these cases, calcu-
lations of capacitance made by the methods
described and utilizing the builk dielectric
constant haxve been founld nseftll for esti-
mating pturposes.

P'. N. WOLFE
Westinghouse Central Labs.

Pittsbturgh, Pa.

Synchronization Error*
That there will be some error when a re-

ceiver synchronizes with an incoming noisy
signal is intuitively obvious. The magnitude
of the error in the case of ideal synic signal
and receiver processing is indicated by a
simple application of iniformation theory.
A great deal of insight into the nature of the
problem can be obtained from the analysis.

Let the time period over which the re-
ceiver expects to receive the synchronizinig
signial (whose waveform is exactly knowni)
be L, and let the total energy in the signal
be U7. If the bandwidth of the signal is B,
and the noise is white with density No, the
noise power received with the signal is BNo.
Shannoni's theorem on the capacity of a
channel states that the maximum amrount of
information which cani be received is

I = LB In (1 + U/LBNo) natural bits.

It is apparent that I inicreases with B.
If B is very large, the argument of the log-
arithm is nearly unity, and a good approxi-
mation for fixed U/No is

ln (1 + U/LBNO) - U/LBNo, B >> U/LNo.

In the limit
I = UI/No natural bits.

This is the maximuin amounit of informa-
tion which cali be received in time L when
the signal has energy U and the noise deni-
sity is No. Furthermore, according to Shan-
non's results, if the proper signal and recep-
tion technique is uised, this information is
perfectly reliable, i.e., there is zero prob-
ability of error.

Now let the iniformation contained in the
signial be an indication of the time at which
the signal is received. Exactlyn =exp( U/No)
states can be specified by the informationi.
If the initerval L is divided into n equal sub-
intervals,' each message state can be as-
signed to correspond to reception of the sig-
nal within one of the stibintervals. Thus
synchronization occurs at some time within
the subinterval corresponding to the signal.
If the mid-point of the subinterval is used,
the maximum synchronization error e for the

* Received March 12, 1962.
1 The problem is only academic if a is not an

integer.
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ideal system is then one-half the width of
the subinterval.

e = (L/2) exp (-U/No).
This result is remarkable in the same

way that Shannon's result is remarkable:
There is no probability distribution associ-
ated with the error; an absolutely firm bound
on the ideal error has been achieved. It is
also inadequate in the same sense that
Shannon's result is. It does not indicate the
practical manner by which this error rate
can be achieved.

As a corollary to the result note that the
same final error occurs whether two syn-

chronizing signals, each with energy U, are

sent sequentially with the second, reducing
the error left by the first, or whether one
signal with energy 2 U is sent.

C. M. HACKETT, JR.
Light Military Electronics Dept.

Advanced Electronics Ctr.
at Cornell University

GE Company
Ithaca, N. Y.

On Visual Perception and
Retinal Motions*

The experimental evidence concerning
the basis of visual perception presents a con-
fusing turmoil of data to the designer of pat-
tern recognition systems. The critical ques-
tion seems to be: with what capacities should
the system be "born" and how much of its
capability is either required or, better, left
to be "learned"? There seems some demon-
stration of predetermined or innate ability
to perceive form, texture, and depth-at
least to some nontrivial extent-in human,
cat, and goat infants.",2 Other evidence sug-
gests an initial period of nervous system
"plasticitiy" subsequent to which a "harden-
ing" sets in and precludes development of
important properties if there has been
sensory deprivation in this initial time of
growth; if this is true for man, as it seems
to be true for monkey and cat, it provides
some small reinforcement of the notion that
there is a good deal more specification in the
sensory system (visual) than is suggested by
such statistical principles as are embodied
in the Perceptron. At least it reveals that
later perception and/or learning still arises
in neural networks with largely fixed, non-

statistical properties and organization.
While this would not rule out the importance
or desirability of initially "freely-connected"
(Rosenblatt) circuitry as a possible context
for processes of self-organization, it does
raise the question of the theoretical need of
statistical procedures in perception or learn-
ing if determinate networks have the same
abilities.

* Received by the IRE, March 6, 1962.
1 R. L. Frantz, "The origin of form perception,

Sci. Am., vol. 204, p. 66; May, 1961.
2 E. J. Gibson, "The visual cliff,' Sci. Am., vol.

202, p. 64; April, 1960.

The importance of retinal motions'-4 in
form recognition has been underestimated.
Some of these motions are oscillatory, do
not yield to voluntary control, and are not
consciously perceived save when the effects
of their having been stabilized with respect
to stimulus objects in experimental situa-
tions reveal their presence to subject or ex-

perimenter.
Let us assume for a moment an array of

receptors containing the representation of an
object-pattern as a distribution of receptor
excitation intensities, and stipulate that
there is no relative motion of any sort be-
tween this retinal system and the external
stimulus. It is a simple task to project only
the contours in the retinal image onto
another array A, of neurons. A well-known
difficulty is involved here in having the sys-
tem recognize figures which have not been
somehow position "normalized," that is,
brought into some standardizing region of
Al. So long as the discrimination process is
motion independent and depends only on
the excitation of special, more-or-less unique
sets of neurons, this normalization proced-
ure, in one form or another, is mandatory;
it is implicit even in the procedure of re-

peatedly presenting the object in different
positions in the visual field together with
some suitable type of response coercion
which we may speak of as "learning." The
particulars here are inconsequential; rather
it is important that a) the system must rely
on the classification of the whole pattern
presented as a unit entity and not, for ex-
ample, on the "straightness" or "curviness,"
etc., of the various regions in the pattern of
contours, and b), if a) is true, the spatial
structure (geometry) of the stimulus is lost
as it must be recoded into a new geometry
and energy distribution for internal system
representation. By considering only these
last two items, a) and b), it may be seen
that systems embodying such characteristics
can claim little similarity either to struc-
tural or functional processes in the visual
sensory system of man.

We can begin to demonstrate our asser-
tion most simply and convincingly by con-
templating the consequences of item b)
above; all we need do is require such a sys-
tem to "draw," for example, its interpreta-
tion of the circle it has been able to perceive
(discriminate from all other geometrical en-

tities). Unless it can perform a quite diffi-
cult inverse transform, the system's output
will be its internal representation of a circle
which, to us (man), will be a meaningless
assortment of spatial patterns and energy
amplitudes. Since man can reproduce his
perceptions with rather good accuracy, it
seems a safe assumption that no such recod-
ing as has been described occurs in man's
sensory system, unless one can postulate
with any confidence this unwieldy inverse
transform. As for item a), the forms cus-

tomarily perceived by man are not the same
perceived when the retinal oscillations are
stabilized34 relative to the stimulus, i.e.,
there is no perception as we "know" it with-

3 R. Ditchburn and D. Fender, "The stabilized
retinal image," Optica Acta, vol. 2, p. 128.

4 R. Pritchard, W. Heron, and D. Hebb, 'Visual
perception approached by the method of stabilized
images," Can. J. Psychol., vol. 14, p. 6.

out these retinal motions under control of
the autonomic nervous system.

One can speculate that there is sonme pro-
vision in the visual system for mapping the
image on A1 onto another array A2 in such
a way that the image geometry is preserved
to a degree depending on the complexity of
the pattern; and that, in general, in a world
largely without "simple" patterns, this map-
ping fails to preserve certain portions of the
image on A,. Therefore, withouit some mo-
tion of the retinal system, there would be
some regions of the image that seem to
"fade" out in passage from A, to A2. The
phenomenon of "fading" and partitioning
has been observed experimentally3'4 with
the feeling that those parts of the image
that are preserved after retinal systen-
object image stabilization, are "meaniing-
ful" units of perception. Be this as it may, it
would appear that the only principle com-

patible with the preservation of the images
of the external world after passage through
certain neural network processes and nor-

malization to eliminate variations with size
and position, must depend upon the dis-
crimination of such local properties as

straightness and curviness. Cognition of
pattern then becomes a matter of the conidi-
tioning of the association between certain
nervous system activity connected with the
control of retinal motions (which may seem

currently to be a substratum of "noise" in
neurophysiological studies) and the geom-

etry-preserved patterns of activity repre-
senting stimulus objects.

ROBERT BERNHARD
Research Dept.

Grumman Aircraft Engnrg. Corp.
Bethpage, N.Y.

Demodulation Effect of an Envelope
Detector at Low Signal-to-Noise
Ratios*

An envelope detector suffers an effective
loss of percentage modulation when the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approaches
unity. The mechanism responsible is dis-
cussed, and the degradation of the percent-
age modulation is computed for different
SNR. A method for partially correcting this
condition is suggested.

If we think of an envelope detector as a

synchronous detector (which in fact it is),
then it is readily seen that noise can inter-
fere with the detection process at low SNR.
The synchronous feature comes about from
the fact that the radio-frequency carrier
switches the diode off during negative half
cycles and on during positive half cycles.
Noise amplitude peaks comparable to the
signal amplitude can interfere in two ways.
The diode may be switched on during a

negative-signal half cycle, or the noise peaks
may switch the diode off during a positive-

* Received March 13, 1962; revised manuscript
received April 3, 1962.
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signal half cycle. At large SNR there is
little danger of this occurring, but at low
ratios (of the order of magnitude of one to
one) it is apparent that the normal detection
process will be interfered with. The over-all
effect is an apparent reduction in the per-
centage of modulation of the amplitude-
modulated radio-frequency signal.

The reduction in the percenitage of modu-
lation may be calculated for different SNR
where the noise is Gaussian in a narrow
band. We are primarily interested in SNR
in the neighborhood of one.

Bennettl has showii that Gaussian noise
in a narrow band has a Rayleigh distribu-
tion, and for a noise power of cr2 watts in the
band combined with a sinusoidal carrier
signal of amplitude A, the amplitude distri-
buition is given as

p(v) (v/rl)

*exp [(v2 + A I)/2o2] I Io(Av/c2)
foru > 0

P(V) = 0 for v <0. (1)
The signal or carrier is unmodulated, and we
will determine the output of the detector for
this case first. We will then consider modu-
lation as simply varying the amplitude of
the carrier, which is actually the case. By
considering the amplitude as positive only
(or envelope), we essentially introduce the
rectification action of a linear detector. We
can account for the negative swings by con-
sidering a full-wave linear detector. The
average value out of the detector is then
seen to be

v3 = fvp(v)dv (2)

= (1/a2)[exp - (A2/2a2)j

fJv2[exp -(v2/2o2)]Io(Av/a2)dv. (3)

The integral may be found in Foster and
Campbell,2 and after some manipulation is
seen to yield

= (v/27r o/2) [exp - (S/N)]
iFi (3/2; 1; S/N) (4)

where

S/IN= A2/2a2
the unmodulated SNR. The function IF1 is
Kummer's confluent hypergeometric series,
and is plotted for these indices in Jahnke and
Emde3 for the range of argument of interest.

This plot is duplicated in Fig. 1 together
with the exponential term and the product
of both the exponential term and hyper-
geometric term. Over most of the range of
interest, the product of these two is a

straight line and this approximation will be
made. Eq. (4) then may be written as

v = V27r (cr12) [0.4(S/N) + 1]. (5)
If we consider the modulation as a slow vari-
ation of the carrier, then we need only com-

pute the output as given by (5) for the maxi-

1 W. R. Bennett, "Methods of solving noise prob-
lems," PROC. IRE, vol. 44, pp. 609-638; May, 1956.

2 R. M. Foster and G. A. Campbell, "Fourier In-

tegrals for Practical Applications, D. Van Nostrand
Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.; 1948.

3 E. Jahnke and F. Emde, "Tables of Functions,"
Dover Publications, New York, N. Y., p. 278; 1945.

mum and minimum of the carrier (assuming
sinusoidal modulation). We may then write

A2(1 + m)2/202 = Smax/N
= S(1 +m)2/IN (6a)

and

A2(1 - "1)2/22 =Smin/N

=S(1-m)2/N. (6b)
The dc oLutput for the extremes of carrier
output is then

inax = V27r (a/2)[0.4(S/N)(1 +sm))2+ 1j (7a)
'Umi. = u2,-r (,/2) [0.4(S/N) (l-mn)2+ 1]. (7b)
If we now define

mout = (max - vmin)/(fPmax + Jinn) (8)
consistent with the concept of modulation
index we find upon substituting (7) into (8)
tout = 2m(S/N)/[(S/N)(1 + m2) + 2.5]. (9)
A plot of this final result is shown in Fig. 2
for SNR up to 3. Because of the straight-
line approximation made, a slight error
(less than 10 per cent) may be encountered
at large modulation indices near 1. Using a

I

8

1F1

v .5 1 ~~~~~ ~~~1.52 .5 3
S
N

Fig. 1.

ActuFlMidlationi. %

Fig. 2.

different approach Ragazzini4 has demoni-
strated the demodulation effect.

If we present the output of the envelope
detector on anl oscilloscope anid slowly in-
crease the noise level inlto the detector, we
observe that the demiiodulated output beginis
indeed to shrinik in size as the nloise becomIes
comparable to the siginal. The output SNIR,
therefore, deteriorates at low inIput SN R
for two reasons: the ouLtput nioise increases,
and the output signial dec reases. Over 3-db
improvemienit could be realized if carrier
phase iniformation wotuld be available to cut
off the diode during the half cycle when it is
not conducting. In addition to eliminlating
the nloise for half the carrier cycle, the de-
modulation effect of the above is reduiced.
'Whether or not the addition of a phase-
locked loop is justified to supply the carrier
phase information will probably be con-
tingent upoIn other factors.
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Cerenkov Radiation as Leaky
Surface Waves*

An argument based on physical con-
siderations [I] points out that Cerenkov
radiation can be considered as the equivalent
of reflection of an electromagnetic wave ap-
proaching a dielectric vacuum interface
from infinity in a semi-infinite dielectric.
The reflection of this incident wave results
in leaky surface waves on the dielectric side
of the boundary, and satisfies the Cerenkov
condition, i.e., the angle 0 between the nor-
mal to the wave front and the bounidary is
cos =(,.',.e) l. In the absence of the
incident wave, a beam of charged particles
moving along the interface on the vacuum
side supplies the equivalent fields which,
under proper conditions, correspond to the
leaky surface waves of the structure. That
these waves are indeed the natural modes of
the system can be shown as follows:

Consider a semi-infinite lossless dielectric
,u, e, with a cylindrical hole of radius ro. In
the hole IL=yo, e=eo. Assuming propagation
of the form exp [i(wt - kz)], simultaneous
solution of the two Maxwell curl equations
can be reduced to the Helmholtz scalar
equation

(Vt2 + h2)[4E] = (1)

* Received March 12, 1962. This work was sup-
ported by Rome Air Development Center under con-
tract number AF30(602)2151.
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where h2 is the eigenvalue of Vt2-the La-
placian operating on transverse coordinates.

This equation has to be satisfied in the
hole (subscript 0) and in the dielectric (sub-
script 1). It is well known that all the field
components can be obtained from the elec-
tric- and magnetic-field components in the
direction of propagation [2 ].

On the vacuum side of the boundary
h02 = ko2- V (2)

where k = propagation constant, and
ko2 =C2/sEo.
In the dielectric

h,2 = k2-k(3)
with k12= &W2MEi.

The simultaneous solution of (2) and (3)
yields

w02 hk2 - h02
_= ~~~~~~(4)

k2 h,2 - .,erko2 (5)
/LrEr - 1

for the frequency and propagation constant
dependence on the eigenvalues. Here
c2/Aoeo = 1, gr/.o = p,u, and eeo = ej. Thus far,
the equations are quite general, and the
only restriction is that a coordinate system
be used in which the Helmholtz equation
for the z-component is separable [3 ]. We can
easily satisfy this restriction by using a cir-
cular coordinate system, which is most con-
venient for the geometry under considera-
tion.

Several points are clear: 1) since the se-
lected structure is lossless, the propagation
constant cannot be complex [4 ]; 2) the
radian frequency (co) and the phase velocity
must be real for propagation to take place,
implying that k2>0; 3) if h,2>0, the fields
in the dielectric medium will be described
by a Hankel function due to the fact that
there is only one finite boundary condition
at r=ro, and the fact that Hankel functions
have no finite zeros; 4) if h12<0, the field will
be described by a modified Bessel function
of the second kind and will represent a
trapped surface wave propagating along the
interface [5], [8 ]. This also follows from well
known solutions of (1) in a circular cylindri-
cal coordinate system.

If h,2>0, a leaky surface wave exists in
the dielectric medium with propagation of
the form exp [i(cwt-h,r-kz) ] when the
asymptotic representation for Hankel func-
tion is used. The phase velocity along the
normal to the wave front is easily calculated
[2]:

co

Vhl2 + kV (6)

at an angle to the z-axis

/k
0 = cos-, 1 (7)

-\Vh,2 + k2

The substitution of (3) into (7) yields
k 1 1
k, ( w)Vis/rer B r

where c =(cw/k) =v8. But (8) exactly repre-
sents the Cerenkov condition [6], requiring
the wave front velocity along the interface

(in the z direction) to be equal to the veloc-
ity of the particle moving along the inter-
face; and requiring that this velocity, v,, be
greater than the phase velocity of the me-
dium. Comparison of (6) and (8) shows this
to be the case when h12 >0.

The limiting case occurs when h,2-40,
where transition from leaky to trapped sur-
face waves takes place [5, 8 ]. This condition
corresponds to incidence at the critical
angle , [7] at the interface in the limit as
,3-. Since the angle of incidence ¢ is related
to the Cerenkov angle by 7r, i.e., 0= hr-ci
then cos 0=sin 0, and in the limit as ,-B+,
sin 4-+sin 0c = (,Urer)-12.

Thus, making use of the formalism usu-
ally invoked in solution of problems of prop-
agation of electromagnetic surface waves
the results obtained corroborate the view-
point presented by Brumbaugh [1 ]; namely,
that Cerenkov radiation can be viewed as a
result of the continuous reflection of inci-
dent waves from a vacuum-dielectric bound-
ary, with the necessary excitation fields sup-
plied by the motion of charged particles on
the vacuum side of the boundary.

L. W. ZELBY
Defense Electronics Products

Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.
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source (usually antenna) impedance con-
nected to the input of a receiving system has
a positive real part. However, often one is
interested in determining experimentally the
noise figure of the first stage from measure-
ments on the cascade, because all pertinent
noise parameters of the first stage may be
determined from the value of noise figure for
various source impedances.' In the evalua-
tion of such measurements one cannot have
recourse to the cascading formula using
the noise figure definition of the IRE. In-
deed, the source impedance connected to the
second stage has a negative real part and the
IRE definition of the noise figure does not
apply to this case. Yet it is convenient to
use a cascading formula because it leads to
the determination of the noise figure of the
first stage in a systematic way. This is possi-
ble if the noise figure definition based on the
exchangeable power concept is used that is
consistent with the cascading formula.2 One
has for the over-all noise figure of two stages
in cascade

FaF,
F 2- 1

Fe-Fei+ (1)

Here the F.'s are the noise figures of the first
and second stages defined on the basis of ex-
changeable power,2 and Gel is the exchange-
able gain of the first stage. In order to find
F., from a measurement of F, one must
know Ge, and (Fe2 - 1) for the value of
source impedance that is driving the second
stage in the cascade. If this impedance has a
negative real part, one must overcome the
practical problem of determining (Fe,2-1 )
experimentally for a negative source re-
sistance, a rather difficult and inconvenient
measurement to perform directly.

The purpose of this communication is to
show how one may determine the second
term in (1) from signal measurements on the
first stage, and from noise measurements on
the second stage by using only source admit-
tances with a positive real part. For this
purpose, we rewrite the second term in a
form containing terms that are more con-
veniently measured.

F.2- 1 (Fe2-1)G,out
G., GeiGi out

Noise Figure for Negative
Source Resistance*

When parametric amplifiers and Esaki
diode amplifiers are used as the first stage in
a cascade of twoport amplifiers, it some-
times happens that the stage following such
an amplifier "looks" into a source imped-
ance (the output impedance of the preceding
stage) with a negative real part. For brevity,
we shall call a twoport that exhibits an out-
put impedance with a negative real part
"negative resistance twoport."

The measurement or computation of the
over-all noise figure of the cascade does not
encounter conceptual difficulties because the

* Received March 29, 1962; revised manuscript
received, April 9, 1962. This work was supported in
part by the U. S. Army Signal Corps, the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, and the Office of Naval
Research.

(2)

Gi out is the output conductance of the first
stage which acts as the source conductance
of the second stage. It is well-known' that
the conventional IRE definition of the noise
figure of a twoport can be expressed as a
function of the source admittance
Y.=Gs+jBs for G6>0 as follows:

F = Fo + [(G. -G6)2 + (B8 - Bo)2]. (3)
G8

The quantities Fo, R., Go and Bo are the four
noise parameters that describe the noise of
the twoport (now the second stage). The ex-
tended definition2 of the noise figure F, pre-
serves the analytic form of F in terms of G,

I A. G. Th. Becking, H. Groendijk, and K. S. Knol,
"The noise factor of 4 terminal networks," Philips
Res. Rept., vol. 10, pp. 349-357 Octobe-, 1955.

IRE Subcommittee 7.9 on Noise, "Representation
of noise in linear twoports," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp.
69-74: January, 1960.

2 H. A. Haus and R. B. Adler, 'An extension of the
noise figure definition," PROC. IRE (Correspondence),
vol. 45, p. 690; May, 1957.
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and BS for negative values of GC. If one plots
H = (Fe - l)G5 = (Fo -1)GC

+ RnJ[(Gs-Go)' + (BS- Bo)'] (4)
as a function of G8, one finds it to be a

parabola with a minimum

(Fo -1)2

Hmin, = Go(Fo - 1) 4R-

+ Rn(Bs- BO)2 (5)
at

Fo -1I
GC-Go=- - .

2Rn,

Thus one may obtain GeiGl out from measure-
ments of the transducer gain of the first
stage, of the load admittance YL and of the
output admittance of the first stage. With
these measturements one may determine
(Fe2-1)/Gei as it appears in the cascading
formula. (F,1-1) may thus be evaluated.

H. A. HAUS
Dept. of Elec. Engrg. and
Res. Lab. of Electronics

Mass. Inst. Tech.
Cambridge, Mass.

(6)

It can be shown that Hmin>0 in all cases.

A typical plot of H vs GC has the appearance
of Fig. 1. (It should be noted, however, that
Hmin may occur for negative values of GC.)
A measurement of H for positive GC may be
extrapolated to negative values of GC. One
simple way of doing this is to plot

(H - Hmin) VS X

Fo -1 2

G. Go
n) (7)

This plot is a straight line, a fact that can

serve for a check of the experimental ac-

curacy of the measurements with positive
values of G,, as well as a simple means of
extrapolating H to negative values of G,.
The measurement of G, out is straightfor-
ward. The experimentally obtained value of
Giout is used as the source conductance on

the previously obtained plot to read off the
value of H= ( Fe-1 )GC for the second stage.

Fig. 1-Plot of H vs G8.

The value of GC5G,00t may be obtained
from a transducer gain GT measurement on

the first stage. If we use Norton's equivalent
signal current source is and admittance Y.
of the source, and the corresponding signal
quantities io, Y1 out at the output port of the
first stage connected to the source, we have
for the transducer gain of the first stage

TO2 4GLGs
G,T1 = _ _

ia2 | Y, out + YL| 2
(8)

with GL = Re (YL), where YL is the ad-
mittance of the load connected to the out-
put of the first stage. The exchangeable gain
in turn is

io2 Gs
Gel = . 2 * (9)

82 G1 out

Therefore

yl ou + YLT
GeiG, out GTI (10)

4GL

subject to the constraint
T

ei,'(I)dt = Ei. (5)

and requiref(0) =f( T) = 0. The solution may
be obtained by solving the Euler-Lagraiige
equation.

For the simple case of a low-pass RC net-
work the above steps are easily applied.
Here

eo(t) = f(t)
RC

d 1
e,0(t) = d f(t) + R J(t)

di RC

(6)

(7)

and the Euler-Lagrange equation becomes

Optimization of Pulse
Transmission*

Gerst and Diamond' have considered the
elimination of intersymbol interference in
time-invariant linear systems by properly
specifying the input waveform. In the trans-
mission of digital data it is also of interest to
design the signaling waveform to insure
maximum energy at the output per unit of
input energy. This communication is con-

cerned with the design of signaling wave-

forms for linear systems which will not only
insure a time-limited output signal but will
also insure maximum energy transfer. If the
system transfer function in Fig. 1 is

m
E kisi
i=0

F(S) =-- withm<n and h,= 1 (1)
hisi

iO=

then we let

eo(t) = km d-nf(t)
dtm

dm-l
+ km_l d-tm-I f(t) + + kof(t) (2)

and

dn
ein(t) = dn f(t)

dnl~+ hn-Il dn-tn f(t) + ***+ hof(t). (3)

LINEAR e0(t)

ein(() SYSTEM

Fig. 1.

Og d (ag
___ -, =O

df dt a f'J

from which we find

2EIT ~~~7rt
f(t)-= -/-- sin r -

+2R2C2 T
I+

T 2

(8)

(9)

Hence,

ein(t) = RClE sin (T t + tan-C -)

0_< <T (10)

and

eo(t) = 1 / -/T sin t
RC 2~R2C2 T

0<t<T. (11)

Note that the signaling waveform is a gated
sinusoid whose phase depends upon the baud
length and the RC time constant.

It is interesting to examine the cost of
eliminating intersymbol interference. Illus-
trated in Fig. 2 is the energy transfer for a

rectangular signaling pulse of duration T,
and the pulse given by (10). For example,
when T=RC, the additional cost in energy
is over 6 db; however, the time required to
receive 90 per cent of the rectangular trans-
mitted pulse is 3 times the dLiration of the
optimum received pulse given by (11).

E-
E,*

Without being too restrictive we consider
the class of n+1 times differentiable output
signal shapes to which the calculus of varia-
tions is easily applied. We then minimize

T T

f0[602(1)- e42(t)]dt = fTg(t)dt (4)

* Received March 26, 1962.
1 I. Gerst and J. Diamond, 'The elimination of

intersymbol interference by input signal shaping,"
PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1195-1203; July, 1961.

Fig. 2-Energy transfer ratio for the RC filter.

J. C. HANCOCK

H. SCHWARZLANDER

R. E. TOTTY
Communication Sciences Lab.

School of Elec. Engrg.
Purdue University

Lafayette, Ind.
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Frequency Folding with
Up-Converters*

The purpose of this communication is to
describe the results of an experiment in fre-
quency folding in a noninverting parametric
up-converter.

Various papers",2 have described the
sensitivity of nonlinear resistance mixers
driven by distributed local oscillators where
the RF bandwidth is considerably greater
than the IF bandwidth. Such devices are

effective in folding a wide RF band into a

narrow IF band; however, the conversion
efficiency of a mixer with distributed local
oscillators decreases approximately in the
same ratio as the number of local oscillators
added and the sensitivity of such systems is
very poor. The degradation in conversion
efficiency can be attributed to a decrease in
the Fourier series coefficients of the dynamic
conductance of the mixer crystal,' and to
the generation of parasitic frequencies which
cannot be reactively terminated and thus
absorb power from the signal.2

Detrimental effects of this nature using
nonlinear resistive mixers lead to specula-
tion as to whether a distributively pumped
nonlinear capacitance (i.e., varactor) would
yield similar results. Analysis of a double-
pumped varactor3 has shown that the Fou-
rier series coefficients of the dynamic capaci-
tance may be actually increased throLigh
double pumping. VN hen a double-pumped
varactor is used in a noninverting up-con-

verter configuration where the input band-
width is greater than the output bandwidth,
parasitic frequencies are also generated;
however, in this type of device the parasitics
which cannot be reactively terminated ab-
sorb power from the pumps rather than the
signal.

The small signal analysis of a double-
pumped noninverting up-converter having
frequency relations as shown in Fig. I has
been performed' resulting in the Manley-
Rowe energy relation as given in (1).

Pf s= f
f '

(1)

Eq. (1) shows that the double-pumped up-

converter is essentially a device which con-

verts energy from a bandwidth 2,S into a

bandwidth ,3 with a conversion gain fs/lfi
for signals atfi andf5/f2 for signals atf2. The
same generalization would hold true if the
device were operated as a double-pumped
down-converter except that conversion loss
would result rather than conversion gain.

In order to verify the conclusions of the
small signal analysis, an S- to X-band up-

converter was implemented using a Micro-
wave Associates MA 4298 varactor. The
up-converter frequency relations selected

* Received March 21, 1962; revised manuscript
received, March 23, 1962.

' J. L. Grigsby, 'An Investigation of the Sensitiv-
ity of Some Receivers Having Large R-F Bandwidth,'
Stanford Electronics Labs., Stanford University,
Calif., ASTIA Rept. No. AD 206201; 1958.

2 C. G. Spacek and R. F. Brewster, 'Low Noise
Superheterodyne Radiometer Investigation," Re-
search Source, AC Spark Plug Div., General Motors
Corp., Milwaukee, Wis., ASTIA Rept. No. AD
247344; 1960.

' C. G. Spacek and R. F. Brewster, 'Investigation
and Development of Multiple-Puimped Parametric
Amplifiers," Defense Res. Labs., General Motors
Corp., Santa Barbara, Calif.. Internal Rept. ER-61-
110; 1961.

are shown in Fig. 2. The up-converter had
a calculated gain of 2.8 db based on an effec-
tive f,.=70 kMc and a filling ratio of 1/4.
The measured gain was 2.5 db. The fre-
quency relations are slightly different from
the case analyzed and shown in Fig. 1 in that
two outputs are obtained (fs and f5') rather
than folding the two input signals (fi and
f2) into one single output (f5). The output
spacing was deliberate such that the single-
and double-pumped outputs might readily
be displayed and compared on a spectrum
analyzer.

Fig. 3 illustrates the results obtained in
the single- and double-pumped cases. In Fig.
3(a), the device was operated as a standard
single-pumped up-converter with the input
f2=3060 Mc and the output f5'=10,200
Mc. In Fig. 3(b), the device was again sin-
gle-pumped with the input fi=2840 Mc
and the output f5=10,195 Mc. Fig. 3(c)

f1+ f4 = f5
f2 f3 f5
signals in

,I

v JI I,,t
fI f2

Fig. 1-Noninvertini
frequiency relal

o u

CD 0
' ~o
m 0

N C1
I I

1 2

Fig. 2-Experimenta
frequency rel

(a)

0

ais
30)

I9

(b)

(c)

pumrps

output

Il lI

f3f4 f
3 4 5

g up-converter
ItiOns.

shows the results of applying both signals
and both pumps simultaneously and some

slight degradation in output at f ,=10,195
Mc can be observed. The slight decrease
was found to be due to improper termination
of the parasitic frequency at f1+f3=9980
Mc where an output existed which was ap-

proximately 13 db belowfs.
Another parasitic output frequency was

found to exist at f2+f4= 10,415 Mc which
was about 18 db below f5' and apparently
not large enough to produce any visible deg-
radation in that output.

The results of the experiment verify the
conclusions of the small signal analysis and
(1). It would thus appear that distributive
pumping of noninverting up-converters can,
with proper design, provide a means of fold-
ing a wide signal bandwidth into a narrow

output bandwidth without suffering any deg-
radation in conversion efficiency.

R. F. BREWSTER
C. G. SPACEK

Defense Res. Labs.
General Motors Corp.
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Antenna Gain-Loss Estimates*
The "gain-loss" of a large antenna is the

quotient of two ratios: the ratio of the
SS power received by a large aperture antenna

<,> ° to that received by a reference antenna of
N small aperture on the same transhorizon

D c0 C; path, divided by the ratio of the correspond-
SiE ,- ing powers in free space, with a single plane

v I l wave incident normally on1 the apertures.
Yeh recently published a collection of

r- .1 lexperimental measurements of gain-loss [1],

_ f f Ifor guidance of tropospheric system design-
3 4 5 5 ers. Unfortunately, his curve does not in-

li up-converter clude two important experimental data, and
ations. two important data seem to be plotted in-

correctly. When the latter are corrected and
additional available data at 9000 Mc at 46
miles and 400 Mc at 600 miles are included,
no curve such as Yeh's can claim to approxi-

mate the experimental facts.
The incorrectly plotted points are those

taken from Crawford [2] (4110 Mc, 171
miles) and from Geiger [3] (9640 Mc, 173
miles). Crawford [4] reports the ratio of the
yearly median levels of received power to be
5.7 db on the 60-foot and 8-foot antennas.
The reported ratio of plane-wave gains for
these two antennas is 16.5 db, so the appar-
ent gain-loss for one 60-foot antenna, com-

pared to an 8-foot antenna, becomes
16.5-5.7=10.8 db, and not 5.7 db as

plotted by Yeh [1]. Geiger's measurements
[3] show the gain-loss for one 8-foot antenna,
compared to a horn, to be 4.4 db rather than
4.5 db for two antennas as reported by Yeh.
Geiger [6] estimates the total gain-loss to
be 8 db when two 8-foot paraboloids re-
place horns.

Since the gain-loss is measured with re-

spect to a reference antenna with varying

Fig. 3-Up-converter output. (a) and (b) Single-
pumped. (c) Double-pumped. * Received March 26. 1962.
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA GAIN-LOSS DATA

Reference
Author

Trolese [7]
M.I.T. Lincoln Lab.
M.I.T. Lincoln Lab.
Bullington [91
Chisholm et al. [101
Cimisholm, el al.

Frequency
(Mc)

9375
412.8
399
4090
3670
3670

Distance
(Miles)

46.3
618
639
173
188
188

directivity from one experiment to another,
measured losses should be referred to com-
parable reference antennas before being
compared. In plotting the measured data of
Chisholm [8], 5-foot dishes were assumed
herein for reference antennas because their
directivity is roughly comparable to that of
the other data plotted.

For present purposes, where gain-loss
measurements for large aperture antennas
at both ends of the path are not available,
the loss measured for one narrow-beam an-

tenna will be doubled to obtain the loss for
two such antennas. This is by no means

always true of course, btlt it at least approxi-
mates the truth in Trolese's experiments.

Additional available data on gain-loss is
listed in Table I [71-[101. All data are
plotted in Fig. 1 as a functioin of 0/a (scatter
angle/antenna beamwidth). It is evident
that a well-fitting empirical curve cannot
be drawn through these data. The lack of fit
is even more serious for the many diverse
theoretical curves, especially when all of the
data are presented. The disagreement with
Trolese's 9375-Mc, 46-mile data was noted
earlier both by Waterman [III and by Ar-
mand and Vvedenskii [12 ]. The lack of sig-
nificant gain-loss on the newer Lincoln Lab.,
400-Mc, 600-mile observations serves to em-
phasize this disagreement. These considera-
tions lead one to suspect that the observed
antenna gain-loss on long tropospheric paths
beyond the horizon is not a simple function
of 0/a.

Armand and Vvedenskii [12] have re-
cently suggested that gain-loss may be pro-
portional to the ratio of the angular spread
Os occupied by the ensemble of received
waves caused by the mechaniism. This essen-

tially revives the suggestion originally of-
fered in 1951 by Schott [13] in the first
paper on this phenomenon. Armand and
Vvedenskii further hypothesize that this
angular spread 0o may be inversely propor-
tional to the path length d, and thus that the
gain-loss measurements may be expected to
be a function offDl/d since the ntlmerator is
proportional to the beam anigle (frequencyf
in Gc, antenina diameter D in feet, and dis-
taince d in hundreds of miles). Fig. 2 shows
the measurements plotted against fD/d. A
single line seems to go well throtlgh the
poiInts in contrast to Fig. 1. We do not ex-

tend the line to the lowest point on the right
because this yearly median value certainly
includes losses due to local refractioin varia-
tions greater than the 0.3° beamwidth used.
These variations are not properly classified
as gain-loss. Also for this poinit, the rough
asstlmption of doubling the measured db
loss for one antenna is especially an exag-
gerationi of what wotlld be measuired with
large anitennas at both ends of the path. The
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28
28
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Chisholm, el al., 2290 Mc.
Chislholm, et al., 3670 Mc.
M.I.T., Lincoln Lab., 400 Mc.
Crawford, et al., 4110 Mc.
Bullington, 4090) Me.
Trolese, 9375 Mc.
Angell, et al., 3480 Mc.
Geiger, et al., 9640 Mc.

Fig. 1-Antenna gaiii-loss for two antennas
as a function of 0/a.
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Fig. 2-Empirical curve for estimating antenna
gain-loss for two antennas.

lower of the two points at abscissa 54 is
partly a sea reflection effect at a low-sited
terminal. Despite the well-known time vari-
ability of the gain-loss effect, the measured
median losses appear to be a monotonic
function of fD/d.

One implication of this plot is particu-
larly interesting. It suggests that large aper-
ture antennas may more nearly realize their
plane-wave gains over long distances, thus
making the use of SHF more feasible for
long distance tropospheric circuits than
heretofore assumed. There is some limited
experimental justification for this optimism:
Trolese [71 at 9375 Mc, over 46 miles, meas-
ured a gain degradation of 10±1 db for two
4-foot dishes, while Geiger [3 ], at 9640 Mc,
over 173 miles, measured 4.4 db for oi0e 8-
foot antenna, or 8.8 db for two 8-foot an-
tennas, showing a definite decrease in gain-
loss with distance. Also, Potter [14] has re-

ported some NEL measurements at 9375
Mc, which in two cases show a decrease of
gain-loss with distance.

Until more is knowll, both experimieni-
tally and theoretically, about the phenome-
nion, Fig. 2 seems to offer a safer empirical
estimate for system designers than the usual
curves plotted as a function of 0/a.

J. L. LEVATICH
Radio Div.

The Benidix Corporation
Towsoni, Md.
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The Assistor, a Component with
Bipolar Negative Resistance*

I had lately resumed-after 36 years-a

study of solid-state negative resistol s. I now
have evolved a new and promising basic
component. In its simplest form it consists
of a few grains of powdered semicondtLctor
pressed between metal electrodes.

The voltage vs current characteristic of
the new device exhibits a smoothly curved
regioni of negative resistance for either
polarity, and for rising anid falling test ctlr-
rent. Fig. 1 shows a typical plot as traced
with the conventional oscilloscope test cir-
cliit of Fig. 2. For verv low ctLrreints the
resistanice is linear and large, of the order of
+150 kohm; the cuLrve turnis over, e.g., at
±3 v and 0.1 ma, to drop with a slope of,
e.g., initially -5 kohm and more to level out

at, e.g., +2 volt. The positive and niegative
branches are, as a rule, strictly syimmetrical
aiid identical for forward and rettLri trace.
The lowest leveling voltage observed is + 2 v

with peaks then at +3 v; with higher final
levels the peaks are usually mtuch more than
proportionately higher. The characteristic
does not vary from dc to-inl some cases-
the megacycles. One can plot the familiar

* Received Marchl 19, 1962.
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square inch. As semiconductors I have tested
a few metal oxides, none failed, powdered to
about 0.1 mm grain size. I use mainly from
habit zinc oxide, ZnO. Even table salt,
NaCl, finely powdered, will work at least
in the kilocycle region. In its present shape
the device is easily disturbed; and it will
seldom dissipate more than about 2-5 mw
without early harm.

I feel that, rather than the double negation
"negative resistor," the device merits a new

name, such as "assistor" and a new circuit
symbol, such as that used in Figs. 2 and 3.

H. E. KALLMANN
417 Riverside Drive
New York, N. Y.

Fig. 1-Typical voltage vs current characteristic.

Fig. 2-Circuit for curve tracing with oscilloscope.

T 9
Fig. 3-Oscillator circuit.

square loop by varying a dc source voltage
applied via a fixed series resistor.

Given a chance by shunting with a
series-tuned circuit the device will readily
oscillate as in the circuit of Fig. 3 from,
e.g., 65 cps to over a megacycle. In some
(dubious) conditions the device contributes
apparent inductance so that the frequency of
oscillation is lower than that expected from
the tuned circuit. The device differs from
any now known. It has a voltage rather than
the current peak of the tunnel diode and it
is bipolar, but unlike the carbon arc has
negative resistance for decreasing as well as
for rising current.

The metal electrodes may be slightly
domed flat, or simply two round wires
crossing at a right angle, such as steel wires
of 0.25 mm diameter, with a few grains of
powder sprinkled between them; the re-
quired pressure is then of the order of a few
grams which in view of the small area
amounts to at least a thousand pounds per

Microwave Phonon Instabilities
Associated with Ferromagnetic
Resonance*

Parametric coupling between the uni-
form precession and the low-frequency reso-

nant vibrational modes of a ferrimagnetic
insulator has been reported by Spencer and
LeCrawl and more recently by Comstock,
Auld, and Wade.2 In this note conditions are

given under which microwave phonons,
propagating in the cubic lattice of a ferri-
magnetic insulator, can be parametrically
excited by the uniform precession under-
going ferromagnetic resonance at frequency
coo.

Let o=i4+jfi7+kP be the displacement
vector in a deformable cubic crystal where
the (100) directions correspond to xi(x, y, z

for i = 1, 2, 3). The strain tensor components
are ej= api/axj and the elastic energy U
(incluiding magnetoelastic energy) is of the
form

U = 2-Y(112 + 0E22 + 0332)
+ X(C11sE22 +4EllE33 + 022033)
+ -21[(E12 + 021)2 + (E13 + E31)2
+ (E23 + E32)2] + a(A1102E11 + M2121-22

+ M2132E33) + b[M1M2(1E2 + 021)

+ M2M3(E13 + 031) + M2M3(E23 + 032)]
+ 1C(M12,En2 212 2 1J2 32)cM2l2 + M2 C-22 + M32E332
+ d(2112C22E33 +I/12A2IE11 -E33+ 13IE1122)

le[M,12(oz )2 21 01)22IeM2E23 + e-32) + M2 (IE13 + -E3l

+ M32(1E12 + 021)2] +

The differenitial equations of motion gov-

erning e are given by

Dpi + Xi-a )=O (i = 1, 2, 3) (1)

* Received March 27, 1962; revised manuscript
received April 10, 1962. This research was sponsored
by the Ford Foundation.

1 E. G. Spencer and R. C. LeCraw, 'Magneto-
acoustic resonance in yttrium iron garnet," J. Appi.
Phys., vul. 30, pp. 149S-150S; April, 1959.

2 R. L. Comstock, B. A. Auld, and G. Wade,
'Parametric effects in magnetoacoustic resonance,"
J. Appl. Phys., vol. 32, pp. 225S-226S; March, 1961.

where a repeated index (in this case j) indi-
cates summation over that index. D is the
mass density of the crystal and a is a damp-
ing parameter for the elastic waves.

Assume that the crystal is magnetized
along some z' axis and is undergoing ferro-
magnetic resonance. Then

M = M sin 0(i' coscwot +j' sin coot) + k'M cosO

where i, j and k are related to ', j' and k'
by a pure rotation transformation so that
Mi =lij W.

LONGITUDINAL WAVES
Consider a longitudinal wave propa-

gating in the x direction. In this case 0= =

and 4=4o(t)e-ikx. Eq. (1) becomes

D&o + ato + k2(-y + cMi2)4o = 0. (2)

If lij = bij (the Kronecker delta),

Mll = M2 sin2 o4(1 + cos 2coot).

Since (2) is a Mathieu equation there will be
a second-order instability, provided that

k and sinO > 2 /(a/D)-y
y/1yD - WocM2

The threshold is naturally the same for
longitudinal waves propagating along y;

there is no coupling to longitudinal waves

propagating along z.
If

lij ij

M12 1132M2 + 2113,'\1 1132 M2

-sin 0 cos (wot + s0)

(neglecting terms in sin2 0 etc.). A first-order
instability can occur if

coo / /e + 32cM2
2 /// D

and

2(a/D) + 1l32cM2sin a >
coo CM21l13X/l - 1132

If cM2<<Ky, 0 will be minimized when
113= 1/\V2.

TRANSVERSE WAVES

Consider a transverse wave linearly
polarized along x and propagating in the z

direction. In this case = =0 and

= 4s(t)e ,ikz

Eq. (1) becomes

D9o + aoo + k2(,u + eM2 2)4 = 0. (3)

If li = bij, the instability occurs when

k COO and sine> 2 (a/D)

NI/ID WOeM2

The threshold is the same for transverse
waves polarized along y propagating in the
z direction; however, there is a 90° phase
shift between the 4(z) and s7(z) components
(circularly polarized if amplitudes are

equal). Transverse waves 4(y) or 77(X) are not
coupled to the uniform precession.
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If lij,ij, a first order instability occurs
when

WO // + 1232eM2k =-/ , +___M
and

sin >2(a/D) ,u + 1232eM2
__ c eM2123-\/l - 1232

If eM2<<(A, 0 will be minimized when
123= 1/V2.

CONCLUSION
The instability thresholds given are for

phonons propagating along principal axes of
the crystal and may be considered represen-
tative of thresholds for other propagation
directions. The ratio of jAc/-ye together with
the magnetizing geometry will determine
which type of phonon (longitudinal or tranis-
verse) will have the lowest threshold.3 If so/2
spinwaves do not exist (this can always be
arranged by making wo sufficiently large)
degenerate spinwave instabilities occur if

0 > 2/--;
_M

where 2lHk is the pertinent spinwave line-
width). Assuming that the first-order
phonon coupling is dominant one must
compare

4(a/D) 4(a/D)r with 2AHI
WO eM2 Wo cM2 AM

where the intrinsic Q of the phonon is

derived here are for cubic symmetry and
would have to be mnodified accordingly.

The author has suggested that the
thresholds of spinwaves degenerate with the
uniform precession call be raised by modu-
lating the spinwxave frequencies without at
the same tinie iiiodulating the uniforin3 pre-
cession. Such a technique will not raise the
phononi thresholds and so apart from other
limitationis of the method there is a new one.
If large-amplitude resonaiice is the desired
goal, it appears that onie wants to magnetize
along a (100) direction- of the crystal so as
to forbid first-order phonon coupling and, if
possible, to tise a material with low eAP2/j,
CM2/-y ratios. Aniother suggestioni made by
the author6 conicerns the possibility of
dropping the uniiformii precessioni below the
spinwave maniifold so as to weakeni spinwave
coupling and allow large-amplitude reso-
niance. In this regard it should be nioted that
one always has phononis which are degener-
ate with the uniform precession and they
may well be the dominant limitation. This
point was not considered in the previous
reference.6

FREDERIC R. MORGENTHALER
Dept. of Elec. Engrg.

Mass. Inst. Tech.
Cambridge, Mass.

6 F. R. Morgenthaler, G. E. Bennett, and F. A.
Olson, "Suppression of spinwave instabilities associ-
ated with ferromagnetic resonance," Proc. 1961 In.-
ternat'l. Conf. on Magnetism and Crystallography,
Kyoto, Japan, September 25-30, to be published,
J. Phys. Soc. Japan, vol. 17, Suppl., 1962.

6 F. R. Morgenthaler, 'On the possibility of ob-
taining large amplitude resonance in very thin ferri-
magnetic disks,' J. Appl. Phys., vol. 33, Suppl., pp.
1297-1299; March, 1962.

TIhis result was obtainied as a special
case of a more general conclusion whose
proof consisted of some coimparatively ini-
volved arguments. The first pturpose here is
to present a direct and conisiderably simipler
proof of this special case. In the followi ig
discussion an upper case letter will (ellote
a rational function of s anid the correspond-
ing lower case letter will designate that
function of t which is zero for t <0 anid is the
inverse Laplace tranisforml of the fuinction
of s.

First let us inote that every rational futic-
tioIn of the form

F(s) = --
S2 + ClS + Co

(3)

where ci and co are real and the roots of the
denominator have nonpositive real parts,
is a positive-real function. This means that
the function f(t) will satisfy the following
inequality for t> 0:

f(t)j <1.

Similarly for

1G(s) =-+ d

the function g(t) satisfies

(4)

(d > 0), (5)

g(t) < 1. (6)

Also consider the expressioni
1

HM(s) = +--+ ); (Re y> 0) (7)

where .y denotes the complex conijugate of a.
The corresponding function of t satisfies

|l1(t)I < 1.

Seconidly, conisider the funiction
(8)

It would appear that if a is independent of
wo the phonon coupling dominates above
some characteristic frequency.

For yttrium iron garnet (YIG):

V 2AH~ ~ 1/40.

This means that for a supposed Q of 105 one
would expect the phonon coupling to domi-
nate provided that

eM2 cM2
- or -- > 10-3.

Even if this condition is not satisfied (or the
Q's are lower) it might be possible to increase
AHk through rare earth additions to the
point where the inequality is satisfied. This
might work if a were relatively insensitive
to the rare earth impurity.

If the phonon coupling is desired and
YIG turns out to be unsuitable, one might
profitably investigate one of the high aniso-
tropy materials such as barium ferrite which
undoubtedly has greater "eM2/1' ratios. A
study of phonon Q's and AHk's in these
materials is essential. Of course, the results

3 It is possible that hybrid modes may have com-
parable or even lower thresholds.

4 H. Suhl, 'The nonlinear behavior of ferrites at
high microwave signal levels,' PROC. IRE, vol. 45,
pp. 1270-1284; October, 1956. See especially p. 1271.

Two Inequalities Useful in
Transient Analysis*

In a recent communication' the following
inequality, which is useful in the transient
analysis of physical systems, was announced:

Let w(t) be a real-valued function of the
real variable t, and let it be zero for t <0. Fur-
thermore let its Laplace transform W(s) be a
rationalfunction denoted by

W(s) = ansn + a-inl' + *. a+ a0
sm + bi5msl + . . + bo

where m > 2n and all the roots of the denom-
inator have nonpositive real parts. Then for
t>O

a4 1m -n-1 |an-I tm-nIw(t)j <- ----+----+wti(m-n-1)! (mr-n)!
+ (ao - )m-

("I - 1)
(2)

* Received March 23, 1962.
1 A. H. Zemanian, 'Further properties of certain

classes of transfer functions: IIL' Quart. Appi.
Math., vol. 19, pp. 158-159; July 1961.

M(s) = - 1s -+ (9)

where q_m/2. It canl be factored into a
product of functions such that q of them
have the form of (3) and if q <m/2, the re-
maining part is the reciprocal of a poly-
nomial. This remaining part can be factored
into a product of terms, each of which has
the form of either (5) or (7). The function of
t, corresponding to the first product of q
factors of the form (3), is the convolution of
q functions, each of which is zero for t<0
and bounded by one for t>0. It therefore is
boun.ded in magnitude by

-- u(t)
(q-1)! (10)

where u(t) is the unit step function. By a
similar argument we see that when q<m/2,
the function of t, corresponding to the prod-
uct of factors such as (5) and (7), is bounded
in magnitude by

tm_2q-1
U(t).

(n- 2q -1) !
(11)

Again, convolving (10) and (11), we obtaini

Im(t) ru(t) xq-l(t - x)m-2q-1 d
I(J(q - l)n(m-2q- 1) !

tm-q-1=- uSt)(12)U
(m -q-- )I) ) (2
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Since WV(s) is a linear combination of
terms of the form (9), it follows that (10)
and (12) imply (2). Q.E.D.

It can be shown through examples that
the conclusion (2) cannot be strengthened if
nothing more is assumed known about
W(s).

On the other hand if we weaken our as-

sumptions on the denominator of W(s) and
the degrees of the numerator and denomi-
nator of W(s), a similar inequality can be
obtained when we add the assumption that
w(t) is non-negative. More specifically, if
w(t) is a real-valued non-negative function of
the real variable t and is zero for t <0, and if
its Laplace transform is given by (1) where
m>n and the b4(i=1, 2, , m) are non-

negative, then for t >0

a tm-n-i an-1tn-
(m - n -1)! (m- n)!

astm

(mn-1)! (13)

and thus T(s) has no poles in the half plane
Re s>0.

The usefulness of this result, whose
proof can be found elsewhere,2 is enhanced
by the fact that a number of criteria exist
by which one can ascertain whether w(t) is
non-negative merely by inspecting the pole
and zero locations of W(S).3'4

A. H. ZEMANIAN
New York University

New York, N. Y.

2 A. H. Zemanian, 'An upper bound on nonnega-
tive transient responses," Quart. Appl. Math. (to be
published).

3 A. H. Zemanian, 'The properties of pole and zero
locations for nondecreasing step responses,' Trans.
AIEE (Communications and Electronics, no. 50),
pp. 421-426; September, 1960.

4 A. H. Zemanian, 'On the pole and zero locations
of rational Laplace transformations of nonnegative
functions," Proc. Am. Math. Soc., vol. 10, pp. 868-
872; December, 1959.

Some Comments on "A New
Precision Low-Level
Bolometer Bridge"*

The following comments on the above
article' are unfortunately necessary:

1) Reisener and Birx misrepresent when
they claim, "we have been able to achieve
an over-all detection limit of 3X-1' w."

While an article in the PROCEEDINGS is not a

patent application, generally authorship
implicitly, and here explicitly, testifies to
technical, not merely literary, achievement.
I had reported2 the theory of the over-all
system of the instrument about a year be-
fore Mr. Reisener became familiar with it. I
had the burden for all aspects of the bridge
development including the construction and

* Received March 26, 1962.
1 W. C. Reisener and D. L. Birx, "A new precision

low-level bolometer bridge," PROC. IRE, vol. 50, pp.
39-42; January, 1962.

2 M. M. Hirsch and D. L. Birx, 'Investigation of
Low-Level RF Voltage and Power Measurement,"
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa., 7th Quart.
Engrg. Rept., Signal Corps Contract DA-36-039-SC-
72827; March, 1958.

testing of both breadboard and prototype
models. Mr. Reisener designed many of the
circuits and was invaluable in the trouble-
shooting, but he quite properly refused to
be cited as coinventor for the patent appli-
cation. Dr. Birx's contribution was very

slight. The bridge described is exclusively
my invetition.

2) What the article refers to as "bo-
lometer instability" is really ambient tem-
perature fluctuation. Ambient temperature
fluctuation has greatly limited the sensi-
tivity of all bolometer bridges. The method
indicated by Fig. 1 dynamically compen-

sates for temperature fluctuations suffi-
ciently so that in principle substitution
bolometric measurements can be made to
the limits of sensitivity inherent in the
bolometer used. To establish the corre-

spondence of the principle of the bridge to
its performance requires the determination
of the sensitivity of the bolometer.

3) The statement, "tests showed that
the predominant sources of noise were the
Johnson noise of the fixed resistors and
bolometers and the temperature fluctuation
noise of the bolometers," cannot be sus-

tained. To identify the nature of the noise
it would be necessary to obtain the noise
spectrum over the frequency band 0 cps to
about 1/20t (t= thermal response time of the
bolometer) and to measure the absolute
value of the noise. To the best of my knowl-
edge this has not yet been done.

4) There are several errors in the analyti-
cal evaluation of the bolometer sensitivity.
a) The effective temperature of the bolom-
eter is not 90.8°C as given, but 189°C. The
bolometer is a fine platinum wire. Its effec-
tive temperature at nominal resistance can

be calculated by dividing the difference be-
tween the nominal resistance, 100 ohms, and
the "cold" resistance, about 60 ohms, by the
temperature coefficient of resistance of
platinum, 0.00352 according to the Interna-
tional Critical Tables, and the cold resist-
ance. The formula used in the article is not
applicable to large temperature changes
since the heat loss characteristic t# is not a

constant but a function of temperature. b)
Since both and T, the temperature, vary

along the length of the fine wire constitut-
ing the bolometer, and since T occurs as a

squared term, the effective temperature can-

not be used and the formula for total noise
is not valid. c) As Van der Ziell shows, the
sensitivity of a bolometer and a bolometer
bridge are two different things. No such dif-
ference is acknowledged in this evaluation.
d) The expression for Johnson noise is too
large by a factor of 4. The "maximum avail-
able power" is the most that can be drawn
from a signal source.

5) If the analysis referred to above were

accurate and the tests had been made, the
latter would validate the former. While a

ratio of the inherent sensitivity of the bo-
lometer to the measured sensitivity of the
bridge, as attempted in the article, would
be a valid measure of bridge performance, it
says nothing as to the correspondence of
the principle of the bridge to its perform-
ance. For this it would be necessary to calcu-

A. Van der Ziel, "Noise," Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Englewood Cliffs, N. J., pp. 409-412; 1954.

late the degradation caused by design limi-
tations, i.e., noise figure of the amplifier,
band-pass of amplifier, equal arm basic
bridge, etc. Time constants greater than the
response time of the bolometer are, of course,
not relevant to either evaluation.

6) The precise calculation of the bolom-
eter sensitivity is very difficult, but a fair
approximation could be made analytically.
Furthermore there is sufficient test data to
check this approximation with an accuracy

comparable to that of the noise figure of the
ac amplifier "

. . estimated to be 1.8 db."
The law of the instrument allows the calcu-
lation of the sensitivity in accordance with
the nature and the measured performance
of the components so that the correspond-
ence of principle to performance can be
estimated also.

MAX HIRSCH
Universal Associates

Philadelphia, Pa.

Authors' Comments4
The authors are pleased to acknowledge

that the conception and initial development
of the low-level bridge were the contribu-
tions of Mr. Hirsch.

The Franklin Institute has made appli-
cation for a patent in his name.

To reduce complexity and in the in-
terest of saving space, only a simplified anal-
ysis was presented in the paper. Mr. Hirsch
is quite correct in pointing out possible er-

rors resulting from the use of mean values
for the bolometer temperature rise and the
heat loss coefficient. The Johnson noise men-
tioned is expressed in the paper as an

equivalent input power fluctuation.
The performance data presented are reli-

able and the analysis, while not rigorous,
does convey a proper conception of the
nearness with which the performance ap-

proaches that theoretically possible. It was

our purpose, not to present an exhaustive
treatise, but to bring to the attention of the
engineering community the capabilities of
this bridge which we feel contributes signifi-
cantly to the art of low-level RF measure-
ment.

W. C. REISENER, JR.
D. L. BIRX

Labs. for Research and Development
The Franklin Institute

Philadelphia, Pa.
4 Received April 18, 1962.

Causality*
It is most surprising and disappointing

to find Deutsch's reflections on Causality1
in a scientific journal of the year 1962. One
hundred years ago, his remarks would have
been timely and appropriate. At that time,

* Received March 30, 1962.
1 S. Deutsch, "Causality," PROC. IRE (Corre-

spondence), vol. 50, p. 222; February, 1962.
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the work of the great mathematicianis La-
place and Lagrange had led to the belief
that a super-mathematician would be able
to predict the entire future of the universe
if the present conditions could fully be made
known to him. This situation was entirely
changed by the advent of quantumll mechan-
ics. It is now established that the laws of
nature canl be formulated only in a statistical
manner. The classical physical laws are
averages that are accurate with a very high
degree of probability, but they are inot fun-
damentally correct. For example, in a radio-
active substance it is in principle impossible
to predict which atom is going to disinte-
grate next, and no super-computer will be
able to provide this knowledge. The laws of
quantum mechanics have been verified by
such an overwhelming mass of experimental
evidence that today there is not the slightest
experimental indication that the probabil-
istic interpretation of these laws is incorrect.

Turniing now to the human brain and
the human mind, Deutsch correctly states
that the nerve cells are complicated electro-
chemical engines. Their behavior is fairly
well understood and, of course, obeys the
laws of physics and chemistry. It is further
known that the number of molecules in-
volved in a single occurrence at the synapsis
is so small that there is, in accordance with
Heisenberg's indeterminacy relation, a sig-
nificant degree of uincertainty as to their
location over the period of time of the proc-
ess. Therefore, our thoughts are in prin-
ciple unpredictable, and certainly a billion
years ago neither Golay's paper nor Deutsch's
paper (nor any other paper) could have been
predicted.

If Deutsch feels that free will depends on
the absence of causality, then the existence
of free will has abundantly been proved.

A. P. SPEISER
IBM Res. Lab.

Adliswil-Zurich, Switzerland

Author's Comment2
In 1922, the living cell was seen as a

spherical blob having few structural de-
tails; in 1962, the electron microscope re-
veals an unbelievably complex electrochem-
ical engine, with over 1000 different kinds of
molecules. A short time ago, a protein
molecule was little more than a tiny dot
with an impressive atomic weight and some
vague chemical bonds; today, the three-
dimensional structure is an awe-inspiring
miracle.3 A few years ago, matter was com-
posed of electrons and protons; today there
is a bewildering array of "fundamental"
particles, with electrons that somehow jump
from one quantum orbit to another, with
nuclei that remain stable for a million years
and then disintegrate for no apparent rea-
son. A multitude of questions remain un-
answered, and will never be answered if we
accept the naive viewpoint that present
concepts, including quantum theory, give
more than a dim outline of reality. Matter

2 Received April 19, 1962.
3 J. C. Kendrew, "The three-dimensional structure

of a protein molecule," SCi. American, vol. 205, pp.
96-110; December, 1961.

may originate in particles that are much
smaller than an electron; the uinits that we
regard as fundamental may be the "micro-
organismss" that have survived in an evolu-
tionary sense. The uncertaiinty priniciple,
if anything, begs for this interpretation.-

Statistical methods are necessary in de-
scribing the activities of large populations.
The conclusion that individuals do not obey
causality, however, is most uinjustified. \Ve
may not know when a particular atom will
disintegrate, but we can be certain that
a definite combiniationi of circuimstanices
causes this effect each time, withouit excep-
tion. A corollary of all this is that the human
brain cani be duplicated, on a small scale,
by means of patterni-recognitioni tuniits and
memory devices.5

Although every facet of man's future is
written in the present state of the universe,
the record is too complicated for us to read.
We may yet destroy ourselves because of
the hostility that evolution has bestowed
upon ouir genes.

SID DEUTSCH
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn

Brooklyn, N. Y.

4D. Bohm, "Causality and Chance in Modern
Physics," D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., Princeton,
N. J.; 1957.

5 S. Deutsch, "Causality, consciousness, and cre-
ativity," Cybernetica, vol. 4, pp. 154-170; 1961.

Capacitance Between Thin Film
Conductors Deposited on a High-
Dielectric-Constant Substrate*

INTRODUCTION
In microsystems electronics functional

assemblies, it is sometimes desirable to use
as a substrate a material of very high di-
electric constant in order to achieve capacity
between the opposite sides of the substrate.
This may be required for lumped capacitors
wherein two film conductors are deposited on
either side of the substrate, or for distributed
parameter RC networks, in which case a
film resistor replaces one or both of the
conductors.

In either case, the presence of the sub-
strate may have deleterious effects on the
over-all circuit performance by introducing
stray capacitance between various conduc-
tors, where no capacitance is acceptable.

It is necessary to have a means for esti-
mating these stray capacitances in order to
account for their effects in the completed
function morphology.

The idealized case of two parallel con-
ductors of equal width on the same side of
a plane dielectric of finite thickness and in-
finite extent may be analyzed analytically.
This case is a very close approximation to
the practical case of finite substrate dimen-
sions, provided the substrate extends a few
thicknesses beyond the conductors.

* Received April 6, 1962.

ANALYSIS
The conductor-substrate morphology to

be considered is illustrated in Fig. l(a). The
conductors anid dielectric are of inhfiuiite
length (perpenidicular to the Z plane) and
the capacitance between these condut tors
will be calculated per ulnit length. SiiRce the
dielectric constant of the substrate is as-
sumed very large compared to that of the
sturrounding medium, all of the fluix is con-
sidered confined to the dielectric.

A Schwarz-Christoffel tranisformation is
used to map the Z planie of Fig. l(a) onto
the co plane of Fig. l(b). An inverse Schwarz-
Christoffel transformatiois is theni tised to
map the o, plane of Fig. 1(b) onlto the ¢ plane
of Fig. l(c). The dielectric region shown
shaded in the Z plane miaps onto the shaded
regions in the X anid ¢ planes. IThus, the
capacitance calculation is reduced to the
elementary calculation of the capacitance of
parallel plates without fringing fields.

condudor iconjuc4or

ir-A

(a)

conducior coricaUCfor

(b)

tond a.onduct r

a-' T
- planc

(c)

Fig. .'

The transformation relating the Z and
w planes is readily obtained by the method of
Schwarz-Christoffel as

z= w d2
CO0c2 32 (1)

or

(2)

The quantity - is evaluated as 7r/2t by
noting that the point Z=-it goes into the
point co= co,

From (2) we obtain
ir 7rZ-2t 2ttanh (3)
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so that

ir -rd
et = - tanh

2t 4t (4)

and

2t (t 4rdt
i3= -tanh I-+-

21 21 411
(5)

in Fig. l(b).
Similarly, the transformation relating the

r and co planes is

rw dw
J= -/(a2 w2) (X2 W2)

which yields

dc,,
p

Vt(IW2 -ac2) (#2 WI)
and

a 2dw
J O /(Ot2 -c(,2) (X2 _ cri2)

(6)

(7)

(8)

in Fig. 1(c). The elliptic integral (7) can be
put into the Legendre normal integral form
of the first kind by means of the trans-
formation

=-$1 1 -X2 (1- 0aX

to yield

V = dF ( 4F/t - g¢2 } 2 ) (9)

in standard elliptic integral notation.
Similarly, the elliptic integral (8) is trans-

formed by putting ax to yield

2uo( 7
or =-F _ , .

0 d 2
(10)

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The capacitance in ,u,f/inch is given by

a2
F l l---)

CQ,u,/inch) = 0.1125K ,B 22
(, 2)

and is plotted in Fig. 2 for unit dielectric
constant K vs dlt for various values of l/t.

Fig. 2.

Measurements performed on a barium
titanate substrate of 0.020 inch thickness
and dielectric constant 1773 are also shown
in Fig. 2 as circled points.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The preparation of substrates and the

measurements are due to A. J. Nichols III.

H. R. KAISER
P. S. CASTRO

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
Microsystems Electronics Dept.

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Now, let

x(t) = a(t) exp (jcwt), Wo> 0

where, in general, a(t) may be complex-
valued. If A(w) is the Fourier transform of
a(t), the Fourier transform of x(t) will be

X(X) = A( w -w).

Then
X(,w) =-jA(cw- ), W>0

= jA(w-wc), co <0.

If x(t) is a band-pass function, a(t) will be
slowly varying compared to xc. In particular,
let it be required that the total, nonzero ex-
tent of A(w), including negative w, be such
that A(w-w,)=O for co<0. This will ordi-
narily require that the "video" bandwidth
of a(t) be less than xc. With this requirement,

X(W) = -jA (wco-w)

and

x(t) = -ja(t) exp (jwct).
Generally, for any real wx,

x(t) = - j(sgn co,)a(t) exp (jcot) (3)

where "sgn" stands for "signum" and is +1
if co >0 and -1 if co, <0.

Eq. (3) is the basic formula from which
the entries in Table I may be derived. In
every case, a(t) is a function with transform
A(w), such that A(w-co,)=O, for w<0,
COC>O and for co>0, xcc<O.

TABLE I

Function, x(t) Hilbert Transform, x(I)

a(t) exp (jUwct+j0) -j(sgn co)a(t) exp (jwe +j0)
a(t) cos (,wt +0) (sgn wo)a(t) sin (cog +0)
a(t) sin (wet +0) - (sgn wc)a(t) cos (w, +0)

0 =constant

The capacitance in the r plane [Fig. 1(c)]
is simply

oKv

and from (9) and (10)

F Il/--w
C = -oK ---2_farad/meter. (11)

2 F a 7r)

From (4) and (5)

7rd
tanh -

at 4t

0
tan 7 +7rdstanh 2t 4t

or

1 + tanh - tanh -
ce 2t 4t= / rd ^ (12)

I1+tanh Itanh
2t/ 4t

To calculate C for given 1, d, and t, the quan-
tity a/,3 is first calculated from (12) and this
value used to evaluate (11) by means of
tables of elliptic integrals.

HARRY URKOWITZ
Philco Scientific Lab.

Blue Bell, Pa.

Hilbert Transforms of Band-
Pass Functions*

The Hilbert transform x(t) of a (generally
complex-valued) function x(t) of a real vari-
able t is defined by

A Large Signal Behavior of a

Low-Noise Traveling-Wave
Tube and Its Application
to Pulse Radar*

x(t) _ SI x(v)dv (1) A novel pulse radar employing a circu-
ir 1-v lator and low-noise traveling-wave tube as

where the integral is a Cauchy principal a switching device is suggested [1] and ex-
value. The form of (1) shows that xc(t) is the perimental results in X-band 50-kw and S-
convolution of x(t) and 1/(rt). Therefore, band 5-Mw radars are reported. In this
the Fourier transform of x3(t) is the product duplexing system, by taking advantage of
of the Fourier transform of x(t) and that of limiter action of the travelinig-wave tube,
/(irt). That is, if X(X), X(Xo) are the Fourier the mixer crystals are completely protected
transforms of x(t) and x(t), respectively, from the leaking powrer of the transmitter.

then Differing from usual radar, our radars use
no TR tubes and naturally there is no spike

X(W) =-jX(co), co > 0 and therefore no fear about deterioration of

- jX(W), < 0. (2) the mixer crystals. It is another merit that

* Received April 5, 1962.
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some extension of the radar range can be ob-
tained in a low-noise traveling-wave tube. In
S-band experiments, a ferrite switch is
needed in order to protect the traveling-
wave tube. High-power behavior of low-
noise traveling-wave tubes is shown in Figs.
1 and 2. Gain of the X-band tube which was
made on a trial basis at our laboratory bench
is more than 8 db for the input power less
than -20 dbm, for more power than -20
dbm the gain turns to decrease and gets into
the attenuation band. In the S-band tube

Fig. 1-High-power behavior of the X-band traveling-
wave tube (f =9375 Mc).

Input (dbm)

Fig. 2-High-power behavior of the traveling-
wave tube 6861.

RCA 6861, however, the attenuation charac-
teristics as a function of input power show a

complicated figure. The output power of the
tube drops sharply to -30 dbm for the input
power of -5 dbm and +8 dbm. This com-

plicated behavior seems to stem from the
close coupling between the helix and electron
beam.

A schematic diagram of the duplexing
device in S-band 5-Mw radar is shown in
Fig. 3. Though decoupling between ports 1
and 3 of the circulator is fairly large say

25 db-the reflected power from the antenna,
which is about 20 db down from the ra-

diation power, adds to the former. Therefore,
some kind of protection to the TWT was

needed. For this purpose a Faraday-type
ferrite switch was employed where insertion

loss was 0.7 db and attenuation 30 db with
an exciting coil current of 0.9 a. These were
measured at the ambient temperature of
400C.

Over-all noise figure was measured as 8.7
db in which 6.9 db was due to the TWT
only. In an ordinary 5-Mw radar where GE
6621 was employed for the duplexing device,
the NF of this system was 9 db in normal
operation which sounided almost the same
as our radar. However, the striking merit of
our radar was its snmall recovery time. The
recovery time of GE 6621 was more than 160
,Asec in 5-Mw operation, but in our radar,
there was no spike and nio recovery time.
However, some kind of pulse delay due to
magnetizinig coil in the ferrite switch had to
be considered which measured less than 10
,sec.

Map etyotn anlennat
(PRETRia) ModulationDI'nPUtse

Fig.chro 3 s cdia ca iratorr

W iMerami dumm
:Ferrite > indow

--Msodutato l YFTr ites wi tc h

PRE TRiEr ci n <0w- M ode

QatI r Dummy Load
T e5and Absor ber )

LRec|

Fig. 3-A schematic diagram of a circulator-
TWT-radar in 5-Mw operation.

In the experiment of the S-band 500-kw
radar, the arrangement was almost the same

as in the 5-Mw radar except for the circu-
lator. As the 5-Mw circulator was too bulky,
a complete tee-type circulator was em-

ployed where the applied magnetic field was
above resonance of the ferrite.

Field tests of the two radars have been
successfully done through the courtesy of
the Japan Self-Defense Force. Sensitivity of
the receivers were compared by echoes from
a target plane. It was confirmed in 500-kw
radar that the radar range was extended by
27 per cent in our TWT radar whose over-all
NF was measured as 7.3 db. This was due to
4-db improvement of the NF compared to
TR radars.

The authors are indebted to K. Kurihara
who developed the ferrite and S. Takeuchi
and T. Nagai for making the necessary meas-

urements.
S. MITA

T. TAKEYA
S. HAYASI

K. KAKIZAKI
T. YOSHIDA

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.
Kawaski, Japan
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Modified Radar Range Equation
Relating Pulse Energy to Antenna
Aperture or Gain in a Radar
with a Specified Angular Accuracy*

The specifications for new radars usuially
include not only the requirement of miiaxi-
mum range but also angular accuracy both
of which are related to signal-to-noise ratio.
The relationship between transmitted power
and antenna gain or area for a given maxi-
muim ranige differs from that where both
maximum range and anigular accuracy must
be considered. This difference is discussed
briefly in the following.

The ustual radar ranige equation wheni
the samle antenina is uised both on transnmis-
sion and reception ls

4 _PPTG2X2cr P1rA ao_R oc oc - -
KTL(S/N) KTL(S/N)X2

where

Pp=peak power transmittedt
r=pulse length
G =antenna gain
X= wavelength
at=target area

S/N = signal-to-noise power ratio
K = Boltzmann's constant
T=system nioise temperature
L =system losses
A =antenna area.

These expressions imply that, for given
values of R, required S/N, T, a, and L, the
energy

X2 1

A2 G2X2

Thus, if the antenna size is changed so that
the gain is reduced by 3 db, the required
power must be increased by 6 db in order
to maintain the range capability. This com-
monly used relationship applies if maximum
range is the prime consideration.

If the basic radar equation is modified
slightly, a similar expression is available
relating energy to gain or antenna area with
both range and rmis angular error fixed. The
rms angular error in the x plane of an an-
tenna is'

OZ X -D- (S/N)112
where D5 is the x dimenision of the antenna.
Similarly,

50C -D (S/N) 112

and
.2 .52

axa2 oc R (S/N)-Ioc X (S/N)-.
DxDy A

Substituting for S/N in the basic radar equa-
tion,

P-rG3X2irOaz PprcrA Tax0-y
KTL KTL.54

* Received April 2, 1962.
1 R. Manasse, "Maximum angular accuracy of

tracking a radio star by lobe comparison,' IRE
TRANS. ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, vol. AP-8,
pp. 50-56; January, 1960.
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Now, with oxa fixed, along with R, T, L,
and a,

X4
Ppi Mc oc

A3 G3X2

Returning to the example used previ-
ously, if, in this case, the antenna size is
changed so that the gain is reduced by 3 db,
the power must be increased by 9 db in
order to maintain both range and angle
measuring capabilities instead of the 6 db
required to measure range only.

R. A. ENSTROM
Radar Equipment Engrg.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Baltimore, Md.

A Relation Between ax and Q*
In 1944, Davidson and Simmonds' de-

rived a relation between the Q of a cavity
composed of a uniform transmission line
with short-circuiting ends and the attenua-
tion constant a of such a transmission line.
Later, in 1950, Barlow and Cullin2 rederived
this relation. These authors showed that this
relation is quite general and is applicable to
arbitrary cross-section uniform metal tube
waveguides. Since then one of the standard
techniques for the measurements of the
attenuation constant a has become the use

of the cavity method.3 This method offers an
excellent way of measuring the attenuation
constant of a waveguide when the loss is
quite small. Later on this method was

generalized and applied to open waveguides,4
such as the single-wire transmission line and
the dielectric waveguide, by various authors.

However, it is noted that the formula by
Davidson, etc., was derived under the as-

sumption that there exists a single equiva-
lent transmission line for the mode under
consideration. This assumption is true for a

pure TE, TM, or TEM mode, but it is not
clear that such a single equivalent trans-
mission line exists for a hybrid wave. This
suspicion originates from the fact that 1) the
TE and TM waves are intimately coupled
to each other, and 2) the characteristic im-
pedance defined by Schelkunoff5 is not con-

stant with respect to the transverse co-

ordinates. It is, therefore, very difficult to
conceive the possibility that there exists a

single equivalent transmission line for this

* Received April 9, 1962.
'C. F. Davidson and J. C. Simmonds, "Cylindrical

cavity resonators," Wireless Engr., vol. 21, pp. 420-
424; tieptember, 1944.

2 H. M. Barlow and A. L. Cullen, "Microwave
Measurements," Constable and Company, Ltd., Lon-
don, England; 1950.

a E. L. Ginzton, "Microwave Measurements,"
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.; 1957.

4 C. H. Chandler, "An investigation of dielectric
rod as waveguides," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 20, pp. 1188-
1192; December, 1949.

E. H. Sheibe, B. G. King, and D. L. Van Zeeland,
"Loss measurements of surface wave transmission
lines," J. A ppi. Phys., vol. 25, pp. 790-797; June, 1954.

6 S. A. Schelkunoff, "The impedance concept and
its application to problems of reflection, refraction,
shielding and power absorption," Bell Sys. Tech. J.,
vol. 17, pp. 17-48; January, 1938.

hybrid wave; at best the hybrid wave may
be represented by a set of transmission lines
coupled tightly with one another. Hence the
formula by Davidson, etc., may not be ap-
plicable to a hybrid wave.

A more general relation6 between Q and a
can be obtained without using the trans-
mission line equivalent circuit, provided
that a is very small compared with the phase
constant # and that the loss contributed by
the short-circuiting end plates is negligible
compared with the total loss of the wave-
guide section under consideration. The prop-
agation constant of a guided wave with a
small attenuation constant at wo is

r(wo) = a(wo) + ifl(wo).

quencies, the relation (8) is a good approxi-
mation since at these frequencies Vpsayv97

C. YEH
Elec. Engrg. Dept.

Univ. So. Calif.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Formerly with
Calif. Inst. Tech.
Pasadena, Calif.

7 C. Yeh, 'Electromagnetic surface wave propaga-
tion along a dielectric cylinder of elliptical cross sec-
tion, Ph.D. thesis, Calif. Inst. Tech., Pasadena,
1962.

(1)
At resonance, the following relation is true:

r(O,5) +
or

zAco- ift(os). (2)3co
Combining (1) and (2) gives

a(WO) = Ac. (3)
'OW

Since the group velocity v, and Q are given
by the relations

vg =

and

COO

one arrives at the relation
coos VP3= = - (4)2Qv, v, 2Q(4

where v, is the phase velocity of the wave.
This is the general relation that is sought.

Substituting the values of vp/v5 for a TE,
TM, or TEM wave into (4), one gets the rela-
tions derived by Davidson, etc. For a TM
or TE wave in a metal waveguide,

VP I (5)
V9 1 2

where Xc is the cutoff wavelength of the wave
under consideration. Thus

a1 . (6)
1-(TMX)2 2Q

For a TEM wave,

VP .(7)
Vs

Hence

egTEM 2 Q *(8)
2Q

For a hybrid wave, vg and vp are not simply
related. They may be obtained graphically
from the w-, diagram. However, for a
dominant hybrid wave on a dielectric rod at
very low frequencies or at very high fre-

6 Private communication with Prof. R. W. Gould,
Calif. Inst. Tech., Pasadena, Calif.

Man-Machine Communication
M. J. Pedelty*

Mr. Radcliffe appears to have overlooked
most of the important points concerning the
man-computer communication problem.' He
seems to propose a new class of specialist
trained to respond to the characteristics of
the machine (whatever that may mean).
This is precisely the situation we are trying
to avoid in the construction of new computer
"languages," for example, for reasons which
hardly bear repeating. In any case a central
point is that the characteristics of computer
hardware and software are changing in a
time scale incomparable to that of human
characteristics. What long-term good, then,
would "two semesters of computer pseudo-
speech" do a twelfth grader?

Even more strenuous objection might be
raised due to what Mr. Radcliffe does not
say. First, in referring to man's need "to give
up his native language ... in order to earn
his living." one may remark that this is
hardly the "last straw" but rather the first
since machine language has been constantly
giving way to "people-oriented" language.
A fortiori, to refer in this context to "a
machine of lightning speed and powerful
memory" is totally inept in the light of the
clearly demonstrated properties of self-
organizing systems and "intelligent" ma-
chines. It is analogous to designing the
Niagara Falls power station as though it
were to be driven by the steam engine of
James Watt. Ultimately the only mismatch
which will exist between man and machine
will be due to his relatively low upper bound
on communication (and conscious computa-
tion) rate, his fallibility and his need to
operate with comparatively informal struc-
tures. Every effort must be made to take
advantage of whatever sensory motor dis-
crimination a man has,2 but it is too much
to hope that the computer user of the future
will adapt very much to the machine.

M. J. PEDELTY
Adaptronics, Inc.
Annandale, Va.

* Received April 23, 1962.
1 A. J. Radcliffe, Jr., 'Man-machine communica-
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2 J. C. Bliss, "Kinesthetic-tactile communica-
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P. I. Hershberig
In a recent paper,' Radcliffe sLggests the

interconnectioni of the human ininid to the
computing machine for purposes of obtaini-
inig advantages absent in either device. In
one case, he advises " couplinig a livinig or-
ganismi in a feedback loop with a comiiputer
in a manner devised to coniditioni the organ-
ism to communication with the miiachine."
Is not this conditioni presenit ini the inany
teaching machines utilizinig dligital com-
puters, with the reward anid puLnishmienit
signals appearinig in the form of wronig anid
right answers?

Problemns involved in imianl-milachinle coIml-
munication are similar to those consequent
to machine-mlachine commnuniicationi. WAhile
both machines may have capabilities re-
alized through megacycle operatinig speeds,
the communiicationi facility betweei comii-
puters may be capable of only kilocycle data
transmissioni rates. The result is that if we
wish to have extenisive comnilltliicationi be-
tween computers, the performanice of each
must be degraded to that of the commlnumi-
cation facility.

This situation is analogous to man-
machine communication. If we are to couple
the imachine to some peripheral nerve of the
body, the maximum data rate of the nerve
is given by

V. = Kmd2

where V,, is the maximum data rate in bits
per second, K is a constant, m is the myelin
factor of the nerve fiber and d is the nerve
fiber diameter. Since most peripheral nerves
have relatively low myelin factors and di-
ameters, the maximum data rate for these
nerve fibers is of the order of fifty bits per
second.

If the optic nerve is utilized, it must be
recognized that a basically slow chemical
reaction converts light to nervous impulses
(rhodopsin-iodopsin reaction). 'IThis may be
verified by walking from a bright room to a
dark one and nioting that it requires a few
seconds for the eyes to once again pick up
input information.

In contrast with these lowrer data rates,
the human brain has an extremely fast clock
rate. For example, it takes no more than a
few seconds for the cortex to scan several
hundreds of thousands of bits of data
"stored" in the human memory. This clock
rate is of the order of inegacycles and is
comparable with the digital computer.

Of course if one is to couple data into the
cortex, it is necessary to understand the
function of the cortex in terms of its com-
ponent circuitry. Yet Eccles has stated that
there has been little correlation between the
enormous amounts of data gathered on the
brain and the "activity of cortical neuroInes. N

In other words we don't really know any-
thing about how the brain functionis in terms
of its basic building blocks.

Clearly, a better understanding of the
human data processor is necessary before we
attempt to cotuple this device to another
machine.

PHILIP HERSHBERG
AF Cambridge Research Labs.

Bedford, Mass.
3 Received April 26, 1962.
4 J. C. Eccles, 'The Neuirophysiological Basis of

the Mind,' Oxford University Press, New York,
N. V., p. 258; 1953.

Author's CommnenPt
In response to the letter of Mr. Pedelty,

I wish to state two of the basic premises of
my previot-s letter:

1) Verbal or written language, manl's
primary imieanis of consveying concepts
which he might wish to commiinunicate
to a compuiter, has evolved over only
a relatively short period of time antd
has beeni shaped toxxard a miiaximunm
basic survival capability in a crudely
hostile eniviromnmenft over imiost of that
period.

2) The speech process anid the sonal
structure of ouir various langtuages are
inherently limited by evolutioniary
processes, extenidinig oxer a millioll
years, which shaped the struLcture of
otir vocal anid hearinig orgains onl the
basis of an environment enicompassing
factors qulite foreigni to the miiani-
machinie relationiship.

WVith referenice to 1) mani has difficulty
in conveying coincepts clearly to another
humain due to the unliquiely implicit values
tied to words bv each inidividual as a conse-
quenice of his owni living experience. If
semanitic problems presenit a barrier to
humani-humani comm uinication, then com-
munication with a machinie may similarly be
plagued. XVhile htumanis imiight communiicate
with each other purely on the basis of the
"dictionary mneaninig" of words, this is niot
the actual case. Humani comnmuniicationi is
assisted materially by interpretations on the
part of the listener which are influeniced by,
past experience with the particular speaker.
Much meaninig is added to speech by accom-
panying gestures or facial expressionis.

My second premise leads to a questioning
of the efficiency of speech for imiani-machine
communiicationi. The speech process inlvolves
conicessions on the part of our vocal organs
to limitations of the ear; and very probably
the listening process has limitationis related
to limitations of the vocal organis. These
mutual limitations are nlot iniherenit in iman-
machine communications.

It must also be recognized that the hu-
man brain has adaptive and learniing capa-
bility which can be brought to use at rather
low cost to overcome limitations in everyday
langtuage anid speech.

WNThy theni employ expenlsive inlput-
output machinie hardware to circumvent
weaknesses in the strtucture of our language
and inefficienicies in the speech process? It
appears to me that we will not conitinue in-
definitely to base computer iniput and output
languages (which need Inot eveen be the same
for man-machinie communiiicationi) on the
language ancd speech that evolution and cir-
cumstanice have left for luS. WNhenl machinles
of magnitude sufficienit to genierate genuinie
semantic problems ill mani-machinie com-
municationi have beeni built, it may prove
more practical for man to adapt to the
machine, as its potenitialities are explored,
rather than conltinually modify a(I massive
piece of hardware.

One of the best ways to train man, as
Mr. Hershberg points out, is to employ a
"teaching machine" which involves pro-

grammed responises by the imiachinie that are
conditional UpOnI ilnpUt signals from the
learner. TIhis is feedback of a sort, but not
what I had in miind for improx inig man-
minachinle communication.

Twx-o -trangers, Imlotix-ateci to communi-
cate but lacking a (ommon language!, may
be expected to evolve miieains for communtini-
catinig, giveni stifficienit time. Recogni7iing in
advance that a problemii of this sort was to
be encountered would lead themii to prepara-
tionls that wotuld improve the efficienc (of
this multulal learniing process. It appears that
mlain ani(d maachine night be couplecl in a
similar closed learniing loop with hopeful
prospects for improx Ccl ommn1LiMCation as a
consequenc'e. TI he timiie constants of this
closed loop woLu1(l be a great deal shorter
than the time constants of the comnmunica-
tioIn loop, concerned with this same prohlem,
of which this letter is part.

Both Mr. liershberg and lMr. Pedelty
refer to the discrepancy in speed between
conmputationi rate in man or mac hine and in
the informiiation- rate available in visual,
aural or tactile commtunicationi channels to
or from a human. While we cannot change
the propagation velocity of nerve imiipulses,
we canl perhaps speed communication by
greater emphasis of the parallel mode of
operation as opposed to series. Ihere is a
great deal more informationi in .a sy mbol
from the Chinese xvritten languLage thani in a
letter of the Latin alphabet. Grante(d that
one is more ameinable to typesetting than the
other, still onie presents more iniformation
than the other. Is ther-e not a lesson to be
learnied here in respect to improved c'om-
munlicationl betweeni manl ancl machine?
Similarly, it takes no longer to say crag,
steed or gloom than rock, horse or clark, but
the formiier certainly seem to convey more
meaning with the same inpuit-output effort.

The associative and(i adaptive capabilities
present in the humllanl brain are inot likely to
be exceeded by' a machliine for some time to
come. In the meantime it appears to l)e
desirable to determine how manl can modify
his customary means of communicatid)n to
improve man-machine communication.

A. J. RADCLIFFEF, JR.
2407 S. Summ11erlin

Orlando, FIa.

The Discrete Binomial Time
Interval Distribution*

The time interval distribution as derived
from the Poisson distribution is a useful
relation when dealing with random pulses.
In some pulse systems, the time interval is
restricted to multiples of a finite resolving
time. Hence, it would be desirable to have a
discrete time interval distribution describ-
ing this condition. A discrete distribution is
derived from the binomial distribtition that
can be numerically evaluated from standard
tables.

* Received April 11, 1962.
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For Poisson-distributed pulses the prob-
ability of x pulses in time t is

(al)-
FaQt) = Ft(1)x!

where a is the average pulse rate. The prob-
ability of no pulses (x =0) in time t is

Po(t) = eat. (2)
If the period t is to be a time interval be-
tween successive pulses, the interval must
terminate with the next pulse. The probabil-
ity of a pulse in dt at t is (adt). The combined
probability of no pulse in time t followed by
a pulse in di at t is the product of these two
probabilities.

dP(t) = aet'dt. (3)

The probability of a time interval less than
t is obtained by integrating (3)

P(W) = fdP(t) = (1 - (4)

Note that (3) and (4) are continuous func-
tions.

A discrete relation analog to (3) and (4)
can be derived from the binomial distribu-
tion. The probability of x pulses in r time
increments of length r is

Contributors

Bz(r) = ( ) (ar)(I - a) (5)
x

where (x) is the binomial coefficient and
r=t/r is an integer. The probability of no
pulses (x =0) in r increments is

Bo(r) = (I - aT)'. (6)

The probability of a pulse in the (r+l)
increment is ar. The combined probability
of no pulses in r increments followed by a
pulse in the (r+1) increment, i.e., the prob-
ability of a time interval r increments long
is

B(r) = ar( -ar)'. (7)
The probability of a time interval less than
n increments long is obtained by summing
(7)

B(n) = , B(r) = I (1 - ar)a+1. (8)
._o

Eqs. (7) and (8), the desired discrete rela-
tions, are analogs to (3) and (4), respec-
tively.

It is readily shown that (4) is the limiting
expression for (8), just as the Poisson dis-
tribution can be considered as the limiting
distribution for the binomial distribution.
Writing (8) in terms of I and r
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(9)B(n) = 1 - (1 -a)(t/1)+i.
If ar<<l, (1 -aT) is approximately eT and

B(n) "- 1 -(t+). (10)
Letting the increment r approach zero and
n approach infinity such that t=nr is finite
yields

B(n) -1 -e-a
B(n) -P(t).

(11)

Numerical values for B(n) are given in
the Table of the Binomial Probability Dis-
tribution.' For table use B(n) is rewritten
in terms of the binomial expansion as

B(n) =
n

( )(ar)+(1-ar)"f'-. (12)

This form is tabulated in the tables.
The preceding relations have proven

useful in evaluating sampling rates for digi-
tal data systems handling random Poisson-
distributed pulses.

NED WILDE
Atomic Energy Division
Phillips Petroleum Co.

Idaho Falls, Idaho

'"Table of the Binomial Probability Distribu-
tion,' Natl. Bureau of Standards, Applied Mathe-
matics Series No. 6, 1950.
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